Farm, Carden and Household,
New

Shall

England Farmers
Wheat?

Raise

Me have before us two letters which
us to ask the above
question. One
> from au old and
respected correspondent at Brooklyn, X. Y.. Henry Boor, who,
as most of cur readers know, may be
reckoned a- 1 radical and an enthusiast on
this question of raising wheat in New
Begin ad. He cites the yield of this cereal
n
some twenty farms in the State of
Maine, and from his letter we learn that
from thirty to forty bushels have been
aised per acre on a few fields in that State,
while the average of that reported is from
twenty to twenty-live bushels per acre,
l our towns have raised three hundred
-u-:
each the past summer,
averaging
twenty-one bushels per acre.
M.
Boor claims that the first cost of
'■sing wheat in New din gland is no greater than at the M est, while here the straw
wid pay for the crop
And, furthermore,
: nut the
Ireight charges and commissions
twet
t
net of the West and the
•nsumer at the Bast are, to-day, greater
the ralu
f a bushel of wheat, thus

prompt

■

"a,.:

n

:

■

!»•’'* -t .111

a

plttanew for t lie M estto pay him tor his labor,

land. &e.
must know that we
lor all the opinions ex-

n ailers
;

'sponsible
oui correspondents, simply bom
pul lish their communications.
iy

uist
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tie, swine and sheep.

It is mixed with
other kind of grain, as wheat is believed to be too hearty to feed alone. It
is, however, a valuable feed for all kinds
of stock when fed judiciously, and the
only reason il has not been fed more than
it has is because of its usual nigh cost.
Air-dried wheat and corn each contain
about the same amount of water, and they
vary very slightly In the proportion of
organic matter and ash, but ot albuminoids, wheat contains thirteen parts against
Ot crude fibre, wheat has
ten in corn.
but three parts against five aud one-half
in corn, while in fatty substances, corn
exceeds wheat in the proportion of seven
to one and five-tenths.
For feeding any
kind of stock, it would undoubtedly be
better to mix several varieties ot grain
than to teed either one of them alone.
[N. E. Farmer.
some

To Measi uk Corn in the Ear. A
farmer asks how to measure corn in the
ear, or in the crib or bin.
there are sevus
". pi. :au
we may not be-ready
eral rules for this, but the most common
-i
i-nd
at
It we claimed infalliis what is called the LJ.S-ineh rule—that is,
.dg: lent, we should probably
ii;
upon tile presumption that a box 1 foot
iV'
ni
our
.g
correspondents square and 'JS inches deep will Judd one
we knew to be
bushel when shelled. This rule applies
oi:
i.
t. making
w such claim, we
to the dent or gourdseed variety of
only
r
the
to
the
give
largest tieedom
pn-’cr
corn.
The cubical contents in feet are
wlio
:
•j
may contribute to our first ascertained, and this
multiplied by
'i 11 u m n s.
three and divided by seven, which will
luted abiiv e from Mr.
the bushels ot shelled corn of tittyI'
it ...
all for a little inves- give
six pounds. Thus a crib that is thirty-two
1!
.sis to ship a bushel
leet long, eight: feet wide and thirteen
West to the East, at the
feet high in the average, will hold l.fj.j
i: st■
; iini.
it
in
our
a:.'
that
will
sell
for
j
bushels, and two oi them l',050 bushels.
markc'
Enter 'here is something wrong
A common wagon box, eleven feet
long
the .-tatemen:, or nur market reports
and two toot high, would bold JX bushels
! 11:'t v
Wheat, at the date of these
corn in the ear. Another rule tor tanner's
>
is ..uotci1 in New
York City, at
boy is to reduce the contents to cubic
1
in
12
for
No.
$
$1.20
2,
ig ig
inches and divide by 1 .iwhich will
s'
■!• N...
and
for
$1.27
spring,
him the bushels.
w
.to w inter
Whit.- wheat is quoted give
I
to '.to ..-se tor No. 1
at ’"
•••
The Seoharie (X. V.) Republican says:
Hi
we suppose
Old No. 1 corn is
into the hive of
I 'ir bushel, while A mouse found its wav
;
N. w
rk the i:i_r!iesi quotation is only one of our amateur bee men not long
since, and the intruder was found dead
and completely imbedded in wax. The
Mat tm- uoes not look as
n
i th. wheat or corn crop is
mouse, having a sweet tooth, crept into
the hive to steal honey, but, unfortunatei by tlie freights and commissions.
>:
If the producers ami the con- ly, aroused the inmates, and before he
ng distances from could find his way out again was stung
to death.
; be somewhat alth
ise a
Bv-and-lty decomposition set
* -1
I.
tlnmg at the present time rail- in, and Mr. Mousey began to disseminate
a bad smell, which bees can not tolerate;
ad :-i
..rv so 'veil understood and
ippreeiaie.: ny grain dealers, and even by but finding it impossible to hustle him
over the ramparts, ns they do other nui!
ii-umei
the country towns of many
otNew lingland. that grain is sliip- sances, they went energetically to work,
.i < 1 di: •
: in 'ii
tiie West to the nearest and sealed him up in wax, liermetrically
station l tin farmer’s own door, without sealed him, in fact, so that not the slightiate sale, transfer or reship- est odor escaped to make the hive unpleasiueat
It --a.1 and probably with truth, ant for the high-toned, extremely neat
that .he \ ei'agt
.eld ol wheat per acre is and cleanly inhabitants.
ere n New England than at the
greati
W • t
there are other points to be
Size or Barkers. A President of an
deration by our New Eng- agricultural society calls attention to the
ine,
irim
eside the relative yield per fact that there are in a standard
legal baracre at tin Ecast and the West, before de- rel
only 100 quarts, while the ordinary
aling to grow wheat here either for ex- flour barrel, most ill use among farmers
It is in the sale ol'
ortat n or for home consumption.
potatoes and apples, conmetimes a good rule to work by to do tains
nearly one-eight more. Farmers
\ iia:
tlier people do not.—to raise crops sell their
produce in flour barrels, and
nut y our neighbors do not raise, but it is,
merchants transfer the same to standard
ike must general rules, subject to excepbarrels, making a profit on quantity, as
tions
well as on price. In the sale of 800 barAt the West, everybody does not grow rels of
potatoes from a farm, the proprietwheat, at r.i she best wheat growing see- or looses 100 barrels, worth S270, for
t
ns neu
e\cry one grows more or less which he might as well he paid.
The
I it. ate many tanner- make it a special
middle-man, not the consumer, profits by
1 hey grow it on such a large scale this.
crop
Farmers, see to it that you employ
that tin y can aiford to have tlie best ma- the one
hundred-quart barrels hereafter.
chine-owing tin seed, the best reaper-1
n
and
the
harvesting,
1 e-t machine- I t threshing and winnowHeat and Contraction,
ing " the grain If each farmer does not
Professor
F. M. Duncan, F. 11. S„ recentg!i to ! lake it practicable to own ly delivered at the
Royal Institution a
i:i th
in
nine-named, there are others course
of lectures upon •■The Grander
who are glad to take stock in them,
neat
Phenomena ot Physical Geography.” lie
and .get the benefit of labor-saving
out that there is strong evidence
; Mil-, wh.eii gives them a great
advantage pointed
that the earth is a solid body now cooling,
• •v
tin sniah farmer at the East, on his
because the deeper man can gel in mines
lihly, rough land, even il it were other- or in
borings the hotter is the temperature,
wise as we adapted to wheat as the praiand it the temperature continues to inies of the West.
crease at depths to which men can not
Two years ago, wo received by mail
in the same ratio that it does at
about tin ounce of very handsome white reach,
which he can reach, a temperature
winter wheat from f iend I'oor, which he depths
of .‘J,C80 degrees would he found at a depth
-aid he took
ai a .-ample he found in the
of' forty-five miles. At this temperature
New V
market, but without any known
nan
d u it. He asked us to give granites and lavas fuse. Assuming, then,
the earth to be a iiot body now cooling, as
t a :
vim h we were very glad to do,
it cools the rocks must contract; more;n ugh
nr
in
previous experiments
those rocks which are rich in silica
wheat culture had proved failures. In the over,
will not contract so rapidly on cooling as
ettei accompanying the sample, the sendherein a source of
r ciaim d. It wo remember correctly, that others, consequently
ot shape to the earth.
It is well
v 1 > at should be much more
profitable on change
known that surface changes are going on,
nr land then the large crops ol rye which
that some large areas of land are in course
we
had 1 —n raising, because tlie wheat
of slow upheaval, while others are slowly
wa- a
;!. -.cry much more in market by
and that at one geological period
tin bushel, while tlie straw was tliree- sinking,
tourtl
valuable per acre as rye straw, there was a great upheaval of the larger
tini that more wheat might be expected portion of the continent ol North America.
The globe, therefore, is cooling unequally.
t.rui ot rye on the same number of acres.
The radiation from some parts is greater
At the proper time for sowing, we gave
the
d a good soaking in strong brine, than at others, so in this there is a further
source of disturbance. Sir William Thompand tin a relied it iii dry ashes to kill
any son lias calculated that
every year 22 horse-unit sp. : s it might contain, and then
power of work —for heat means work—is
wt
"ue corner ol a field ot winter
got rid of from every 217 acres ot the surr. e and seeded all down to grass at the
of the globe. The dissipation of en1 he result was some very line face
and the contraction of rocks not beiking, plump wheat, nearly as good as ergy
the ,-e d and nearly free from smutty ing uniform, the effect of these disturbing
causes is to produce horizontal thrusts,
-talk-, but the straw was only about half
which form mountain ranges by crumpling
the height id the rye along side, while,
from some cause beside thin seeding, the up the earth, for mountains are formed by
this crumpling action, and not usually Inwheat was much less than hall as thick on
The
the ground, thus giving the young grass direct volcanic or other upheaval.
excellent dance to grow. The two crops ehauges produced by the contraction are
slow, and there is every reason to believe
w cre\
cry much in each other’s way at
that our present sea floors and our present
We
have
often
heard it said
harvesting.
that wheat was an excellent grain to seed continents are extremely old, geographically speaking, so far as their present forms
w ith
grass, and, it our experiment was are
concerned, lie said that the upper
worth anything, such is the fact.
The past fall, the cleaned seed, after part of Snowdon consists of sea sand, fossil sea fishes and volcanic ashes, all mixed
being soaked in brine and rolled in slackened lime, was sowed by the side ot an- together; in fact, it appears to have been
other field ol rye. If it does as well, for atone time in the same condition that the
ot Naples is in at present—that is to
a
year or two longer, as last season, we Bay
shall have some wheat to sell or to feed to say, volcanic ashes fell into it and sometimes buried fish. The lower part of SnowA- to going to mill with it,
poultry
don consists of vast streams of old lava.
thinking t brink back flour, that is pretty At some
geological period the crumpling
much
ut ol
the question, as flouring
mills, excepting a few in some of the action already mentioned look place below the Bay of Snowdon; consequently
cities, are very scarce in Massachusetts,
and probably the name is true of other the bottom of the bay was elevated and
became the top of the highest mountain
Eastern states.
Unbolted wheat is a
in Wales. Rain, and livers, and atmoswholesome article of food and not unthen played upon it during
palatable t our taste, and we hope yet to pheric changes
1 ve the satisfaction of testing a loaf from thecourse of long ages, sculpturing out the
wheat of our own growing; but, taking beautiful mountain scenery which charinto the account the difficulty ot getting acterizes the Snowdon range.
wheat harvested and ground in this part
‘d the
country, and the greater demand
The situation ol light keeper is not al
lor more perishable
products which pay so together a sinecure, as will be seen by the
much better, we cannot see our own
way following from the Portsmouth Tillies of
clear l<
making wheat growing very Saturday, 10th:
near
markets
in
profitable
good
New EngMr. Leander White, of New Castle, an
land, where milk, fruits anil vegetables assistant
light keeper at Boon Island, left
are m good demand.
the island last Wednesday, at noon, in a
Nor can we quite agree with trieucl small
the exhaustopen boat, to
Poor, that large crops ol wheat can be ed winter stock ol replenish and
fuel, for
provisions
grown on our old, run-out fields by simply himself and
companions. For a time the
of
a
white
under
or
a
weed,
turning
crop
wind was favorable and he had
every proscrop of any other kinds of weeds, or green pect of getting to the mainland before
stuff. We have found no crops yet that dark, but the wind went
down and left his
will not pay better lor the labor of grow- boat becalmed until late in
the evening,
ing then) on good than on poor land.
when it breezed up and blowed
very hard
Tlie other letter, referred to above, is so that he had to
off
to sea again, alone
put
from a gentleman in Maine, who is in in the storm and darkness.
He had a teditrouble because wheat is so low that he is ous time of it without lire or
light, in a
to
feed
it
to stock instead of buytempled
rough s»h which often shifted the shingle
as
the difference in price by the ballast, and made his frail craft almost
ing corn,
pound is v<tv smalt. This reminds us that
unmanagable and liable to swamp any
.Mr. Joseph Harris of
N. Y., moment. In these trying sireumstances,
Rochester,
lias been
recommending farmers to feed the signal light of a large vessel threw its
wheat ties winter to their cattle and
hogs, warning rays through the thick darkness,
as being in many eases the most
profitable and he knew the stranger was bearing
method of disposing of it; certainly much
down directly upon him. The helm and
better than to force it upon an over-stocked
sheets of his own cralt demanded his unmarket.
divided attention, and taxed his strength
In England, wheat is, at the present
to the utmost.
All he could do was to retime, cheaper by the pound than either
peatedly shout his alarm at the top of his
oats or
the
farmers
and
and
barley,
gra- voice, and just as destruction seemed inziers are
feeding it to a considerable ex- evitable, an answering shout told him that
tent, although there, as well as here, he was
heard. The next moment the veswheat, the "Staff of life,” looks a little sel veered and
ploughed in headlong catoo good to be fed to cattle and horses,
reer, so near the helpless sailor that the
and some refuse to use it in this
fearway
spray from her bow drenched him to the
ing it is a sin against Divine Providence. skin. When morning dawned at last, the
A writer in the Milwaukee Journal of lone
navigator found himself in the midCommerce says wheat in that market is dle of Ipswich
bay. At noon on Fast day
•cheaper now than either oats, rye or corn, he reached this city, wet, hungry and tired,
and the farmers are acting on this knowl- but not at all
discouraged. Of such maedge and are feeding wheat to horses, eat- terial are light-keepers made
W • piiidi-a m::n) letters which accord enw.'ili
in own views, and others
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Waltz.

and fell in tile dusky room,
And died on the purple night outside,
l.ike the tremulous swell of the ocean’s calm.
And the steady sweep of the coming tide.
It

rose

And we stood there together, hand in hand,
With faces a-stnile but with hearts a-quiver.
With a love that rebelled at a master’s law,
As we moved to the strains of
The Beauti-

ful River.”

What if for once your cheek touched mine,
And I felt the play of your breath on my face?
Love cannot always’ be fettered down,
Nor rise to a sin in a last embrace.
For I held you then but as others may—
Rut held von to wake with a terrible shiver—
And the air grew faint and the world grew dim
As we floated along
The Beautiful River.”
the swelling llow of its fervid tide
We buried the past with a bitter pleasure;
Forgetting the future—a hopeless love
Anil a life burned out to its golden measure.
On

A touch of the hand and a look of the eye,
One burning word, and we parted forever;
Parted to sight, but still heart to heart
In a passionate clasp which naught can sever.
t a_la"-!How
1 his

Ham

was

1 ■"

Cured.

in slave times. It was also
immediately after dinner, and the gentlemen had gone to the east
piazza. Mr.
Smith was walking hack and forth talking somewhat excitedly for him. while Dr.
Rutherford sat with his feet on the railing,
thoughtfully executing the sentimental
performance of cutting his finger nails.
Dr. Rutherford was an old friend ot Mr.
Smith who had been studying surgery in
Philadelphia, and now, on his way baek
to South Carolina, had tarried to make us
a visit.
l'ou see,
Mr. Smith was saying,
“about a week ago one ol our old negroes
died under the impression that she was
‘tricked’ or bewitched, and the consequence has been that the entire plantation
is demoralized.
You never saw anything
like it.”
“Many a time,” said Dr. Rutherford,
and calmly cut his nails.
“There is not a negro on the place,”
continued Edward,
who does not lie
down at night in terror of the Evil Eye,
and go to his work in the morning paralyzed by dread of what the day mav
bring. Why, there is a perfect panic
among them. They are falling' about like
a set of ten pins.
This morning I sent tor
Wash (best hand on the place) to see about
setting out tobacco-plants, and behold
\\ ash curled up under a hay stack getting
ready to die! It is enough to—. So as
soon as you came this
morning a plan entered my head for putting a stop to the
thing. It will be necessary to acknowledge that two or three ot them are under
the spell, and it is better to select those
who already fancy themselves so.
Rosalie!” I appeared at. the window. “Are
any ot the house servants ’witched ?”
“Mercy is,” said I, “and I presume
Mammy is going to be; I saw her make
a courtsey to the black eat this
morning.”
“Well, what is your plan?” inquired
Dr. Rutherford.
Mr. Smith seated himself on the piazza
railing, dangling his feet tliereagainst,
rounding his shoulders in the most attractive and engaging manner, as yon see
men do, and proceeded to
develop liis idea.
1 was called oil at the moment, and did
not return for an hour or two.
As 1 did
sol hoard Dr. Rutherford say, “All right !
Blow' the horn
and the overseer down
in the yard
was

Blew a blast as lnud and shi ill
the wikl-boar heard on Temple Hill—

As
an

event which at this unusual hour ot the

day produced perfect consternation among
the already excited negroes. They no
doubt supposed it the musical exercise set

lor the performance of the
angel
Gabriel on the day of judgment, and in
less than ten minutes all without exception had come pell-mell, helter-skelter,
running to “the house.” The dairymaid
left her churn, and the housemaid put
down her broom; the ploughs stood still,
and when the horses turned their heads to
see what was the matter
they found they
had no driver; she also who was cooking
for the hands “fled from the path of duty”
(no Casabianca nonsense lor her!) leaving the “middling” to sputter into blackness and the
corn-pones to share its fate.
Mothers had gathered up their children of
both sexes, and grouped them in little
terrified companies about the yard and
around the piazza-steps.
Edward was now among them, endeavoring to subdue the excitement, and having to some extent succeeded, lie made a
signal to Dr. Rutherford, who came forward to address the negroes.
Throwing
his shoulders back and looking around
with dignity, he exclaimed, “1 am the
great Dr. Rutherford, the witch doctor ol
Boston! 1 was far away in the* .North,
hundreds ot miles from here, and I saw a
spot on the sun, and it looked like the Evil
Eye ! And 1 found it was a great black
smoke. Then 1 knew that witch-fires were
burning in the mountains, and witches
were dancing in the valleys; and the
light
of the Eye was red ! I am the great Dr.
Rutherford, the witch doctor ot Boston !
I called my black cat
up and told her to
smell for blood, and she smelled, and she
smelled, and she smelled! She smelled,
and she smelled, and she smelled! And
presently her hair stood up like bristles,
and her eyes shot out sparks of lire, and
her tail was as stiff as iron!” lie threw
his shoulders back, looked imposinglv
around and repeated: “1 am the great
Dr. Rutherford, the witch doctor ol Boston ! My black cat tells me the witch is
here—that she has hung the deadly nightshade at your cabin-doors, and your blood
is turning to water. You are beginning
to wither away.
You shiver in the sunshine; you don’t want to eat; your hearts
are heavy and you don’t feel like
work;
and when you come from the field you
don’t take down the banjo and pat and
sliullle and dance, but you sit down in the
corner with your heads on your hands,
and would go to sleep, but you know that
as soon as you shut
your eyes she will cast
hers on you through the chinks in the
cabin-wall.”
“Dat/'s me!” said Mercy—“dat
oertny
is me!”
“Gret day in do mornin’, mas1 witchdoctor!
How yon know? Is you been
tricked ?” inquired Martha, who, having
been reared on the plantation, was unacquainted with the etiquette observed at
lectures.
Wash groaned heavily, and shook his
head from side to side in silent commendation of the doctor’s lore.
“My black cat tells me that the witch
is here; and she is here!”
(Immense
sensation among the children ot Ham.)
“Hut,” continued he with a majestic wave
of the arm, “she can do you no harm, for
1 also am here, the great Ur. Rutherford,
the witch doctor of Hoston !”
“Doctor,” inquired Edward in a loud
voice, “can you tell who is conjured and
who is not ?”
“1 cannot tell unless robed in the blandishments of plagiarism and the satellites
of hygienic art as expunged by the gyrations of nebular hypothesis. Await ye !”
He and Mr. Smith went into the house.
The negroes wore very much impressed.
'1 hev have excessive reverence for
grandiloquent language, and the less they understand of it the better
like
it.
they
“What dat he say,
honey?” asked old
“I
can't
heer like I used ter.”
Mammy.
“Hesays he will be back soon. Mammy,
and tell if any of you are Hacked,” said
1; and just then Edward and the doctor
reappeared, bearing between them a pine
table. On this table were arranged about
forty little pyramids of whitish-looking
powder, and in their midst stood a bottle
containing some clear liquid, like water.
Dr. Rutherford seated himself behind it,
robed in the black gown he had used in
the dissecting-room, and crowned by a
comical head-piece about two feet high,
manufactured by Edward and himself, and
which they had completed by
placing on
the pinnacle thereof a human skull. The

apart

effect of this picturesque
heightened by two large red

costume was
circles around
the doctor’s eyes—whether obtained from
the juice ot the pokeberry or the inkstand
on Edward’s desk need not be determined.
In lront of the table stood the
negroes,
men, women and children.
There was
the preacher, decked in the clerical livery
of a standing collar and white cravat, but,
perhaps in deference to the day of the
week, these were modified by the secular
apparal of a yellow cotton shirt and homespun pantaloons attached to a pair of old
“galluses,” which had been mended with
twine, and pieced with leather, and lengthened with string, till, if any of the original
remained, none could telfthe color thereof nor what they had been in the
day of
their youth. The effect was not harmonious.
There was Mammy, with her low
wrinkled forehead, and white turban, and
toothless gums, and skin of shining blackness, which testified that her material
wants were not neglected.
There was
Wash, a great, stalwart negro, who ordinarily seemed able to cope with any ten
men you might meet, now
looking so" subdued and dispirited, and of a complexion
so ashy, that he
really appeared old and
shrunken and weak. There was William
Wirt, the ploughboy, affected by a chronic
grin which not even the solemnity of this
occasion could dissipate, hut the character
ot which seemed changed by the awe
struck e3'cs that rolled above the heavy
red lips and huge white teeth. There was
Apollo—in social and domestic circles
known as ’Foliar—there was Apollo, his
hair standing about his head in little black
tufts or horns wrapped with cotton cord
to make it grow, one brawny black shoulder protruding from a rent in bis yellow
cotton shirt, his pantaloons hanging loosely around lus hips, and bagging around
that wonderful foot which did not suggest
his name, unless his sponsors in baptism
were of a very satirical turn.
There were
Martha, and Susan, and Minerva, and Cinderella, and Chesterfield, and Pit, and a
great many other grown ones, besides a
crowd of children, the smallest among the
latter lining clad in the dishabille of a single garment, which reached perhaps to
the knee, but had little to boast in the way
of latitude.
There they all stood in little groups
about the yard, looking with awe and reverence at the great Dr. Rutherford, who
sat behind the table with his black gown
and frightful eyes and skull-crowned cap.
“You see these little heaps of powder
and this bottle of water. You will come
forward one at a time and pour a few
drops of the water in this bottle on one
ot these little heaps of powder.
If the
powder turns blaek, the person who pours
on the water is ’witched.
If the powder
remains white, the person who pours on
the water is not ’witched.
You may all
examine the powders, and see tor yourselves whether there is any difference between them, and you will each pour Iroin
the same bottle.”
During a silence so intense that nothing
was heard save the. hum of two
great
“bumblebees” that darted in and out
among the trees and Hew at erratic* angles above our heads, the negroes came
forward and stretched their necks over
each other’s shoulders, peering curiously
at the little mounds of powder that lav
before them, at the innocent looking bottle
that stood in their midst, and the great
high priest who stood behind. They
stretched their necks over each other's
shoulders, and each endeavored to push
his neighbor tj the front; but those in
front, with due reverence for the uncanny
nature of the table, were determined not
to be forced too near it, and the result,
was a quiet struggle, silent wrestle, an
undertone of wriggle, that was irresistibly

tunny.

Then

arose

the

great high priest:

“Range ye!”
Not knowing

the nature of this order,
tiie negroes scattered instanter and then
collected e/i nttta-ic around Mr. Smith.

“Range ye! range!” repeated the docwith dignity, and Edward proceeded
to arrange them in a long, straggling
tor

upon them that there was no
for alarm, as, even should any of
them prove ’witched, the doctor had
charms with him by which to cast etV the
row,

urging

cause

spell.

“Come, Martha,” said Edward; but
Martha was dismayed, and giving her
neighbor a hasty shove exclaimed,
“You go fits’, Unk' Eumlrey, yen's de

preacher.”
Uncle Humphrey disengaged

his elbow
with an angry hitch “I don’t keer if 1
is: go’long youse’f.”
“Well, de tail'd knows I'm ’feerd to
go,” said Martha; “but el 1 sot up for
preachin’, ’peers to me I wouldn’ be
’feerd to sass witches nor goses, nor miffin’ else.”
“1 don’t preach no time but Sundays,
an’ dis ain’t Sunday,” said Uncle Hum-

phrey.
“Hy, nigger!” exclaimed Martha in
desperatiou, “is you gwine to go back on
de Lord cos ’tain’t Sunday? How come
you don’t trus’ on Him week-a-days?”
“Ddoes trus’ on Him fur as enny sense
in doin’ uv it; but et 1 go to enny my
foolishness, Ills’ thing 1 know de Lord
gwine leave me to take keer uv myse’f,
preacher or no preacher—same as ef He
was ter say, ‘Hat’s all right, cap’ll; ef
you gwine to boss dis job, boss it;’ an
den vvhar I be? Mas’ Ned told you to
go ; go on an lemme ’lone.”
“Uncle Humphreys,” said Edward,
“there is nothing whatever to be afraid
of, and you must set the rest an example.
Come!”
Undo Humphrey obeyed, but as lie did
so he turned his head and rolled—or, as
the negroes say, walled—his eyes at Martha in a manner which convinced her,
whatever her doubts in other matte -s pertaining to theology, that there is such a
thing as future punishment. The old fellow advanced, and under direction of the
great high priest poured some ot the contents of the bottle on the powder indicated
to him, and it remained white.
"Thang (lord!” lie exclaimed with a
fervency which left no doubt of his sincerity, and hastened away.
Two or three others followed with a
similar result.
Then came Mercy the
housemaid, and as her trembling fingers
poured the liquid forth, behold the powder changed and turned to black ! The
commotion was indescribable, and Mercy
was about to have a nervous fit when I)r.
Rutherford, fixing his eyes on her, said in
a tone of command,' “Be quiet—be petfectly quiet, and in two hours I will destroy the spell, (lo over there and sit
down.”
She tottered to a scat under one of the

Edward went up to him and laid his
hand on his shoulder: “That’s all right,
my boy. We’ll have you straight in no
time, and you will be the best man at the

shucking

night.”
powders.

to-morrow

More white

Then

came

Wash, great big Wash; and when his
powder changed, what do you suppose he
did P Well, he just fainted outright.
The remaining powders retaining their
color, and Wash having been restored to
consciousness, Dr. Rutherford directed

him to a clump oi chinquapin bushes near
the “big gate” at the entrance of the
plantation. There he would find a flat
stone. Beneath this stone he would find
thirteen grains ol moulding corn and
some goat’s
hair.
These he was to
bring back with him. Under the first rail
near the same
gate Mercy would find a
dead frog with his eyes torn out, and
across the road in the hollow of a
stump
Apollo was to look for a muskrat’s tail
and a weasel's paw. They went ofl reluctantly, the entire corps cle plantation
following, and soon they all came scamppering back, trampling down the ox-eyed
daisies and jamming each other against
the cornet of the rail fence, for, sure
enough, the witch's treasures had been
found, but not a soul had dared to touch
them.
Dr. Rutherford sternly ordered
them back, but all hands hung fire, and
their countenances evinced resistance of
such a stubborn character that Edward at
length volunteered to go with them.
Then it was all right, and presently returned tie most laughable procession that
was evei seen
Wash with his arm at
right angles, bearing bis grains of moulding grain on a burdock leaf which he held
at as great a distance as the size of the
leaf and the length of his arms would ad—

nut. ms neon craneu out an I his eyes so
to the uncanny corn that he stum-

glued

bled over every slick and stone that lay
in bis path ; Mercy next, with ludicrous
solemnity, bearing her unsightly burden
on the end of a cornstalk;
Apollo last, his
weasel’s pawsand muskrat’s tail deposited
in the toe of an old brogan which be had
found by the roadside, brown and wrinkled
and still", with a hole in the side and the
ears curled back, and. which he had
hung
by the heel to a long crooked stick. On
they came, the crowd around them fol-

lowing

at

irregular distances, surging
advancing or retreating
as they were urged
by curiosity or repelled by fear.
It was now getting dark, so Dr. Rutherford, having had the table removed,
brought forth three large plates tilled
with different colored powders. On one
he placed Mercy’s frog, on another Wash’s
back and forth,

corn, and on the third the muskrat’s tail
and weasel's paw taken Irom Apollo's
shoe
Thun we all waited in silence
while with his hands behind him he
strode solemnly back and forth in front
of the three plates. At length the bees
had ceased to hum; the cattle had come
home of themselves, and could be heard
lowing in the distance; the many shadows
had deepened into one; twilight had faded ami darkness come. Then he stood
still :
am the great Dr. Rutherford, the
witch-doctor of Boston! 1 will now set
lire to these witch’s eggs, and it they
burn the Haines will scorch her. She will
scream and tlv away, and it will be a hundred years before another witch appears
in this part ot the country.’’
He applied a match to Apollo's plate
and immediately the whole place was illuminated b\ a pale blue glare which fell
with ghastly effect on the awe stricken
countenances around, while in the distance, apparently near the “big gate,”
arose a succession of the most frightful
shrieks ever heard or imagined.
Then
the torch was applied to Mercy's frog, and
forthwith every nook and corner, every
blade of grass was bathed in a Hood of
blood-red light while the cries grew, if
possible, louder and fiercer. Then came
Wash’s corn, which burned with a poisonous green glare, and flashed its
>ickly
light over the house and yard and the
crowd of black faces; and hardly had this
died away when from the direction of the
big gate there slowly ascended what appeared to be a blood red ball.

“There she goes!” said the great Dr.
Rutherford, and we all stood gazing up
into the heavens, till at length the thing
burst into flames, the sparks died away
and no more was to be seen.
••Now, that is the last of her ! impressively announced the witch doctor of Boston ; “and neither she nor her sisters will
dare come to this country again tor the
the next hundred years. You can all
make your minds easy about witches."
Then came triumph instead of dread,
and scorn took the place of tear. There
arose a secession of shouts and cheers,
laughter and jeers. They patted their
knees and shuffled their leet and wagged
their heads in derision.
“Hyar! hyar! old gal! Done burnt up,
is you? Take keer wiiar you lay yo’ aigs
’’
arier dis ! advised William Wirt in a loud
“Go
voice.
’long pizen sass ! said Martha. “You done lay yo las’ aig, you is !
“Hooray tag-rag!” shouted Chesterfield.
TIiste yo’ heels, ole Mrs. Satan, cried one.
“You ain’t no better’n a free nigger!”
said another. “Yo’ wheel done sketch
for good, ole skeer-faee! hyar! hyar! You
better not come foolin’ dong o' Mas’ Ned’s
no

mo’ !

The next night was a gala one, and a
merrier set ot negroes never sang at a
corn-shucking, nor did a jollier leader than
Wash ever tread the pile, while Mercy
sat on a throne of shucks receiving Sambo’s homage, and, unmolested by fear,
coyly held a corncob between her teeth as
she hung her head and bashfully consented that he should come next day to “ax
Mas’ Ned do liberty ot de plantashun.”
“But, Edward." said I, “why did those
three powders turn black?”
“Because they were calomel, my dear,
and it was lime-water that was poured on
them,” said Mr. Smith.
“Well, but why did not the others turn
black too ?
•‘Because the others were tartanzed an-

timony.”

“Where did you get what was in the
that made the lights, you know P ”
“Rutherford had the material, lie is
going to settle in a small country town,
so lie
provided himself with all sorts of
drugs and chemicals before he left Phila-

plates,

delphia.”

“Rut, Edward,” persisted 1 putting my
hand over his book to make him stop read-

“how came those things where they
found ? and the balloon to ascend
just at the proper moment P and who or
what was it screaming so? Neither you
nor Dr. Rutherford had left the yard except
to go into the house.”
“No, my dear; but you remember Dick
trees.
One or two more took their turn, among Kirby came over just after dinner, and he
them Mammy, but the powders remained would not ask any better fun than to tix
white. J had entreated Edward not to all that.”
“Humph ! said 1, “men are not so stupronounce her ’witched, because she was
so old and I loved her so; I could not
pid, alter all.”
Edward looked more amused than flatbear that she should bo frightened. You
should have seen her when she found that tered, which shows how conceited men
she was safe. The stilt old limbs became are. [In Lippincott’s Magazine.
A Good Law por Tramps.
Gov. Gassupple and the terrified countenance full
of joy, and the dear ridiculous old thing ton has signed a hill passed by the Massathrew her arms up in the air, and laughed, chusetts
Legislature, providing that the
and cried, and shouted, and praised God, overseers of the poor of any town or city,
and knocked off her turban, and burst or keepers ot almshouses acting under
open her apron strings, and refused to be their direction, may require any person
quieted till the doctor ordered her to be not a resident of said town or city applyremoved from the scene of action. The ing to them for, and receiving from them,
idea ot retiring to the seclusion of her food and
lodging or either in an almshouse
cabin, while all this was going on was or other place, to perform a reasonable
simply preposterous, and Mammy at once amount of labor in return for such food
exhibited the soothing effect of the sug- and
lodging, and may detain such person
until the same is performed, but not begestion ; so the play proceeded.
More white powders. Then Apollo’s yond the hour of eleven iu the lorenoon of
turned black, and, poor fellow! when it the day succeeding his application; and
in ease of refusal to labor, to send him to
did so, he might have been a
god or a
demon, or anything else you never saw, the State Workhouse, at Bridgewater, as
for his lace looked little like that of a a vagrant. This is just what is needed for
the tramping community, and a similar
human being,
giving you the impression
only ot wildly-rolling eyeballs, and great law is wanted in every State. It would
thin out if not stop the gangs of peramwhite teeth glistening in a
gastly, feeble,
almost idiotic grin.
bulating criminals altogether.

ing,

were

NUMBER 43.

One of Secor Robeson's Frauds.

Apprehended difficulty with Spain was
the reason Secretary Robeson gave for
buying the yacht Dispatch for errand purposes. But if this were the design, why
has he built upon her deck a room exclusively for himself and wife ?
“Would you like to see Hie Secretary's
state room ?
inquired the sailor who was
detailed to show visitors the yacht so soon
to be laden with Senatorial rubbish. “Cer”
tainly, replied the modest representative
of the common people. Imagine a room,
small in size, but dainty and exquisite as
a jewel box, with mirrors, bureau, dressing case, writing desk, all constructed as
a part of the
polished walls, and a fairy
couch of fine linen, on which Aurora might
recline after her weary race with Cupid.
Ruffled slips enclose the downy pillows,
and the perfect draperies are tinted like
the pale silver gray of the morning. If
this boat was purchased simply' for a dispatch or errand boat, why is she fitted in all
her appointments regardless of expense ?
And it costs as much to keep her alloat as
a man-of-war.
The sailor was again interrogated : “Does she carry any weapons of warfare?”
“Only swords for the
officers. A single gun tired from her deck
would shake her to pieces. This is a

pleasure boat, to be used by the Secretary
and his friends,” said the blunt, outspok-

Senator Gordon on the Political Situation.

Senator Gordon, ot
interviewed

by

a

Georgia,

has been

reporter of the Atlanta

Herald, in the course of which he expressed himself in regard to the following
among other

topics:
Greeley, Carl Schurz, Gratz Brown
and Governor Curtin, representing a disorganized and scattered army, proposed a
Mr.

platform

at Cincinnati, on which it was
all the elements of opposition to
the corrupt administration
might be united. The movement failed
just then ; not
because the liberals and conservatives did
not do their part, but because there was
not sufficient time allowed to
bring the
Democratic part}' to believe that the movement was a sincere and honest effort for
reconciliation and restoration.
i tie elections ot last fall were the
legitimate and the necessary results of that
coalition. Something like the Greeley
movement was absolutely necessary. The
northern people had become inerustated
with a granite formation of,passion, prejudice and hate beneath which their mellower and better feelings were imprisoned
It seemed impossible to break
through this
horrid easement that bad coffined the kindly northern and western heart. No plea
could penetrate it; no outrage could shiver
it, no argument could phase it. Jt was a
solid, unfeeling mass, against which all
impulses fell impotent. But Horace Greeley, with one stroke of his pen, as with a
wand, shattered this miserable shell and
threw the words of truth and right and
justice, like sunbeams, in upon the soul
and tin: brain and the heart of the people
io use his own expression, “A chasm
yawned between the people of this republic, that must ‘be closed or tilled.’” Like
another Curtins, with as heroic a heart
and as high a purpose, 1 am sure, as moved
tile ancient Roman, ho flung himself as a
sacrifice into the abyss. He gave his pen,
his speecli and his lite to the cause of reconciliation. And he did not give them
in vain.
Through his sacrifice the chasm
was closed, and his people stand ovei his
grave united and victorious.
1 opposed the Greeley movement at
lirst. but 1 am not one of those who insist
now that it was a mistake.
I think that it
was the wisest political movement in our
It was the carrying out
political histon
of tiie policy shadowed in Lincoln's memorable words—‘-\Ve have conquered them
by arms; let us win them by magnanimity.” I heard Senator Bayard, who, you
will remember, opposed the coalition bitterly and denounced it on the floor of tiie
Baltimore convention, say in the executive
session of the Senate, just a few days ago.
that alter seeing its fruits ho estimated the
Greeley movement as a wise, politic and
patriotic movement. It gave the South
the ear of tiie North and West. This was
all we wanted. We did not need arguments, we only lacked an audience.
Reporter—l)o you think that we should
make the next national campaign on tho
Cincinnati platform P
General 1 lordon—I think that we should
hazard nothing on account of prejudice or
partisan opinion, tor I believe that the
perpetuation of our free institutions depends on the issue of tho next national
campaign. On its result hangs, in my
opinion, tiie safety of the republic, which
should be more estimable than any mere
party triumph should be. There are four
leading ideas that should enter into the
Democratic platform lor 187G. These four
cardinal principles should be put in our
platform to insure success, and then adhered to by our party to ensure peace.
The lirst point is, that we shall have economy, purity, and fidelity in the administration ot the government.
All these
elements may lie included under the one
It there is anything
head of honesty.
that the people of this country—the whole
people, without distinction of party—desire, it is ail honest party; a party that
wilt oppose fraud and corruption; that
will throttle rings and cliques; that will
denounce and dethrone even its own leaders when they become corrupt; that will
command the contidenee of home taxpayers and retrieve our reputation abroad.
The lirst and leading principle, then, in
the platform should bo a promise made—
not idly, but earnestly, and as a guarantee
—-that we will reform the abuses of the
present party and fairly and honestly run
thp government and dispose of its rev-

thought

sailor.
Besides the purchase money, tiie improvements and the excursions cost the
(iovernment §140,000 last year. The Secretary has named his yacht U. S. Dispatch
instead of U. S. Grant, and all this is done
out of deference to the feelings of the honest people of tho country.
ThU naval
plaything was built by Ileury Smith, a
banker of New I'orlc city, but after being
completed it was found she was too long
for her width and depth, and there lore
she was no match for the sea.
So Henry
Smith’s darling, which cost him §200,000
hard money, snuggled close to the coast
ot New York, or flirted her clean white
sails in tiie huge harbor, costing her muster a small fortune monthly to keep her
afloat. Such was her character that no
man of sense would touch her in a financial way; but she was in tiie market, and
Secretary Robeson with a naval appropriation could afford to buy her. Alas ! the
vast sums which pass through tiie hands oi
a Secretary of the Navy unquestioned !
Secretary Robeson took ids Toorlles prize
to the Navy Yard at Norfolk, and tiie workmen built her a pair ot false sides.
This
was done according to tiie Darwinian theory, so that she might in time evolve some
sea-going legs. Then she was crowned
with a new upper deck to accommodate
the guests who were expected at times to
partake of her hospitality. An old sailor
stationed at tho Washington Navy Yard
says: “She is no more lit for a cruise in
tiie West Indian waters that a flat boat of
the Mississippi river pattern.”
Her state rooms and cabins are finished
and furnished in the most elegant and
substantial way. Tiie vessel is l'J.j feet
long, and said to be 33 feet beam and 730
tons on tiie register.
It takes forty men,
“all told.” to man her, and seven of these
Last year tiie yacht carried
are officers.
a Senatorial excursion party, composed of
administration triends, hut the court, not
1
grown as bold as now, attached a mission
to it, that the people might better swallow tiie sugar-coated dose. The Senators
were to roport what navy yards had better be abolished.
This year Senator Cameron announced
through tiie columns of the l’hiladelphia
Press that business lias nothing to do with
tiie trip, it took weeks tor Robeson and
Cameron to make up this disgraceful party, for these men have no right to appropriate the property ot tiie government
than tiie weakest vagrant of tiie street.
Before 1 he yacht left the Washington wharf
three hundred tons ot ice were taken on
board, besides the most lavish outlay of
sea-going provisions. Canned fruits and
vegatables wore carried in lay the wagon
load, besides hampers, baskets, kegs, and
barrels, all paid for out of the naval kind.
A clerk from the treasury department was
annexed to act as extra steward to the
party, besides the one attached permanently to the boat. Only a pleasure yacht!
To tho “Halls of tho Montezumas” they
started. Let the lightning tell the story :
New Okee.vns, April A The United
Ststes steamer Dispatch, with Senators
Cameron, Anthony, Dennis, Chandler and
Patterson, left yesterday for Florida. Tom enues.
Scott and Ben Perley Poore sailed lor MexThe second point that should be incur- I
ico. Senator Morton and wife and Pay
into the platform should be a
:
porated
Director Cunningham go to Indianapolis
We must have !
“restoration of cotiver 1.”
in Tom Scott’s special car. This ends the |
ail equilibrium restored between the sec- !
Senatorial invasion of Mexico.
[Philadel- t'u ms.
e must have a
thorough good I
phia Times.
will and harmony. We must learn all
men to love the national Hag, to guard
The Prohibitory Liqcoh Law.
We
the national honor, and to further the
at length reached the hotel again, and i
national prosperity.
We can solve no
proposed a glass of brandy and water. My question satistactorily while we are ditrieud looked at me and then at the landvided. While sectional prejudice and paslord ; and the landlord looked at my friend
sion rule men it is of nci use to address
and then at me. Perplexity overspread
them with arguments on public policy, or
tiie countenances ot both. “Such a tiling
public polity; it is of no use to talk to j
as a drop of liquor is not to lie had in the
them of injustice or dishonesty : you canplace,” said the landlord.
not penetrate their prejudices; they are
retorted
niv
triend.
mean,”
“Bought,you
swept along by passion almost in spite of!
I
was
answer.
the
mean,”
“Bought,
themselves. But let them drop and torget
Then botli eyed mo significantly.
let them come toall these questions
“Does anybody give it away ?
1 in- !
as brothers and stand face to face,
gether
quired, greatly puzzled by tiie mystery and looking each other fairly in the eyes,
that appeared on both their countenances. !
seek tor the true and the good and the
“Not exactly. You see, tiie State con- ;
wise, and you will see what, in view ot
stables would be after me in no time if i !
our miserable hide bound past, may be
sold liquor,” explained the landlord. “Do j
esteemed a political millennium. There
you want some very badly ?
must bn unity—a oneness of feeling and
1 could not explain how badly I wanted
ot purpose—an assertion that the people
it., and could only vent my feelings i:i a of this
republic seeking a common end,
sigh.
a common right, building up a
Without a word, the landlord disap- detending
common country, shall move onward in
the
recesses
of
within
the
small
peared
harmony and peace.
room behind the office desk, and presentThe third point in the platform should
two
ly came forth with
empty tumblers in be, 1 think, a definite and unmistakable
his hand. These he placed upon the desk.
that we* the people of the South,
L inquired. pledge,
“But where is the liquor ?
will protect the negro in all his rights ot
“The law forbids me to sell it,” he said,
freedom and franchise. Strange as it may
and I dare not disobey the law. If you
seem to us. who year after year have
;en
can iind any here you are welcome to it
lie
which
turned
back
accidentally
saying
the breast of his coat. The neck of a botami kindness, it is believed by a great
tle peeped forth from the inside pocket.
in the North that the first
He winked his eye at me, and I winked many people
with which we would mark the Demstop
my eye at him, after which I drew t^-th ocratic reascendency would be to
deprive
the bottle. Hu faintly struggled with me
the negro not only of his right to vote,
to prevent the daring robbery upon which
but Ids freedom also; that at any rate we
1 was bent, but I proved inexorable.
would reduce him to a condition of quasi
lor
medicinal
“My private bottle, kept
slavery. They are exceedingly jealous,
purposes, and not for sale,” he moaned, and
naturally so. about the perpetuation
as I poured out the liquor for my sell and
of what they call "the results ot the war.”
the worthy chairman of the parish comThey are afraid to trust the Democratic
mittee.
with power again on the solo ac“Havesome water, gentlemen?” he ad- party
count that they fear reactionary legisladed with alacrity.
tion. Let us convince them that we acWe drank, and 1 replaced the bottle in
as final the abolition of slavery and
cept
the repository whence 1 had taken it. Then
the franchise of the negro, and will defend
l put a dollar in his hands.
them as such, and we will have clone very
“What is this for ? ” he asked, as he de- much toward
removing the only obstacle
in
his
it
waistcoat
and
posited
pocket,
that stands between the Democratic party
in
mo
a
half-dollar
gave
change.
and an overwhelming national triumph.
For a bushel of oats,” I answered, “keep
The fourth point of cardinal importance
that till I send for them.”
that 1 should put in the platform is a re“Ah, sir,” said the landlord, with an air turn to the constitutional methods of
govof virtuous resignation, “the prohibitory
ernment, both in the state and in the nalaw lias done a world of good in stopping
tion. While we must yield to the general
the sale of liquors. It's a severe law on us
government all the rights it has, or all
but it’s a good one.” [Boston Gazette.
that the supreme court by decisions gives
to it, we should insist upon the right of
A chunk of a boy was seen studying free tire states to manage for themselves their
weather report charts hanging in"the post own internal aftairs. Without this right
office yesterday, and wondering at the were fully protected and its maintenance
lad’s interest, a gentleman approached him guaranteed, 1 wouldn’t give a cent for any
and asked :
Well, my son, what do you victory. There is an alarming tendency
wish to find ?”
“I’m looking to see how just now to consolidate this government,
the old thermom stands at Duluth,” said to gather all the power at Washington, to
the boy ; “if she’s ten below I've got to lessen more and more the liberties ot the
dust lor home and split more wood; if states and make them dependencies upon
she’s at zero, lean go off with Bill Jackson the great central power. This must be
to see his dog fight a tame coon !
checked, and that, too, promptly and decisively, or the republic is lost. 1 have a
Sorrows sober us and make the mind letter from Mr. William M. Evarts, of
genial. And in sorrow we love and trust New York, one ol our purest and wisest
our friends more tenderly, and the dead
men, in which lie says: "I do not think
becomes dearor to us. And just as the there are 100 men in this country who
stars shine out in the night so there are realize how near we are to a
complete
blessed faces that look at us in our grief, change in the form of our
government.”
before
their
are
We
features
were
toward
a despotism with
though
fading
drifting
from our recollection.
a rapidity and directness that cannot fail
en

■

■
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1

to alarm the people when it is made plain
On this platform, then, with its
four cardinal points of honesty, concord,
the protection of all citizens in all their
legal rights and a constitutional republic,
1 think we should “enter the
campaign.”
Reporter— Do you think that a straight
Democrat can be elected on this platform ?
(ieneral Gordon. I certainly do. I believe that any man who has the confidence
oi the people,
standing upon this platform and pledged to its
support v alid
carry at least two-thirds ot the loyal voters of this country.
1 believe that twothirds ot the people of America are
opposed openly and squarely to the administration. There is hardly a point in this platform to which the Radical party is not opposed. It is opposed to honesty in tin*
government, as witness its shameless
support of the carpet-bag rascals ami
its defended record of crime and incompetency. It is opposed to reconci'iation. because it lives on passion and prejudice;
and because an inquiry into its policy,
fcondueted quietly and peacefully, would
overwhelm it. It is opposed to constitutional liberty; its avowed purpose and itultimate object being to centralize all
power and rob the states oi their rights
Any good man in the North or West can
be easily elected on this platform
I'm*
Republicans are hopelessly divided. 1
do not thing I exaggerate the importune,of this division when I say that fully hall
oi the present Republican party arc to-day
ready to follow Schurz, Fenton. Bryant
Fvarts, Ferry or whosoever is irrevocably
opposed to a t.iird term and to the admin
istration wing of the party, which i- cmi
trolled by Butler. Morton, Cockling. !.■
gan and Edmunds.
Reporter—Yon have said nothing on
the financial question in your remark'.
Do vou think that issue should be i<rn■
ed ?'
General Gordon—l do. 1 do not think
we should let
any collateral issue inter
fere with the success of the tour essent: il
I
principles 1 have laid clown above
should favor treating the financial
:■
tion at our national convention in-t athe tariff issue was treated at Ciin’inuaC
Ect it be left to the Congress t" settle it
It need not be made a I’resideutiai
-n
at all.
Reporter—General Gordon. 1 have see
r tieyour name mentioned daily almost
past six months in connection with tie
Vice Presidency. Will you allow tie- u>
of your name in that connection
General Gordon—1 will not, under anv
set of circumstances.
Even if I nvr,
nominated I should withdraw nv Lane
My reasons for this statement t
made public lor the first time, in that !
believe that a southern man mi tie* t
would weaken it. And as much as :
sonal ambition might tempt me i \
to the partial suggestions of
my i
I would not for all the honors in tin
of the American people feel that i h
been the means of driving one man t;
the support of that ticket on wlm-c
cess depends the future peace and
pi
perity of my country. I have but m,« b
is
the
1 ar
re-establishment
ot
ject—that
Biouy, ot good will and of good goven
To this end all things also sha;
meat.
be secondary.
to them.

■
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Fletcher Williams’ Gi n. Recently
it occurred to Mr Fletcher Williams.
St. Paul, that it would be a good thing :
go out and see il he couldn't shoot a mb
bit or two.
He always kept lbs gun loaded and ready in the corner ot the room,
so lie merely shouldered it and went o il
After a whiie tie saw a rabbit, and, tab
ing aim, he pulled the trigger The gu.
Ini led to go off.
Then he pulled the other
trigger, and tlie cap snapped again. M
W illiams used some extreme languag
and then, taking a pin, he picked the ip
pies of the gun, primed them with a litt".
powder, and started again. Presently lie
saw another rabbit, but both caps
-nappe i
again. Tlie rabbit did not see Williamso he put on more
caps, and they snapp .1
Then Williams cleaned out the nip
too.
pies again, primed them, and tired the
gun off at a fence. Then the cap- -nap
ped again. Then Fletcher bc-i-ainc miaous, and in his rage he. expended forty
seven caps in an effort to make that gu:
gooff. When the forty-seventh cap mi---d
also. Fletcher thought that there iiiiglr
perhaps be something the matter with th
inside of tlie gun. so he tried the barn
with the ramrod. To his bitter disgust h
discovered that both barrels were empt\
Mrs. Williams, who is nervous about tin
arms, had drawn the loads without tell my
Williams, for fear of making him align
11 there had been a welkin anv-were ab u
it would probably have been made to rim
with Mr. Williams' excited denmn iti< 1
of his misfortunes as a hunter.
1 iaaili.
however, lie became cooler, and. loading
both barrels, he started again alter n1
bits. He saw one in a few moments, m
was about to lire, when in; not i
I th
there were no caps on his gun. Ho felt f
one, and to his dismay found that h. ha !
snapped the last one off. Hieu lie grume,
his teeth and walked home. ()i. hi-u a>
there lie saw at least six hundred rabbit
He has been out hunting every dav since,
however, with his gun in first-rate ode:
and he has never laid eyes on a
-lita:
rabbit. Williams is beginning t > thiie.
something is wrong in the go vermin ,t
the universe.
■

Essence ok the Latest F ashion, i
men’s trousers are swelling and tin women's skirts are shrinking. It's just biohaving both legs in one pantaloon t u e
the present fashion for ladies. If th
thing- continues the women n il! be wearing the breeches in good earnest, and tin
despised petticoat will adorn the m-tln-i
limbs ot recreant, hitherto arrogat.l man
In the year 1830, and a flowered whitsilk hat, my mother was married, ami
with the discretion belonging to tin.-,days she ripped up that hat and laid
awav tor future reference.
Nearly to,
k
years have flown, hut that hrocad -d
is the rage to-day, and some huge b -u
that adorned that wondrous hat arc of
the damask ribbon tor which New York igoing wild just now. The wedding di ethat accompanies this bonnet had m iv
silk in the sleeves than the skirt, was ,piite
short, and sported a small knob on tinbreast like a dwarf pincushion, stalled
with a gob of cotton, with folds of -ilk
radiating from it, like the risiug-.-un m
of business you see on baud organs and
old-fashioned cottage piano-. This wattle then popular “butterfly waist." Whaven't got to that yet. but damask ribl
and flowered silk anil skimpy skirt.- and
-ange and uncouth shapes in bonnets an
ti
on the spot.
As tar as 1 can see \\v
are reviving the days of 1830, and
going
back to first principles.
fN't-w York Co:.
St. Louis Republican.
■

The storv about the King ot Burnt ah.
which lias for some time past been going
the rounds of the papers, is an old one n
furbished. 1 Lis Majesty, so it is said, intends shortly to publish a newspaper, an l
those of his subjects who decline to sub
scribe to it are to be beheaded. The real
facts ot the case, as we umjprstand them,
are comical enough.
About four years
ago the King of Burntah wished to start a
weekly newspaper, in the vernacular and
in English, and forthwith consulted an
eminent British official then in Burntah
about the matter. His Majesty said ther'
need be no trouble about minor details, he
would see to them himself; what he want
ed was a competent English editor, with
Anglo-Indian experience ot journalism. t>
whom a thousand rupees a month would
His Majesty added that he would
bo paid.
only make one stipulation—namely, that
the editor should pledge himself to follow
with constant approval the line of
policy
adopted by the court, that nothing dis
to
His
pleasing
Majesty should ever appear in the journal, and that in case of
these rules being infringed the editor
should beforehand sanction his liability to
receive immediately oOO strokes on the
sole ot his foot with the “sluekak w ukk”,
The capital ot
whatever that may mean
the Burmese empire is still in want of a
newspaper. [1’all Mall Gazette.
“Augustus, dear,” said she tenderly, pushing
him from her, as the moonlight flooded the ba>
window where they were standing, “1 think
you had better try some other hair-dye—your
moustache tastes like turpentine.”
A Nevada bride up and kicked the fellow who
a soft kid slipper,

stepped on her train. It was
though, and he didn't teel it.

Beecher Trial.

as the “breath of love?”
A. 1 do not remember it, but if it is there I
shall have to stand it.
q>. Let us see if it is there. Speakingof that
flower—
and
the
ination has ended,
defence is put“It is content though lying upon the very
It braves the coldest winters. All
ting in its last testimony. Then will fol- ground.
the summers cannot elaborate a perfume so
low the rebuttal by the prosecution,which sweetasthis, which seems to have been horn of
is expected to make a sensation. The the very winter. It is like the breath of love.
The pure white and pink blossoms and sweet
New d ork Herald, in
the pow- clusters lie hidden in leaves and grass and otteu
under untimely snow.
Blessings on them!
ertul cross examination of Beecher by
They have the fairest and most modest and
1 ullerton, lias the
sweetest breath of all our flowers.”
(>.
l>o you recollect that? A. No. sir: I
<>ue ot the most remarkable features of
do not recollect it, but I am willing to own it.”

The

perfume of that flower

l'lio great scandal case still drags its
'low length along. Beecher’s cross exam-

reviewing

following

—

the wonderful trial now in such tedious
progress iu Brooklyn is the constant series
ot surprises it affords.
When the case
opened we began to be astonished at the
remarkable siily expressions found in the
letters offered as part of the evidence. As
these documents were read day after day
the popular phrases ot everyday life were

greatly augmented, though not improved.
True inwardness” and "stepping down
and out” will probably be remembered
■

ong after the scandal trial has faded in
the minds of the people. "Grace, mercy
and peace,
though borrowed lrorn the
N ew Testament, seems a new
phrase in the
Kght of the quarrel between Tilton and
Beecher; and there are many others of a
'imilar character, such as “on the ragged
edge,” "solid truthfulness,” "The True
story,” "white-souled” and “N'est-hiding.”
All these surprise the ordinary run of mankind, and yet these are only a few ot the
surprises, lor we lind that kissing all
round was a common incident in the lives
of these people, and they acted every day
ia a wav that perplexes common sense
readers of the proceedings. One ot the
greatest surprises afforded in the earlier
'tages of the trial was the story related by
.Moulton, and his quiet persistence in its
truth while being cross-examined. Then
when the witness lost his mother by death
lie surprised nearly everybody in deciding to go on with the examination to its
linal end, I lieu only going away to bury
bis dead out of bis sight.
Till. XFXT

Sl’Iil’ltlSF.

in the extraordinary latitude given
plaintiff in his examination, for the opposing counsel led him a pretty dance
overall sorts of ground. He talked about
religious journalism, woman suffrage, the
w:i'

the

aw ot marriage and divorce, the business
f public lectures, the doctrines of theolo-

gy, and on these and other irrelevant subjects he discoursed at leisure and gave his
Then other
individual opinions on all.
witnesses came and touched upon many
matters having no possible relation to the
Court, and the proceedings were thus
spun out over four months with no other
result, apparently, than to utterly mystify
us all.
When the defence began to speak
through their witnesses the same freedom
in topics was observed, and some very
curious ami surprising bits ot evidence
the story told by Bessie
were recorded
Turner was lull of surprises, and added
piquancy to a case already verging on indelicate and dangerous ground. The tripartite narrative was a source of astonishment, and even when the defendant went
to the witness stand and boldly and utterly denied the several allegations and accusations of his opponents many people
were surprised.
Some expressed surprise
that he had denied anything, while others
surprised that lie denied so much, thinking probably that he might admit a few ot
the charges against him.
There were
-ome people even who appeared bewildered because Mr. Beecher had not confessed everything. But the greatest of all
surprises offered during the trial was the
liseovery made by the plaintiff’s counsel
onching the nest-hiding and bird-singing
business.

**

******

a.
l'id .vou in that book anywhere speak of
the impression which a flower makes upon a
sensitive mind? A. I do not know that I did.
Q. Do you recollect whether you did or not ?
A. 1 do not: I shall enjoy the re-reading of
tli” hook more tiian I
anticipated, having the
pleasure of hearing you read it.
< j.
Well, you force me to say that I doubt
whether you will enjoy it a great deal in the
end. If you won't make such observations I
will not reply to them.
“The image which a flower easts upon a sensitive medium is simply its own self form; but
east upon a more sensitive human soul, it
leaves there not only form, but feeling, excitement.
A.

suggestion."

No, sir; I think it is

a

indeed.

very good idea

Q. Perhaps you will recollect it when I show
it to you? A. I do not recollect it, but 1 find
it in the book.
********

Q- Now. do
associating the
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The remainder ot the day was devoted
to
analyzing the two letters already alluded to and their significance, taken in
connection with the paragraphs in “Norwood.'
Now. these extracts in reality
furnish the key to the riddle that has so
long puzzled the outside public, and we
now see where all this silly gush about
bird songs, nests, and spring had its rise.

Another Commotion in the Custom
House !

account for the

demanded

mate business, anil of course

pay, and some wouldn't submit to
be bled at all. The aggregate pay of the
whole force in the district, exclusive ol

Arkansas,

as a

—

Official

did when he stood in
to the

ship

subject,

an

official relation-

secretary of the

as

treasury of the United States, endeavoring to give shape by them to the financial
policy of the government. On our part

something since then,
and Mr. McCulloch has been learning,
we

have

learned

Investigation!

—

violence and disorder, while the carpetbaggers, wielding the power of the nation-

ury. It
First.

al government, held sway in them. All
of them have become tranquil since the

violates the law

(light of the carpet-bagger. Outgovernment kept them in incessant

rout and

side

tree,

government gives mem
peace ami order. As long as the ■idministration attempted to control them, they
were refractory and uncontrollable; the
terment;

they were left to their >wtt people they became ipi'iet and loytl. Could
there be a more striking pron''ofthe benignity o'f local government, er ol the evil
moment

at

was

in substance

as

not half

follows—

That the Collector

continually
requiring him to reside
Belfast, by living in a town ton miles
That he

systematically

neg-

lefts the business ol his office.

Third

That he corruptly ami fraudulently withholds from subordinates a portion of their salaries.

ural disturber of the peace. Its rule in
every Southern state has b"cn marked by
hostile estrangements, prescription and
strife; its overthrow has Icon followed,

tear is that Roberts may be removed, and

lose the

opposition

advantage

which his continuance in office would give.
It will be worth more than a thousand
votes to us in tliis county to tie able to
point to him in lho next campaign as still
tlu1 collector ot Belfast.

season

an

Washington,
acknowledgment

saying that the matter
early attention of the
of federal interference ?
department. On Tuesday the 20th, there
The ease of Arkansas shows the Repub- arrived by the evening train, a sharp,
lican party in its true character as a nat- shrewd-looking gentleman, having the unwas

Our

forwarded to

was

and in duo

and contemptible.
with some curiosity the action

mean

We await
of the administration in this matter.
thus the

away.
Second.

This

so

the occasion of the great celebration, L hasten
to prove it by the assertions of some of those

on

who were unfortunate enough to be there. The
hospitality of the people is something that
should pass into history. The giving of a cup
of cold water,even, was denied, and there lives
a man who paid $1.00 for a pail of the
precious

liquid for his horse. But what can be thought
of the hardened soul that replied to a party ol'
ladies and gentlemen, who desired to warm
themselves by his fireside, that they were welto enter but

privilege.

for the

On

Match.

Spelling

Friday evening

match

spelling

a

took place at Rueksport, between a class
of Seminary student- and an equal number from among the people ot the town.
Rev. Will. Forsyth presided. Rev. A. L.

mistakable air of

one who knew the world
Skinner officiated as spelling master. Rev.
people in it pretty thoroughly, George Forsyth and Rev. W II Pill-burr
lie proceeded to the American House, acted as referees. The strife ot wordwhere he registered his name as N. W. lasted two hours. The first to miss re-

and the

they must pay 75 cts. each
These stories were told mo

minister: but should the Brooklyn scandal
so lessened faith in the class that their
word is no longer taken unquestioned, there is

by

a

mortifications.
Ladies of taste are wearing theirs hats over
their foreheads now. They are gay with bright
rosettes and heaps of all kinds of flowers. Neckties of white lace (real) and of black are much
A white muslin tie, with lace ends, or
worn.

complete border
( repe

of narrow lace is also new
edges and ends of Yal-

neck scarfs have

encienne, thread,

or

Walk-

point d'applique.
much longer than

heretofore, and ribbon bows are the favorite mode ol
ornamenting them. Silk garments have come

ing sacques

are worn

into vogue again. They are trimmed profusely
with I n c, Overdresses and sacques of guipure
lace, in ecru colors, and a great variety ol

have

eoarse-meshed^fabrics will be worn over colored and black silks. The weather has been so

experience to rivet
Here was one of the poets of the
day, and yet she declares her share of the magnificent banquet was one cold sweet potato,
which was all the food she obtained throughout
the entire day.
But. Mrs. Howe doubtless saw

cold that very few spring suits are to he seen
on the street.
Those who dross according to
the calendar and not the weather, have had a

Mrs. Julia Ward Howe's

conviction.

sorry time of it in April snows and belated
March gales. Pride is a poor protection against
the New

Kngland climate.

Gossip

something of

the celebration, and consequently
her mind was tilled. A large party that started
from the city at six in the morning, in a big
wagon, managed to reach the outskirts of Concord, and that was all. They drove up under
the shelter of some woods and built a camp tire.
Here they made codec and ate their lunch,

toasting their feet almost
tlakes fell

on

to

blisters while

their shoulders and

a

snow

cutting north

wind searched them through and through
t<> find places in which to plant rheumatism or

cast

What did they see of the commemorative services of the deed* of “our lathers”?

neuralgia.

it may be asked. Well they saw thousands of carriages full of persons going away
from the show they couldn't see. Before long

perhaps

thi* partv also joined the cavalcade, which warblockaded l>>v four hours. oh, that vv a* loyal
fun! Think how glad all those thousands will
be to tell “their children and children's chil-

dren*'they

were

there!

And

wc

now

the city the night before the eventful 17th
of June.
Irom

The Woman's Club have* been

on a
spree.
Salem, last week, at
ihe invitation of the H--<x Institute, a scientific
and literary association, which lias recently ad-

They went

to

< u

Generalities.
Senator Morrill of Maine is -irk in Washington.

Three inches of

mitted ladies to membership and to whose civilizing and genial influence this entertainment
doubtless due. At the depot iwo great
barge* awaited the ladie* to drive them about
the quaint old town. The remark of mm *mal!
was

-now

trll

o-w’ego. N

it

\

Saturday morning.
There were two >rv<
falo. N. Y.. Saturday.

sn«»w Morin* at

••

Charles <
Simpson has been
master at West 1 ,- vant

appoiutrd

BufPost

Senator Morrill of Maine has recovered from
his late indisposition, and started homeward.
The new fishing sell. •!. L. Call of Gloucester,
lias been given up a- lost. with all on board.
! J men.

George K. Wrcks ol August:, ha- been elected Supervisor of
hools, \ i.-r W arren I oh n
son,

resigned.

injury to tin trait buds e thought »
cold snap, ail
have been done by tin* Int*
through tin* country.
Mil' ll

to

are

the battle of Bunker Hill
For my part 1 w mid like to charover again.
ter “.o.ooo engines to take me 20,000 mile* avvav

light

have sjo.ooo to

A

received,

would receive the

Boston, April 25.
Having prophesied that there would be hubbub and discomfort at Concord and Lexington

come

going to Australia. Singers and lecturers
have to confess that their public appreciates
them better when they don't call too often.
Tlie fact is not pleasant, but we all have our
of

LETTER FROM BOSTON.
Correspondence of the Journal.

more

singular disappearance of Barnabas charged with Violathe collector, is about 87,500. If lie sedisturbing element, from
tion of Law, Corruption and
—BY
cured an average of 25 per cent, on the
For years that state was the
our politics.
WILLIAM H. SIMPSON. theatre ot tumult and
Fraud!
whole, it would make this branch of the
uproar, of falsehood,
EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.
Its
and
crime.
society was
spoils worth say 8-000 per. year, which
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a year; fraud, blood,
within the year, $2.50; at the expiration of the year,
An
added to his $1000 of legitimate fees, made
torn by dissensions, its white and black
$3.00.
a very nice thing.
Advertising Terms. For one square, (one inch population arrayed against each other, its
of length in column,, $1.25 for three weeks, and 25
It will be the duty ol Mr. Bingham to reWhat Has Leaked Out!
cents for each subsequent insertion. A fraction of a
high offices made the stakes of a disgracesquare charged as a full one.
ful struggle, its high officers often agents
port to the Secretary ol the Treasury the
About ever since Barnabas M. Roberts, result ol his investigations. That official
43"S. 31. Petkngili. & Co., 0 State St., Boston, in shameless conspiracies and frauds, and
aud 37 Park Row New York, are our authorized
even its courts manufactories of partisan
the present Collector at Belfast, has held is Gen. Bristow, of Kentucky, recently
Agents for procuring subscriptions and forwarding
advertisements.
decisions. The state was a disgrace to its the office, there have been whispers that appointed, and said to be, by both politi■43*8. R. Niles, No. 6 Tremont Street, Boston, is
and a disturber of the country. the subordinate places were farmed out cal friends and opponents, a man ot honagent for the publisher of this paper, aud his receipts people
aud orders are always recognized.
But within the last few weeks it has to those who held them at a rate agreed esty and uprightness. This is a matter
New
43*Gko. P. Rowell & Co., 40 Park Row,
its name is rarely men- upon, while the government paid another which att'ects not parties so much as it
York, will receive advertisements for this paper, at grown quiet;
the lowest rates. Their orders will receive prompt
attention.
tioned; it is minding its own business and higher rate, and that the difference does the integrity ot the public service.
43“Horace Dodd, 121 Washington St., Boston, and
leaving us lo mind ours; no wran- stuck to the adhesive lingers of the Col- The republican party cannot afford to let
Is an authorized Agent for the Journal.
These whispers grew into open such outrageous corruption pass unrebuk( gles and contests are heard of within its lector.
Administrators, Executors and Guardians
anti
its
factious
of
talk,
the
chiefs
names
iu
the
Jouradvertisements
finally into loud complaint. ed. it will be believed, if it does, that
borders;
their
desiring
published
nal will please so state to the Court.
In short, Ar- There was outcry and indignation among this is but a sample of the customs service
no longer salute our cars.
What is the explana- all classes of the community, at the ot the country. It the collector, who is
SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of kansas is at peace.
papers changed, must state the Post Office to which tion of this
?
shameless corruption charged and gener- under the solemnity ot an oath to truly
change
the paper has been sent as well as the one to which
and faithfully perform his duty, will vioit is to go.
The same, we imagine, accounts for the ally believed.
At last, when the patience of the public late his obligation in that way, and comsubsidence of strife in Virginia, in North
43*Batf.s & Locke, 34 Park How, New York,
are authorized agents for procuring advertisements
Carolina, in Georgia, in Florida, in Tenn- could stand it no longer, a formal com- pel subordinates to violate theirs, what
lor the Jourual.
the plaint was drawn, signed by Republican malfeasance may he not do? Collusion
essee, in Alabama and in Texas
Subscribers are
requested to take notice ol the downfall ot the local Republican party. business men of the vicinity, anti addressed with smugglers, or theft trom the governdate on the colored slips attached to the paper. It
is the only form of receipt now used. For instance,
All these states were, in turn, scenes of to Gen. Bristow, Secretary of the Treas- ment, is not morally worse than this, and
15 May 74, means that the subscription is paid to that

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING

in that book of
with a love call,
as it is termed? A.
No, sir, I do not.
(j. Let me read and see if you remember it.
Speaking oi two of the characters of this book
it goes oil to say :—“While they thus sat in the
open door talking of the loved and absent and
both of them thinking down deeply in the silence of tlie heart of other tilings which their date. When a new payment is made, the date will
be changed to correspond, and SUBSCRIBERS ARE
lips would not repeat, a robin new into one of REQUESTED
TO SEE THAT THE IR DATES ARE
the trees in the meadow and began singing with CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears are requested to
the plaintive call for its mate which one hears forward the sum'* due
so
often in the summer.
It is the robin's
sweetest and most spirited song, and tow
43"In sending money, state THE POST OFFICE
strains there are which surpass it in tenderto which the paper is sum.-/**
Hose had alness, clearness, and brilliancy.
ways associated this evening robin song with
the idea of a love call to one absent. To-night
Mr. McCulloch on Finance.
it seemed more yearning and affectionate tiian
usual.
.She followed the bird with her eye.
At the request of the New York Tribune
At first lie sat patiently and sang, then, as if
surprised that no response followed, it gave ex-Secretary McCulloch has commenced a
new strength to its call. Now growing restless
series of letters, addressed to that journal,
it changed its place, singing in turn from several trees, and at last flew away as if alarmed in which he proposes to discuss the genlest it were forsaken. It seemed to Hose to say,
eral subject ol the finances of the United
•The night is coming on, where is my love?
Do you States, with especial reference to the curOh, is he harmed? Am 1 forsaken?’
recollect that? A. No, sir: it is beautiful. I
The views ol Mr. McCulloch will
think, whoever wrote it; I am willing to own rency.
it for mine.
receive more consideration now than they
you recollect
song ot a bird

Cause and Effect.
A western paper bits the nail exactly
on the head, when it asks how we are to

i'wo men. named Win. Prescott and Win.
were drow ned at Hunter's mill-. < din
>aturday afternoon.

Spencer,
ton,

Banuim. mayor of Bridgeport.
Phima- 1
<’01111. Admission to Bridgeport, hereafter. titf\
tut-: children half price.
A Kent u«*lv\
onnier otlV*i
a silver ball to the
base ball nine that -In 1! ln*w Mn* highe-t de'tl h
rate at the close of the season.

It i- claimed that Massachusetts keep- :tO,onn
tramps in motion, between Bo-nm and B»*rk
shire, for a good part of tin* v«*ar.
In Rhode island, where the -p**liing-inut
mania rage-, some of the words put out a
long enough to reach quite across the state

invariably, by reunion and repose. Ilingham. This man is well known to ceived a copy of Mother Goose's Melodies.
mail who spend- at a
1 lot's til, Lord levpatching; and splicings those who are posted as perhaps the When the students were all spelled down,
fe-tiy:i 1 till* money lie owes hi- washer
too, iu a new school of great instructiveboy as he -aw tin* feminine brigade l- >upp<»ed elmrch
THK LAST PITFALL
me-t ion a-ki <i bv a Peiins\l*• aim
woman .''*
that are being made in Louisiana are sharpest, shrewdest, and most discerning there were, eight of the citizens’ class lelt
ommuto expre*- the surprise <>f thedrovvsv
Our experience as a people, during
ness.
set lor Mr. Beecher was laid l’or his unpaper.
of the treasury detectives. With an immore than a miserable effort to restanding. To Mrs. Zenas Homer was pre- liity at this unusual iiiva-i<m. “Oh my golly!"
the past six years, has certainly gone far nothing
minutes
feet
the
last
few
Mr-. Mary
ilers and Mr-, Barbara Bac
wary
very
during
of Republican rule, and movable countenance, a voice “to threaten sented the tirst
the
disorder
a lot of women !"
“what
I'hey
he
exclaimed,
a copy ot Worcespair
prize,
of his cross-examination. Mr. Fullerton to justify to us the soundness ol the docMilton, Massachusetts, ar$ probably the ol teat
to
the
hours
for
several
and
were
driven
about,
an
like
a
and
ot
federal
interference.
in
the
effects
twins
New Kngland, being eighty-fix vearhawk, ter’s Unabridged Dictionary.
annul
command,”
To Mrs.
led the detendant on so quietly that he trines on which
eye
the conservative financial
of age.
coniessed to having been greatly alarmed
The true remedy for the Louisiana evil is lie is admirably calculated to go through Mary Wardwell was presented the second various point- of interest, which Hawthorne
lias dom* more than history to lamihari/o us
at the state of his health in 1373.
He did policy of Secretary McCulloch was sub- that which cured the evils ot Arkansas— an offender and worm out the
The New York ( "miner-ial Advertiser mi
catalogue prize, a copy of Longfellow's poems. It with.
And now h r Lexington
in
his
direct
that, however,
examination, stantially based, and weave far better preThey saw the view from the tamoiis teniptuously >avs:
But
of
bis
secret
offences.
to
themselves.
the
The amount Witch's Hill, and went all over “The House of an l Concord I urn over for another hundred
was a very pleasant allair.
people
and it did not seem a very vital point—so pared to comprehend and appreciate the leaving
years nap.”
Tlie visit, whether designedly or not, realized, $81, was
the personal policy of the president was
the audience sat and wondered at the lawgiven to aid in defray- Seven < Jables.” The front i- .iu-t as Hawthorne
reasoning by which such doctrines are
John Harper, senior nn’int:
f iIn firm
and it would not do to give Lou- occurred at a time when Barnabas was
owner takes great pride in
the
it.
and
described
yer going over so much old ground. lur.
involved,
of
tlie
the
coming Seminary
expenses
ing
on his part,
Harper Broihets, put*! is In r*, died on. I'lmrs.la
Beecher followed his interrogator as in- maintained. Mr. McCulloch,
the place in tine preservation. Inside,
isiana peace at the cost ol a rebuke to the absent in Boston, purchasing supplies for exhibition.
keeping
after
a prolonged illness, in tm
Tbtn
evening,
nocently as a lamb follows the butcher to has been lortnnately situated during the
the old oak beams take the place of our inar- year of his age.
and his attorney general; hence that famous grocery. There could be no
president
the shambles, and he admitted that he same
in
years for observing and studying
tistic ceilings, and there is not a stick of modKing Kalakaua is coming to tin* great exh.
Supreme Judicial Court.
the importation ot a cumbrous machinery fixing up of stories for the occasion. The
iiau been threatened by and was even now
tlieir largest field the phenomena of fiit is his express desire that a!
I he hearthstone bition in lsT»J.
ern furniture in the house.
I'Ul
-lI'IN'c
in some danger from apoplexy, and that
JI IX'.K DK'KKK.xON.
from abroad to do, or attempt, what the hawk got among the chickens while the
the
products of the islands should be proper p.
in the kitchen hears the date of lutio. The
His
a great banknance.
association
with
during that period of trouble about the
represented.
of let alone would have old bird was away.
were given a choice supper in the !■>>« x
Willard \\ Pullen vs. .lame- s. (Hidden, ac- ladi«
scandal that would nut lie down and sleep, ing house at London has placed him in the simple policy
<
aptain John McIntyre <>i York, a noted
a
line
The
done
two
after
a
a
and
is
a
rest
and
which
detective,
building containing
years
effectively
Institute,
peacefully
night's
he had often thought sudden death at hand. midst ot the
tion for malicious prosecution. In March, 1-74,
money lender and considered the richest man
monetary movements of EuThe tables were in town, died
museum.
and
hall,
the
went
to
custom
library,
house.
all
this
one
of
selecton
the
record
in
black
breakfast,
the
of
dell.,
good
suddenly a*t week, aged about
Having got
plf., upon complaint
and the knowledge and experience ago.
and white, Mr. Fullerton exhibited a poli- rope,
his credentials, he proceeded to men of the town of Palermo, was brought be- laid in the alcoves of the library, and here, sixty-live vears.
Showing
which he has thus gained must certainly
with the novel surroundings of hooks—“the
cy oi life insurance, granted about that
At a iveent meeting ot tin••ntcnnlal hoard
make a thorough' examination of the fore a justice, charged with forging an order
Judge Libby.
time of supposed danger to the pastor of add importance to the financial views that
tiny made a Of nuance, it was annum d that to fully *niof liquor, signing to it tlie name best of all good company”
for
four
barrels
from
memoranda
time
to
the
records,
moved
The
executive
taking
council,
tin* end
by
If a vote could he taken plete the work and hear the ex; usePlymouth church, for a large sum, on the he now undertakes to present.
of X. (;. Bry ant, tlie liquor agent of Palermo, delightful repast.
£■'*».*»00.000 will be needed.
'These finished, he sent for Mr.
of a very narrow partisan spirit, time.
express and solemn representation of Mr.
i;r.r.< in n's kxi lana thins.
and sending it to the State liquor agent at Port- now at the Woman's ( lub as t<> where each
The first of Mr. McCulloch’s letters re- impulses
Beecher that he was in full health and had
eliarlcs Hill, on*-of tin-most prouiiueiit eit.
the nomination ol Artemas Libby Daniel L. Pitcher, who holds the office of land. After a three days trial before tlie justice, member would like to live, the result would be
1 Hiring his direct examination Mr. Beechfers to the financial condition of France, rejected
no tendencies whatever toward ailment
And yet Salem zens of vaeo, and a leading politician of Y**rk
er offered a series of explanations touchto be tin Associate .Justice oi the Supreme deputy collector and inspector, a place he was discharged, lie now brings ibis action a unanimous shout for Salem.
county hung hunself in his sleeping loom
or disease of any kind whatever.
Here
ol text and introduction—aptly
To people of congenial :
is
Thursday night. He was 00 years old.
ing Mrs. Tilton’s use of the phrase “nest was a contrast of fiction and tact that was by way
Court. This act caused a general expres- that is regarded as a sinecure—with fat to recover damages sustained in consequence society very peculiar.
a
of
the
financial
should
a
lurnished—to
but
it
its
arms
at
once,
tastes
survey
opens
hiding" and saying “that the bird had most striking, and as Mr. Fullerton threw
Idle Milwaukee Si-ntiucl tries to start a fre-n
sion of surprise and regret all over the pay and no work. When Mr. P. arrived, of that prosecution. Deft, says that before
new comer present himself, with wealth galore
condition ol the United States. There is
lour or ii\«• children
sung in her breast these lour weeks.” down his
panic l>y asserting that
the complaint, lie was tuld the liquors
and announced that lie
entering
the
note
book
in
papers
hand, opened
detective,
state. Even a partisan journal so thorough
omne-n that single
Those explanations were peculiarly Beechbut without cultivation, he might wait till judg- at a birth are becoming
went into the hands of Pullen, and on comparhad finished with the witness there was a a great lesson to be learned from the reseated baby carriages are a drug in the market
a conversation very much like this—
erite in their line ol thought, and they
ment day for recognition.
a
Pullen,
smile on his face which seemed to say, ‘‘1 cent history of France, and it is plain that paced as the Bangor Whig condemned the
letter
written
the
order
with
by
ing
tailed to satisfy the impartial spectator
Detective. Mr. Pitcher, I understand
Michigan's new liquor law forbids -ale- i..
have not only finished with him, but 1 Mr. McCulloch has studied it with exceed- act in unmeasured terms, remarking—
A reception and lunch vva- given bv the
it was thought that the writingof the two paminors and habitual drunkards, and also
simply because they lailed to cover the have finished him also.”
t
the
office
of
collector
hat
hold
It the intimation conveyed in the despatch,
Woman's < lub at their rooms yesterday for tains
deputy
you
was similar, that upon eon-lilting eotm-el.
pers
provision for the punishment of drunk
real ground. Why a woman should use
ing care. He describes graphically, in a that the continuation was refused on strictly and
Is lie was instructed that lie had probable eatt-e Mr<. Severama the President of Hie club In- aid' win* buy as well
in this custom house.
persons who -ell m
inspector
suidi remarkable language was not to be
shall
we
are
correct,
lew
ot
the
state
partisan
grounds,
prove
Terrible Disaster,
words,
violation of tlie art.
unexampled
prosthat so ?
to suspect that Pullen committed the forgery, fo re Mr*. How ■'* election. Mi- i-- going to falvery sure that the majority ot the t'onueil will
explained by the ideas and speculations ol
New < >i:i.e.\.ns, April if. About I o'clock tration in which the unfortunate nation receive small thanks tVnm the masses ol Uu*
Chief Justice < Jiuivh "f tie* New \-rk( nu t
iforniu to live, and will be greatly missed in
Mr. Beecher. Vet while he was thus busy
and that therefore lie should not lie held to pay
Mr. Pitcher. I es. 1 do.
this afternoon a lire broke out in tin’ black-mith was left at the close ol its contest with party in the name of which tln-v have manifestot app* als has decide ! in a suit to collect ,»rt
moms were beauwork.
The
all
that
in weaving a graceful theory ol his own,
this
That,
tlie
reason
philanthropic
in
ease.
Do you have any other damages
shore pil«>tage that Sllell j.dotage
Detective.
ed slicit untimely zeal.
shop oi' tin* steamer John Kyle, lying at the
illegal. This
neither lie nor the public were aware that foot of Poydras street. The Kyle lay between Germany and its struggle with the mad
Pullen was discharged before the justice, was tifully decorated with flowers, and Mrs. Sever- is a very important question, as ih> matt- r haOn the following day the council recon- business ?
on
the crafty counsel
the other side were the Jessie Taylor below and the Exporter Commune of Paris: “With a
that witnesses testified entirely dill'erently from ance had more bompiets than she and her Ini- been in dispute for y ears.
govern- sidered its vote, and eoniirmed the nomiabove. The Bodman lay above and next to
Mr. P. Yes. 1 carry on a farm on the
as busy in digging pitfalls for the witness
what they told him they would testily before band could carry away with them. She was
It must be humiliating to Mcv, lueettdemoralment
with
a
after
die
Soon
the
alarm
was
Exporter.
provisional
only;
given
when "he should come into their hands
nation. This action is said to have been Lineolnville road, where I live.
Verdiei for deft. also presented by the club with a handsome be compelled to coni', a. in the midst ot her
the complaint was made.
the tug-boat Ella Wood came up and comized people, with an empty treasury, an
'J lie first two days ol Mr. Beecher’s menced
lived a hundred
due to the counsels of lion. James C.
edition of Charles Sumner's works, which .Mrs. centennial joy, that sl,«
Detect. Do you do anything else ?
throwing water on the burning vessel,
Knowlton. Staples, Turner.
cross-examination passed off apparently but without etl'eet. (.'apt. Hutchinson, of the immense deot, to be nearly doubled by
years without learning how to mak- a dam
never
the
author
said,
Kdnah
though
Cheney
arrived
had
in
the
meantime
the
hawho
The Grand Jury at
P. Yes. 1 am President of the Waldo
Blaine,
that will bold water. ,"Detroit Five Pres*
present terms
without any other striking incident except Kyle, was standing on the front deck when flic the
made explicit arguments in favor ot a .subject
expenditures of a single year (includ- at Augusta. He saw and appreciated the
t he season in Florida has tii.all
the sudden illness of the examiner, and tin broke out. lie promptly notified all on
and give found eleven indictments—2 for assault and bat»sed. and
County
Agricultural
Society,
believed
nevertheless she
board to leave, as it was apparent that the boat ing the indemnity) this great nation, heret!ie env-pendents lind al! tie chief res,,it- .»t
tery; 1 assault with intent to kill; 2 drinking they held very dear,
the feeling became general i lat it would
popular indignation which was sure to considerable time to that.
William Brown, chief
could not be saved.
no better ones could he found in favor of unithe
Mow
deserted,
The
rush ot
peninsula
of
intoxand tippling shops; 2 common sellercry;
end as uninterestingly as it commenced. clerk, who opened the safe and took out the tofore one of the most powerful and invisitors during tin* past -en-"U has been -one
follow an act so illiberal, and made haste
Det. Is that all?
3 perjury; 1 bad road in Bel- versal sulfrage than those volume- would atVet the third day opened up a new line of money and papers, was the ast to leave the fluential in
on
seemed
to
be
the
icating
liquors;
Europe,
thing unprecedented, the total number U-iug
to advise that the steps he retraced.
tbrd. Mr. Harrison, who was present, nodded set at ::,.uuu.
P. 1 own a trotting horse, and attend fast—sidewalk on Franklin street.
Kvlc, which had, in the mean time, been set
inquiry and tlirnishc-u us, at least, with
adrift. Ju escaping lie was enveloped in the verge of political and financial ruin.”
and
afterward
and
of
sentiment,
that
has
his
ability,
approval
fairs and trots.
Judge Libby
great legal
\ kkv to Tilt; ci phi:ii
Iienj. Williams vs. Sophia Stevenson cl. al.
steamer
\Yw York and
flames and severely burned. He, however, Four
-ningtoi!.
years ago this was the state ol will
Action on account annexed for some skin.on made a nice little speech. I take it Mr. Harri- Boston line, tilled with wa'ci and sunk at the
preside with dignity and impartiality.
Det. Anything else ?
used so profusely ill the letters of Mrs. jumped into the river and swam ashore, ( apt. France.
Mr.
McCulloch
not
does
is
r
llevt
ill
foot ot Ninth street pier. V*w York, on ThursHutchinson says the cabin of the Kyle was en'To-day
worth of goods furnished deft's family from son is fond of ladies' -oeiety, for lie
He received his commission at once, and
Tilton. On that" day, just after recess,
P. Yes. 1 am collector of faxes for
while undergoing r-,i.i-. There wa r,
veloped in flames in less than two minutes from hesitate to declare that her financial conJanuary to November, 1x72. The action was at ease when the only gentleman among two day
Mi f ullerton read one of the letters, in the time the first alarm was
which
court
is
at
term
of
the
the
lifty men at work upon her at tin- imc. but
the city of Belfast.
given.
presiding
dition “is in most respects better than that
Mrs. Steven-on score or more of the opposite -ex. Airs. Liva r- tlirv all escaped.
which Mrs. Tilton says to the defendant,
originally
brought
against
A TKltUIBLK MISTAKE.
Det. Is that all?
began at- Wiscasset in April.
■■linos vour heart bound toward all as it
alone, but her husband was afterwards sum- moiv and Mrs. Stone were also of the gathering,
When the Kyle was cut loose the eddy drift- of any nation in the world.”
The
of t ran>fusing 1*1.. ha
P. No. I am in the milk business, moned in. Defense, first, Mrs. Stevenson is the former looking as hale.generous, and kindly been experiment
used to do? So does mine. I am myself ed her up stream,
and those on shore, seeing
Her waste places have been restored;
applied to Hencral Frank Blair, who habeen
the
never
in
she
had
these
senas
lecturing
read
the
counsel
though
for some time I»• u j»r-"si r.iti with parah -B
the danger, cut otl‘ the hawsers liy which Unagain." As
—The New York Herald fairly outdid keep forty cows, and supply customers in not liable for any of tlie good.-, and second, that
at his home at St. Foil!-.
-i\
•un.-cs
if hio, ,t
tences a new light broke on the letter, for
Exporter and Bodman were tried up. This act her industries have been stimulated into
Mr. Stevenson is liable in thi- action only for business. Airs, llovve is also soon to have a
Belfast.
itself
in
its
issues
and
W'-re
reportdisastrous.
The
drifted
injected into lii- \ein-. ,ud the result
illustrating
it then appeared 'dear that Beecher must proved
Kyle
against unprecedented activity ; her exports, largefrom the club of a parlor writing desk,
present
a portion of the good-, a- Mr. Williams bad a
the Exporter and Bouiiiati, and all three floats
said t>» be fav *uaide.
Det. Well, Mr. Pitcher, after attending
the Centennial of Lexington and Conhate used the tirst sentence in a letter that drifted
then will hi- a poem f
into the stream. So
in tlie store after
was the
ly exceeding her imports, have made her ing
1x72.
Pill', and then, no doubt,
almost
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has in it yet been seen in Court. Then, as
Mr. Fullerton continued to read on—“1
did not dare to tell you till 1 was sure, but
the bird has sung m my heart these four
weekSpring has come”—The full
ignitieiuuT ol the language came with
and a deeper meaning in view
in w iorce
..I the explanations of the defendant.
While the letter was being read the audience vawned weariedly, ioi the document had been so olten handled before,
yet in a moment after every eye in the
court room was wide open and every ear
on the alert, tor the dexterous counsel had
struck a new vein in the mine and a new
sensation was promised. Mr. Fullerton
had just read a portion of the letter containing the sentence “My weapons were
love, an eager, untiring generosity and
nest hiding," and then lie opened a line ol
tire wholly unexpected to the defence,
and, tor the matter of that, everybody outside of the counsel for the prosecution.
1 ie began by saying:
q, Before asking you any questions with rogard to those letters. Mr. Beecher. ] ask you
wticu von commenced writing the novel of

•■Norwood." A. At what time did I?
if. Yes. sir. A. (Referring to a memorandum! I think it was published in the Ledger—
the New York ledger—in ISI17, in the progress
ol jsti7, during the year, and in the book form
in 1808.
if. You misapprehend my question, Mr.
Beeehcr; when did you commence writing that
book? A. That I cannot tell you, sir, it was
some time, 1 think, in the year 1807.
if. You have stated that you read that book,
A. 1 read poror a part of it, to Mrs. Tilton?
tions of it.
it
did
read
to her? A.
of
What
you
part
if.
Well, i cannot say how much; I recollect
reading one chapter, and that was the chapter
of the birth of Rose Wentworth.
if. Do not you recollect reading other chapA. Not distinctly ; I have ail imters to her?
pression that 1 did.
if. Did not you read it all to her? A. No,
sir.
What is vour impression as to tiic parts
ti.
of it that you did? A. The opening chapters.
q. Where did you read it to her? A. I
think at her house.
.....
A.
in the night time?
if. In the day time or
In tire day time, as far as I recollect.
Was her husband present or absent? A.

q.

1 do not recollect.
i>.
Rose Wentworth was the heroine of that
story, 1 believe? A. Y’es, sir, that is what I
t ried to make her.
if. Do you remember in writing that book of
borrowing from the habit of the bird in hiding
its nest a figure to illustrate the way in which
love might lie concealed, if it was necessary?
A. I do not, sir.
if. Do you recollect of describing Mr. ami
Mrs. Wentworth, and especially the peculiarities of the lady in that book? A. No, I have

forgotten.

Do you remember using this language:
"It would seem as if, while her whole life
centred upon his life, site would hide the precious secret by flinging over it vines and flowers,
by mirth ami raillery, as a bird hides its nest
under tufts of moss and behind leaves and vines,
as a fence against prying eyes.
A BOMBSHELL.

if.

This was a regular bombshell, and the
attack was kept up vigorously ; for, while
over the dates of writing and

squabbling
publishing. Mr. Fullerton began asking
about the picture of the trailing arbutus
which the witness had given Mrs. Tilton.
Mr. Beecher told a slightly different story

ol

from the one he gave his own counsel on
direct examination, but that did not attract much attention, for the reason that
Mr. Fullerton dipped just then into the
novel;—
the “breath of lovf..”

q.

And do you remember

describing

I lie

rapid
progress of the flames that the Exporter took lire
the moment the Kyle touched her. The people
oil hoard the Exporter having no oilier
refuge,
jumped on to tin* Bodman. This boat, in less
than a minute after the Exporter, also caught
lire, and the three burning vessels drifted together into the stream, where they were soon
burned to the water's edge. Many persons
who had gone on board the Exporter and Bodman as spectators were on hoard when the
boats drifted into the stream and had to jump
overboard.
FROM TWENTY TO ONE HUNDRED

BROWNED.
Some of thorn were rescued, but a large number are believed to have been lost. The number
lost is estimated at from twenty to one hundred. The commander of the United States
steamer Kansas promptly sent out his boats,
one of which rescued thirteen
persons. The
jobbing tug-boats made no effort to rescue those
on the burning boat.
There was an excursion
party from Cincinnati or Pittsburg on one of
(he boats, many of whom it is feared arc lost.
THE LOSS OF PROPERTY.

The Hodman had arrived this morning and
discharged most of her cargo. The Exporter
was to leave this evening and had about 400
tons of freight on board, all of which was lost.
Among the lost is the daughter ol Capt. lteese,
of the Exporter. Capt. ishinkle, of the Bodman, was badly burned about the face and
hands. His son is reported lost. The Exporter
was owned by James lteese, Jr., of Pittsburg,
and valued at $45,000. The John Kyle was
owned by Capt. Kyle and P. S. & \V. E. Davidson. and valued at $00,000.
The Charles Bodman was owned by Capt. Ishinkle and others,
of Cincinnati, and valued at 75,000. All the
boats arc supposed to be insured in Western

companies.

FATE OF AN EXCURSION PARTY.
board the Exporter was Capt. lteese, the
owner, from Pittsburg, who with his family
and a number of friends from that city, were
here on a pleasure excursion. The ladies of
the party were all ashore except .Mrs. lteese
and daughter and the other lady. Mrs. lteese
and the other lady were saved, but the daughter
On

was

drowned.

a

been

The editor of a newspaper some 50 miles
from Portland, is in a peck of trouble, his wife
having disappeared, aud it is supposed eloped
with another man. He thought the
guilty pair
were in Portland, and put the police on tiic
scent, but it seems that they had gone west,
together with a Portland engineer who hail
left his wife for anbther woman.

steadily

so

that

drawn to her from

gold has
England,

from the United States, and even from
Germany, until the Lank of France has in

partner
August,
calls, how much time do you
replies^that in April, tS72. Mrs. Stevenson exhave to give to your custom house duties?
a
pressly agreed to lie responsible for whatever
goods the family might have. Verdict for plif.
[Long pause. No answer.]
primitive in style and type, but glowing
cord.

Eac similies ol the newspapers ol
hundred years ago were reproduced,

to all these

Det. How much is your salary here?
patriotism and running over with the
P.
I don't know.
souls."
of
“flic
times
men’s
that
tried
its strong rooms the enormous sum of spirit,
Det. What! Don't know your own
in its thorough reproduction of
In
these,
three hundred millions of coin and bullion,
the history of the light, and report of the salary ?
and its notes, although not absolutely conP. Not exactly.
centennial celebration, were enough to
vertible, are only the tenth of one per
cent discount.

No other country in
McCulloch, has been

Europe,
so

says Mr.

prosperous

as

France has been
In

no

ed.

during the two past years.
other has labor been so well rewardIn no other has there been so little

monetary or commercial disturbance. Germany, to whom France paid a thousand
million dollars ol indemnity, has suffered
more financial embarrassment than the
nation from which the

was ex-

acted.

a

indemnity
Although borrowing to

large

extent at lirst the money to pay this in-

demnity, the French citizens, we are told
by Mr. McCulloch, have been steadily calling back the securities which went abroad,
so that now the French debt, the
largest
in the world, is almost wholly a home
debt.
These

are

wonderful facts, and there

must be

profound laws in them which we
need to study. The condition ot France,
politically, morally and economically, was
worse

in 1871 than

ours

in 18Go.

War,

foreign and domestic combined,
ed

The fashions in ladies’ bonnets are not a cause
for uneasiness in this country alone. A Berlin
correspondent tells of an amusing petition that
was recently presented to the Superintendent
of theatres, there, in which the signers complained that on account of the immense superstructure worn by the ladies on their heads and
on top of which
many still perched a hat, it
was impossible for persons in the back row of
seats to see the stage or the performance.
The
amiable director found himself in an uncomfortable position. He desired to please the frequenters of the opera, and yet it was a delicate
matter to attempt to interfere with the ladies
Finally lie inserted in all the leading newspapers a notice stating that such a petit ion hud
been sent to him, which we would publish, with
the hope that the ladies would save him the
necessity of issuing an order in regard to the
costume to be worn by opera-goers. The notice
had the desired effect, and it was amusing to
see the marked change in the style of coiffure
Some lime before
on the succeeding evening.
a gentleman took an equally effective plan to
clear the obstruction between him and the stage.
A lady sat in front of him with towering braids
and a high plumed hat. He stooped over and
asked her several times to be kind enough to remove her hat.
She sat upright, not even eondesending to look around at the speaker, and
there was a still higher elevation of the towering mass of velvet and plumes. The gentleman
quietly took out from beneath his seat his own
“cylinder,” and placed it upon his head. In an
instant there were several cries of “Hats off,”
while the lady, supposing of course they were
intended for her, hastily untied her hat ami laid
it in her lap to the great amusement of those
witnessed the gentleman’s ruse.

great creditor nation,

more

trampled

had inflictwounds upon her—had bruised,
upon and crippled her more.

Yet at the end of four years she exhibits
a more substantial recovery than we do at

with

stir to its utmost the Yankee blood of later
The Herald is certainly a great in-

days.

stitution.

—Judge Eox,
cuit Court, lets
junction, in tl.e

ol the United States Cira temporary in-

granted

L. Ward

of

Det.
office ?

How long have you hold the

P. About one year and three months.
Det. How much have you received in
the way of pay in that time ?
P. [After a long pause.J About

She is the creditor of other

Jewett.

.MeLellan.

Jiosea 1!. Thomas vs. [nhs. of Morrill.
I'liis
ease was tried at. the January term, and resulted in

a

in JS72, a

disagreement.

in the town of Morrill
January term, 1S72.
to

a

piece

of road

indicted, ami

was

line of Skku

w as

at

the

imposed,

tie collected and used by an agent appointed
court in repairing tlie road, unless the

by the

repairs so as
August 1st,
defts, agreed to pay plf.

town put it in

dictment before
the

live

to relieve the in1S73. In .May. 1x72,
>170 for repairing

the road. This action is brought, to recover that
Defts. say that the road was to lie re-

amount.

George
hundred dollars.
paired to tlie satisfaction of the selectmen of
against the S ate Treasurer,, restraining
Det. Well, it your pay as allowed by tlie town and sufficient to relieve the indictment :
the Maine Central Railroad from paying
is sixteen hundred dollars a that it was not put in such condition by tie- pit,
the tax laid upon it by a recent State law. government
and you have received but five hun- that the agent appointed bv the court was
year,
The hearing in regard to a permanent inafter Mr. Thomas had ompleted liidred in fifteen months, what has become obliged,
Verdict lPr
junction will he held at a future day.
repairs. to go on and expend $'2sk
?
ease

—Attorney General Williams has succumbed at last, llis resignation has been
sent to the

loth.

It is

Oregon

President,

to take effect

May

that he will return to
and enter the contest lor U. S.

reported

Senator.

Secretary Bristow, Ben. Butler,
Judge Pierrepont and Matt Carpenter
have been named as possible successors.
—1 he retirement ol Hon. Jonas Cutting
from the bench ol the Supreme Court,
after twenty-one years of service, was
noticed at a meeting of the Penobscot Bar
Resolutions were adopted
on Saturday.
and remarks made

by

Messrs MeCrillis

and Abram Sanborn, and responded to
Chief Justice Appleton.
—The

Royal

Insurance Co. of

by

Liverpool,

of the rest
l support Mi liufarls oto s d to on
1\
Det. But if 1 find in the official tiles
your receipt, declaring that you and you
alone have received it, verified by a form
of oath,—how is that ?

P. [No reply.]
Det. Mr. Pitcher, how many seizures
have you made during yonr term ol office?
P.

exactly.
Well, refresh your memory and

let me know.
P. 1 guess
Del.
P.

only

P.

one.

How much did the goods sell for ?
Eight dollars and fifty cents !

the annual statement of which
to-day, is a safe and sound
—

we

MeLellan.

$107.11.

Chandler

Merrill

vs.

Foglt

Vassal

i.

l>

Piukham.

Action to recover damages for alleged In ach of
contract on ll«e part of the defendant, not to
run

an

opposition stage

and Bangor.

between

Winterpmi

After the testimony was all out.
tlie ease and consented to

plaintiff abandoned

enter neither party. Merrill and Jewett
plaintiff. MeLellan for defence.

I’m:

Ckxtkxxiai.

Exiiujitiox.

lor

1’lie

ladies executive couunitlee of 1‘ortlnnd
are

preparing

to beheld in

tor tin*

strawberry

June, and,

as

the ditVeront

centennials of historic

days are now redue recognition, it is well that our
ceiving
salary
own people should be stirred up to a remembrance that Maine is expected to bear
her name proudly at the grand celebradoing business as a

Perhaps

so.

tion in 187(1.

The report of the Women’s

Centennial Executive Committee of the

United States speaks as follow--.
Mrs. Bion Bradbury, the member of our
committee for the State of Maine, calls
upon the women of the State, through the
public press, to organize lor the purpose
agents.
her own citizens. What is the secret of
The examination then proceeded, and of celebrating the centennial anniversary
—The leading editorial of the Portland
so marvelous a recuperation ?
of the Battle of Bunker Hill, on June 17,
was made to include officials of the cus1875. by giving tea-parties, the proceeds
This is the deeply suggestive question Daily Press of Tuesday is headed “About
There is no of
tom house, [last and present.
which will be devoted to aid in the erecwhich Mr. McCulloch propounds in his Kissing,” and to read it is enough to make
need to take up space in reviewing it all. tion of the buildings for the International
That
stand
conies
of
one’s
hair
right up.
first letter, and which he promises to conflic foregoing is a specimen in kind, but Exhibition, and also to contribute to the
the Beecher trial, probably.
sider in his next.
of the Women’s Department of
not in degree, of the most of the testi- expenses
the Exhibition. We invite those members
If the Kennebec Journal isn’t careful
mony.
of our Committee in other States, where
—It appears that the Collectors at Chicago, it will exhaust itself on Gen. Connor beMeantime there had been vigorous.tele- active operations have not yet begun, to
Detroit, Buffalo, Duluth, Port Huron, Burling- fore he
gets nominated. It is best to rebetween the friends of Barnabas follow the example of the member from
ton, Vt., and Portland, Me., have been receiving
considerable sums in the aggregate for mani- serve some energy for the hatching of the graphing
Maine. We shall endeavor to imitate her
anti the head centre himself, then in Bosfests and clearances sold at their respective
in our own State, and especially should
after it has been laid.
resulted
in
an
ports. The position of Collector at Chicago egg
It
that
ton.
agreement
this be doTie iu Massachusetts, for the
and Detroit was thus made worth the sum of
like
the
—Barnabas,
greedy miller, has Roberts should meet Bingham at Portland heart of that good old State must beat
$17,000 per annum, and the Collector at Port
Huron managed to pull in enough to make his taken too heavy tolls, and will lose the
What the result of high at the thought of the approaching
on Friday afternoon.
salary equal to that of the Collector at New mill. Three fourths of the whole
centennial anniversaries of the battles
has
been
we cannot say, or
interview
grist that
York.
fought within her limits, and the women
Those officials made very nice things was rather steep.
what twisting and turning could suggest of that State must, if necessary, lie the
out of the crumbs that fell from their masThe best cow that milkman Pitcher itself to the Collector, to get out from un- first to show that our national feast is at
hand, and that we must keep it together.
ter’s table, but in original and effective has in his herd is the Custom House, al- der the awful load.
How deeply Barnabas has run his hands
methods of putting money in his purse, though Barnabas secures the biggest teat.
A kind of ham that Barnabas don't
Barnabas can discount the crowd.
She is likely to be dried up.
into the pockets ol his subordinates can
—'J he republican newspapers of the of course only be conjectured. Some of fancy is Bingham.
—“Now Barabbas was a robber,” says
so freely as Pitcher,
—Spain was paid $l5.00i> of the VirBible. People who are not careful will state are busy in writing Gen. Sehlen Con- them couldn’t be bled
time
to
more
the
because
legiti- ghiins indemnity.
they give
lie likely to read it Barnabas,
nor into the nominee for Governor.
—

—

—

occurs on

It j- expected

mouth.

a

launches him-e f into tin profession of art In middle life it i- not 1 I..
peetod that lie will astonish the world, or make
When

a

man

great success, hut when lie leaves a respectable business to make a von poor artist ii is
both a private and public misfortune. There
is now on exhibition at one ot the auction sale
rooms here a collection of paintings by such an

ha

all the stole* Work of th
he lim.shed this year.
Hie work oil the abies an go <>n independent
lv of the work on the pit r- and anchorage-,
and it i- po-»ib|, that th*- bridge may b« rca.B
for u-c I,r the summer of I>7;
new

I

Brooklyn bridge will

a

artist, hooking at the pictures is like being
confronted bv a multitude of caricatures «d naThe artist appears to have travelled
ture.
“from l>au to Ileershcba” for the side purpose
of deterring others from ever following his ex-

ample..

\-

I gazed from

otic

foreign

scene

to

another. I mentally sent up a prayer of thanks
that fate had routined my journeying to Maine
in one direction and New York in tin1 other,
p.ut this limited source of observ atioii had tilled
mind with pictures not to be displaced by
Nevercanvasses covered with tawdry paint.
inv

theless

the

artist,

was

undoubtedly

earnest,

painstaking and industrious. Let those who
believe that genius is “inliiiite patience” explain whv In-does not succeed.
( harlotte Oi-hman i* really to take her farewell iu the city of her birth after all. although
when slie read here the first of the season it
was positively announced that she would not

I'.ut the (i lobe
play all engagement in the eilv
theatre, where she is to appear, was not built
then. Nobodv who likes line acting will he
sorry however that she is coming, and especially as it is soon enough after danauseiiek and

Kistori to compare the noble three.

festival

Don't you consider your
for the duties performed ?

Det.

high

plf.

I can’t say

Det.

Det. If you were
publish
institution, private individual, wouldn’t you consider
nations in trade and the manufacturing
the largest in two hundred and fifty dollars per year as
with a very large capital
mistress of the world; her coffers are
fact, of any company represented in this liberal pay for such services as you are
overflowing with gold ; she has preserved
city. Mr. Geo. P. Field, formerly ol this rendering?
her paper currency from depreciation and
P. Probably I should.
city, is special agent and adjuster. Cox
has gathered her debt into the hands of
Det. That is all.
and Field are local
the end of ten.

#f>.So.tHi.

club tea, which

every

was

iH'11■

I'liriy

\\ hen

m inr him,

Miss

im

ie

morning taking her "const itutionat" aroimil
the Common. My attention was attracted l>\

one

,i

large

von

woman

walking very

last and

en-

ergetically and looking somewhat ungainly, for
dress was taken up short to (dear the ground.
Her face 1 knew at once, but not the carriage,
winch upon the stage had always been my ideal
of grace. She was accompanied by a beautiful
Skye terrier, which she led by a ribbon. Think
le

Macbeth’’ and a dog!
But
than all the rest, to my prejudices, was
the hat which she, a woman of fifty-seven, wore
on her head. I almost murmured, “< tut damned
of

that—“l.ady

Idle Democrats of Bangor have organized
“Pine Tree dub/* with the follow ing oflin-r
< liarles N.
H<-r>ey, president; I > tni- F. K
Icie r, vicr-presi*lent ; Frank H. I' ivlor, ree,*ni
ing secretary : Frank 11. «o-t.-hcb,,- >nc-p,mdu;_*
secretary; Joint s. Kicker, treasurer.
win* had been •> e long her little toil:
old the elements of arithmetic was aiounded by liis ruuning and propounding the
following pi ohU-m “Mamma. if y *ti had three
butterflies, and a*-li buttcrily had a t*ug m h
ear. h*»w many butterflies would you ha\A

lady

year

1:

( to
d,
rep o t, d that the committee
of the Maine < entral Kailroiel, to w hom
was referred the question of removal oi th,
company ofljees from Augusta to Portland, wo:
report favoring a change, but are not d< > ided
w hether it
is best to rent < building r bull
near tin* 17astern station.
rectors

While John Donahue wa- m xing tin- ingredi
of tin* fultniuate u-cd in percussion « ap«
and cartridges in a small building oimeet*-"
!
\ mi?
F
with the Wiin iiesiei
:v. at N**w
Hav en. < t.. an xplosion blew him into small
pieces, portions being carried 1"" feet. No ou»
else was injur, I. 1 >< naliue ha*l mixed the tut
tninale for eighteen a ar>.
cuts

Now that tin* patriotie ili/.eiis ,>t l.exmgtou
and < ,- ieoid have ei ieiu ated the anniveisni v
of tin- commencement of the ({evolutionary
war, the citizens oi I'olil.md are talking of .-cl
ebrating the centennial «*l the burning >t tin*
town oi' Falmouth.
The event occurs the Piof October ot this year, and then- is plenty a
time lor tin pr< paration-.
I <»! the Rancor
it this mornuf veal, none ,*t which was
born alive, was -eized b\ Mr. ,1. }|
Kerr'. one oft lie inspectors around the market
It was consigned from Rockland to different
commission houses in Boston, two carcasses to
adi. Tin > Wei-- all turned over to N. Waro
*V < u., f
destruction.
Boston Herald.
<>n the

ing 'ix
prohubi

arm a

carcasses

Tie- workmen on the \ alley Railroad at Rock>
Hill,
"ini., unearthed a skeleton last week
whii h B supposed to be that of a negro, owned
b\ a .Mr. Boundikee in 17»M. who. being offended at his mastin’, went into a garret, and sitting
upon a half-barrel of powder, struck tin* into it
with a Hint and >i<H. and was Mown up with
the house. His bodv was buried where it fell.

worse

ommodor* si. .bdm. who eommitted *u vide
New York, was the «*»*I* M Mock holder ii the
Albany line of steamers. The steamer St. John
He complained of tin
was named for him.
expensive* stvle of her new fitting, went into
tin* barber shop on board of her. and blew his
brains out. lie was worth between two and
three millions of dollars, was Tti wars old. and
quite a favorite with alt who knew him.
<

at

lint what right have tragic queens to
hats, or lead dugs, or luck up their dresses
and show their feet? I!ut l shall lbrgiv. her
all when I hear the music of her grand voice.
She rarely ever plays a paying engagement
The ship Hagerstown, of Richmond. Me.,
here. Iler price is igCiOi) a night, and as she apwas struek by lightning while
lying at the port
peals to the most cultivated, and consequently of New Orleans.
The vessel was set on tire
smallest class, in the community, the profits are and sank.
\ despatch at the Merchants’Ex
small, doe Jellerson lias #700 nightly, hut he change states that she had on hoard .“>700 bales
of
cotton
destined
is
to
he
for Havre France). The
coming
can draw it. and more too, and
Hagerstown w as a new ship of luOo tons, built
do it next week. Mark Twain's “(iilded Ago”
hist year at Richmond where die is owned.
is awful. The name is good, because appropriMr. William Squares of Mrstncton, Oregon,
tinsel.
veriest
“Col
Raymond's
ate ; it is the
who is anxious that the great tree*, of that
Sellers” is good, funny, id' course, hut if there state shall be represented it the
Philadelphia
was any laugh in any thing lie would bring it centennial, has written to the centennial commissioners that tie will furnish at sillamook
out. llis characterization is thoroughly artistic.
hav a tir plank one hundred tect in length and
Henry Valley, the English rev ivalist, though
averaging twelve tect in breadth,provided that
lie has drawn large audiences, lias not raised facilities can be obtained for forwarding it to
much of a stir among sinners, lie lias preached Philadelphia.
childly in Tremont Temple, hut this week will
Kx-Oov. English, of ( onncctieut, who has
make the round of the Baptist,
just returned from his tour of the South, says
Congregational- of
the people of Texas that “they have seemi't and Methodist pulpits. He is not a remarkingly forgotten that there ever was a war, and.
able speaker in any sense, hut ho seems to he in from every act and
expression, l glean the inearnest, and evidently does not preach repent- formation that they welcome anybody who will
come here to better their condition, regardless
ance as a mere matter of business.

spot.”
wear

It is

probable that Mrs. ScottSiddons

conic to

this country next season.

will not
She thinks

of any political association. It is a very rare*
thing for them to refer to a man's polities; not
half so much as we it New England do/'

City

News of the

Saturday will be

V. \;

Tin

and

County.

The steamers Cambridge and Richmond made
early landings on Tuesday morning, both being

May Day.

gr:is> begin* to be preen

about one hour ahead of their usual time.
hi sheltered

spots.

to

Lobster* ha\e put in
market*.

appearance in our

an

Four steamers landed at the Sanford wharf

Saturday.
The

will

soon be
into service?

*ire.t*

About twenty

Is that

dusty.

for the west.

ermen.

F.‘\vi* U

moving

a building on to his
converted into a store

harf. wldeh will b,
house.
Hie l

:vcr*ulist convention for Maine will
-‘old it* annual se**i«»u in this t-ity. in the latter
part of dune.
hat the lb**-ton packets and steamboats
running, freight*- vvili he lighter over the
Ih lfasi iailroad.
>oa

’a. •iul'V

11

O.l

in a

eek

i1

w

resume

F

Ii

has commenced the
on the corner of

ier

e

house

and I aioii streets.

•;;11;.

I’

i:

has retired from the eom-

]

Pioneer, and Fapt. Fanisj- his -lieee*sor.

1 1 e>!>i

;!: o!

iidv iVuiu FI. v'hla who arrived last

O'

i*.it to friends,

on

the first she had

I

;

a

a

er

a

workman helping disH. I i\ iugston at IFtilroad wharf.
*t ek o' Amber fall
upon his foot
*lioah

a

f
<

ill*

An-

ru*hing the

,n.

M< ndav
*ti"\v

P-

ii.

toes

badly.

conductor Mace

tin* road between this

ei'

through eighteen inches of

i.

*m»\\.

k

the
that they
way of carriages. < me
11 *!rd iv and had hi* hack

ii

en

•»

*1 reels

in

tie

..1

ne.

mi

nr.,ken.
Ma

I

wi.

:

-livid by !he ladies of the Fili-

i

Snei. i

al.

.!’i

v\

v

ii;

ndaiiee.

nti

ei

pleasant occasion,

■

-!

Se.adver-

Dement.
I

Mile

,i.

e

ia>t

»ad

sic!

1'11

lie

1

*.

Oct no.

'•

next.

r

Lodge

la.*t week, it

was

of Food
voted to

i.ii-aimua! session in this

-i-tained but little

•‘•ner

arc

city.

t> while -eh. Mary Patten of Bangor,
up the harbor, she ran into the
■:■■.!•!' breaking six large pilings. The

; w

\'i

koekkilul

the interior towns. A
shipped over the niil-

the Fraud

.1

IPn-j

p

ein.ii

\\ a

Mil

eek.

v\

damage,

f

.•!

»ej

i.:ri•

dock Of later.

II.'
<ibh\v. of Belfast, ('apt. C’oliil tie
tii ;
of which some anxiety
•.arrived at (Queenstown, on the 2"»th.
wa>
-oda\s from the island of Java.

I

r;..

>

a.i-

■

he sTramcr Pioneer has resumed her trips
'\v.-i*n i!u- eit\ and ( astine. and is doing a
1

f

hvYl ting business.
Jieiylf

ii

».]•-

are

storking

Kvidentlvour eastup after tlieir long

hermitage.
he -••a-ide >aiMp

1

•

•'

<.p»
«d which
he

Little Biver, owned
v i- recently broken

mi

t-rai .u ie|es stolen—among them a
o\en*d xvith canvass, fortherecovery

pen and

u

i.

1

<

'Jo

>hap»*.
rgahi/.ation

charter will he procured and an
:- d
immediately.

A

V.Y

n

ami wife of Knox were before
Y
1:i-l< IL > I.‘Yh, of Thorndike, on Satur.laryd with having intoxicating liquors
"ii iiit--i>i to -ell. tlie -ei/ure ot which was
ones

:

■

■

it r.i 1W eek

•<!

Idle 1

fifty

dolhll’S Ulld costs.

Appealed.
\

meeting of the corporator* of Belfast
ngs Bank, held Wednesday, April 21, Asa
a

i'

Arrangements

have

ing

on

any other

as

made with the

been

one

fare,

of next week, and return for
t'ndoubtedly the same will be done

Tuesday

with tnc Portland boat.
The millinery opening of Mrs. Richards and
Miss Southwortli, yesterday and to-day, was a
very elaborate and tasteful display of the many
fineries that go to make the head-gear of the
ladies so attractive. They are very popular
milliners and know exactly what the ladies deSee their advertisement.

sire.

spoken of last week lias visited one of our barber shops and indulged in a
shave. To shave, w ith a Chinaman, signifies
The Chinaman

more

usually expressed

than is

in that term

by

there is more of him. lie shaves bis
face—his eyebrows, and bead, excepting the
as

Sidelingor gut done with him his
a peeled onion with a rat's
tail stuck into it,—and all for twenty-five cents,
lie expressed himself satisfied, and -aid it was
When

cue.

cranium looked like

n

in his

own

country.
Along the Wmvrvis. < lur wharves begin
present their old time appearance of aetiv ity
and bustle.
Pho shipments have been mainly
bay, some ten cargoes in all the last week. As
follows—brig Lizabel, Boston, by Pilcher and
to

Gorham. Sob. Paragon. Wilmington; sell. T.
II. Livingston. Jacksonville: -ch. Mary Harrow. Boston, by Woods. Mathew- and Baker.
Sells. Huntress am Win. G. Kddie to the quarries down the bay, by Robert Patterson. Sell.
A. Havford, Jacksonville: Mary Patten, .savan-

nah; sch. James Bli--, Brunswick, da.; and
seh. G. M. Bouncy. < ancr' Harbor, by Tim.
Pitcher and Ron.
Pile ship City of Brooklyn, of this port, from
■San Francisco for Liverpool, which put in at
St. Thomas leaking, sailed again about April
Kill. < ’apt. H. If. Herrinum. who went to St.
Thomas as underwriter's agent, has returned.
He reports that the Boston Wrecking Company's pump, which was sent out to keep the
ship free, proved to he unequal to the work.
A rotary pump was Guilt from patterns made
bv (. apt. If., which, moved by the engine sent
out, was found to do the work. Tho cause of
the leak was not discovered. Givers who examined the ship’s bottom could discover noth-

ing wrong.
The Winterport < he* -.- Faetory will he ready for machinery this week.
'Die dim-tors have. contracted with Fred AtWinteri*oit

r.

machinery.Scarlet
Sanborn lia> hist a daugh-

Winterport,
prevails. II. T.

lever
ter

for

about four wars old. and (’apt
is sick with it.

Charles

Whitney

Freedom. Mud, slosh, and i> id tra\ filing.
Farmers are c ommencing to sow grain.The
sugar business is mostly closed for this season;
tlicre lias been a good How of sa[> and much of
the sweets made in this
weeks ago

vicinity.Some two
dwelling house, belonging to

a

George Larabee, was burned; the house had
been moved only the day before, and the following night was made a bonfire of incendiarism.In Fnity the buildings belonging to
Wm. (Tosbv were burned: most of house furniture saved: partially insured. 1 iis neighbors
have put up
soon

a

in u

The cheese factory moveend in failure, Alter ob-

likely
taining subscriptions
ment

which the family will

mu

occupy.

Lincoi.nvii.i.k.

Hid Fedows have leased the rooms over
-u-i
lYbbins ,v Flowers, in tlie new
>'
•!••.
ii Main -1reel. and it is
being put

1

low

as

advertisement in another

Maine Central Railroad company that will enable the Masonic fraternity to attend the session of the Grand Lodge at Portland, commenc-

(■••ward is offered.

a

sell them

his

wood.

first da\ of May, dry and fancy
-tore-, that have closed at S o’clock in
'i i.g
during Uie past winter, will keep
i!1

■'

Read

done better than It could have I.

seen.

1* rd Pi* dissolved hi* connection
-1
*•.,).
pv in this city. His future
;i ■,<-at Dn ant’s Pond. Maine.

V

:f

greeted by

was

e\

styles and

dealer.

us,

on

1

l.

ae-

work again

j wu.

er

wei ing

k

down t‘> lake

I nit

Tie

•’

v\

New Advertisements.
John L. Locke
the arrival of a new and large stock
ot furniture of all kinds, lie
always keeps the

column.

Flounders are now plenty in Hie market.
Tli' aiwcr bridge i> manned out daily by fish-

1

It is said that the manager is
not the same, although with an identical name.

latest

fishermen left on the

more

Moutlay

IF

the same name.

announces

sprinkler going
*teainer

The Washburn performance was far inferior
the former appearances of the company of

to

seems

the amount of ft 1200,
and about 100 cows, there arose a disagreement
in relation to ilie location of a building; the
to

three lots talked of not being more than SO rods
apart. 'There is probably no better locality in
the county to make an enterprise of that kind
success

a

than within

from Lincnluville

a

entre.

<

radius of two miles
Tin- thing ought not

Our
be given up for so small a reason.
large ponds Mill retain their winter appearance,

to

and it is doubtful it
in some of them.

.May day

...

sees

blue water

It i- said that “Jordon is

Famies-, John <L Brooks. Win. u. Poor, (.‘has.
B. Ila/.eltim* ami Win. IL Burrell were elected
Tr islet*
Al'auaPresident, and John

a hard road to travel,” but it is probably easier
than the road from hero to B ‘Hast at the present time.
F. B. 1 Hinton Esq., has sold hi>

If. (Qtiiiuhy. Treasurer.

stock of goods to Air. John L. 'Taber, and resigned the otliee of P. Al. at l.ineolnville Cen-

'"hi

amj»bell has been before the Police

<

tad, to that tribunal the C ampbell
'"ining. His Honor gave John ten
the House of Correction for indulging
!

^
ii

much tire water. Charles Shaw, forthe
lillifti It y. was sentenced to 30 days on the
!• r
'i-tingan «-llie.er. Hollis .shaw was

■

oiu

<

lined
B

s

1 .no.

tre.

Air.

'Taber will,

probably,

be

appointed

P. AL
■MHHMaunansMDRii

Cardinal

McCloskey.

The ceremony of the conferring of the
or red cap upon Cardinal AleClostook
key,
place at St. Patrick’s Cathedral,
New York, on Tuesday, in presence of an
beretta

'"eticeil specimens of a new cop- l
!;.iiiwhich lias been discovered in
Free-j immense gathering.
,1;|
1 '■
'cry rich looking, hut we fear !
The sanctuary was festooned with scarlet cloth
x
iron pyrites look very like copper, ornamented
with gold lace and fringe, while over
cross at the top of the altar was arranged in gas
file
ot ii
mixture of iron and sulphur.
When
‘‘
jets, Te Deunt Luntlamus.” The tloral decorations
<■
a
-hovel over a tire tie* .sulphuric on the altar itself were profuse and elegant in the
e

11 a \

■

1

will all tlx

up tie
lack powder -»f iron ore.
<i'

B

:'i'•

r

<

chimney. leaving

a

years of age,
o» Ta'-manit-!' on High street, met with
os accident on
Saturday last, in falling
ov> .• flight of -'airs,
striking heavily on the
tek of IPs head. lie was in the act of
line;-,

young

man

IT

1

-•

going

above

trunk preparatory to
•a\ :ng home, and
fainting fell backwards. He
•main* 1 unconscious fora longtime, followed
room

to

pack

a

general prostration.
recovering.

He is now

a

slowly

We-lnesd:i\ evening of last week, Frank
H-< -don, a voting man
belonging in (!astine,
ta
Iking with a young woman on Sanford

"

\
■i

Let *, Alien he was attacked
by two young
floods t,i this city nametl John Fogertv and
B'i.u.'iii) Fax
I foils low knocked Fogert v down

’wiee, but

struck on the head by a rock
Fogertv and Fay were
arrested, and the next day the case xvas
pre'111' -! t*> the (iruml
Jury, indictments found,
old th- > will b»* tried lor
assault.
tie',

was

severely injured.

aggravated

apt. Lathis Hieli, formerly of Winterport,
-lit d at los home m
Watertown, Mass., on the
<

20th, aged.«;«>

The announcement will
make -:e 1 the hearts <>T many in this
vicinity,
xx hom Lie deceased xvas
greatly endeared by
Ie- bu-ine-s euterprigenerosity am! benevoh-ii'-e.

years.

He had been

largely interested

in trade

.nil navigation, both in .Maine ami Massachutts. m which he was successful in acoumulatitg h handsome estate, ami in dying leaves the
•"i d of an honest and honorable
man.

Twenty

string!" The
sustaining flound-

cents a

toothsome and
* is here.
The youthful captor
thereof haunts the street
corners,

importuning

passers to

buy,

ami
of the

restore the occupation
hissing frying pan. The savory
odor ol crisping pork assails the

nostrils of him

who wends his

way homeward at high noon.
\ml Hie first certain sign ol spring is manifest
hi

the announcement—‘'Flounders have come !"

lion. Joseph Williamson lias prepared a curivolume in relation to the Gordon murder.
He collected all the material facta of the case

ous

'''the.' appeared in print, the Republican Journal's account of the
tragedy, its report ol the
trial, the sentence, Ac., with sketches from
papers, photographs of the murderer
and \ ict’ins, and the Gordon house.
These lie

other,

lias had neatly pasted upon
paper, ami hand-

somely bound, making quite

volume. Space
is left for an account of the execution.
When
completed, Mr. Williamson will present the
hook to the Waldo County Law Library.
a

Belfast lias a lady resident whose habits of
life have been so remarkable and
exceptional
that we almost hesitate to record it for fear
of
unbelief She is a lady now advanced to middle age, and yet can
truly say that she never

On the other side of the tabernacle were
floral columns of choice exotics fully three feet in
length and a foot in diameter, composed of roses,
camelias. and calla lilies, surmounted by a red cross
of carnation pinks, while other floral designs of
every description were strewn about in graceful confusion. The gallery, which had been set apart for
the sole use of the choir, was hung with crimson
cloth fringed with gilt-edge caught up with heavy
gold tassels. In the centre was looped the Papal
banner, while on either side hung the Stars and

extreme.

Stripes.
Tin;

Scr.NK

When the
their proper

IN

<

DRESS <>’
II no it
DIG X IT A KIES.
—

procession had all
places, there was

Till-;

<

lit IU U

in

been arranged
interval of ten

an

minutes, during which the church was tilled with
joyous music from the choir. The procession of prelates at length emerged from the vestry with slow
The audience rose as the magand measured tread.
nificant spectacle began to unfold itself. The scene
which New York will probably never see
again. Boys in picturesque robes and with swinging censors, and dignitaries in dark purple, preceded the Archbishops and Bishops. The procession
was closed by the celebrant of the Mass, Bishop
Loughlin, of 'Brooklyn; Rev. Ur. McGlynn, Assistant; Rev. Father McGravv, Deacon; Father Kean,
Sub-Deacon; then Cardinal McCloskey; Papal Envoys, Dr. Fbaldi, Mgr. Roucetti, and lastly the tall
ligure of Count Murefoschi, of the Papal Noble
Guard, in his dazzling uniform. Cardinal McCloskey, wearing his ratchet, purple cassock, and niautelletha, kuelt at the epistle side of the altar. The
Archbishop of Baltimore sat on his throne on the
The officiating Bishop and clergymen
same side.
stood at the altar steps.
was one

READING THE “BRIEF.”
1 he solemn and impressive services of the Catholic church were performed, when Cardinal McCloskey rose and knelt at the lett hand side of the altar.
The Archbishop ol Baltimore stepped down from
his throne and knelt at the Epistle side. The audience rose with perceptible excitement, and some
had the bad taste to crowd up among the clergymen
Roucetti stood beat the sanctuary. Ablegate
side Archbishop Bayley, and in a loud clear voice
read the message in Latin from Pius Popa to bis
Venerabilis Frater (Archbishop ol Baltimore) stating, the reasons which induced him to confer the
Cardinalate upon Archbishop McCloskey, aud at its
close handed him the “Brief” authorizing him to
confer the beretta on this newly appointed Prince
of the church. The Archbishop having replied in
Latin, passed the “Brief” over to Father McGear,
Deacon of Mass., who then read it.

Mgr.

CONFERRING

Till:

BERETTA—Till.

I.ATIN

AD-

DRESSES.

Count Marifoschi then surrendered tlie beretta to
who handed it to Archbishop Bayley,
who then walked over to the Cardinal and placed
the cap on his head, at the same time addressing
him in Latin as Eminent-in Ttta.
The Cardinal
made a suitable reply in Latin, and after intoning
Te Iffitnt, retired to the vestry and put on the crimson robes of his office and returned to the altar,
while the choir sang Te lie tun.

Mgr. Roucetti,

'I lit* Cardinal then delivered an address,
and gave the Pontifical blessing, when
the ceremonies closed.
The Reporter says Hint one sanguine tiller of
the soil hi F’ittstoii sowed an acre of peas last
week.
A tight occurred a few days ago between a
detachment of the titll cavalry and the Cheyennes in
southwestern Kansas. Twenty-seven
Indians and two soldiers were killed.
A workman in one of the axe shops at West
AVatcrvillfl recently met with a singular accident. While holding an axe to grind, his two
thumbs got caught between the axe and stone
and were ground down pointed to the thumb
nails.

Hopes of the recovery of little Charley Ross
have now been almost abandoned, it is reported that Westcrvelt. Mosher’s brother-inlaw, is now locked up in Moyamcnsing prison,
awaiting trial on the charge of being concerned
in and
having guilty knowledge of the abduction of the hoy.

then took a newspaper from liis pocket,
and pointing to an article headed “Murdered for Love,” told her to read it. She
Wednesday afternoon, there arrived at took the paper, and as she was looking at
the Falmouth FLolel in this city, a gentle- it Lafferty drew a revolver
and, leveled it
man and lady, with a child some four at her, fired.
The ball entered the girl’s
years of age. The gentleman registered cheek, passed through and lodged in the
their names as Mr. Fid. Lewis and Mrs. opposite side of her head.
She started
L. A. Lewis, Baltimore. They were as- screaming towards the kitchen
door, when
line
a
looking her mother came running into the room.
signed rooms. They were
couple, the gentleman being some ’40 Lafferty immediately shot her, too, and as
years of age, and the lady apparently mother and daughter Tell to the lloor Lafabout 27. They were elegantly attired, ferty ran from the house.
Air. Van nay,
and had the appearance of being wealthy who was
working in the barn, hearing the
of
in
pursuit
pleasure. shooting, reached the house just as Lafferpeople, travelling
The gentleman remained but one night, ty came out. The latter tired at
Vannay,
train
the
early
Thursday morning. but missed him. He then placed the pistaking
After his departure, the lady gave direc- tol to his own head and fired
two shots,
tions to admit no one to her room. Yesterblowing the whole side of his head oil',
day, another gentleman arrived in the and killing himself almost instantly. Vancity, who was an important actor in the nay hurried into the house, and found his
drama which was being enacted. This wile and
daughter lying on the floor in
was no less a person than Mr. James
great pools of blood. They were in a crita
of
New
merchants' detective,
Dunne,
ical condition, but at last accounts
hopes
York.
were entertained of their recovery.
Having thus introduced the leading
characters, we will relate the circumLET THE PEOPLE SPEAK.
stances which brought them thus togethManhattan. Kan.
er.
Several years since, Mr. Henry C. If. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.:
and
Dear
a
New
Sir—Your Favorite Prescription lias
wealthy
Ferguson, prominent
York merchant, married a young lady done my wife a world of good. Slit- has taken
two bottles and lias felt better the
nearly
past
named Louisa Gardiner, we believe. She
two weeks than at any time in the past two
belonged to a rich and aristocratic family, weeks than at any time in the past two years.
and till that wealth could purchase, or Xo more periodical pains: none of that
aching
the most loving and assiduous attentions back or dragging sensation in her stomach she
that a doating husband could devise, was has been accustomed to for several years. I
have so much confidence m it that 1 would he
lavished upon her. and her every wish
glad to get hold of relief at any expense. 1
was gratified.
For a few years, all was have tried many Patent Medicines,
but never
happiness, and a child was born to them. had any occasion to extol one before.
Very truly vours.
One day Mr. Ferguson introduced to his
O KU. B. WIUTJXU.
wife a friend of his, Mr. F'.dwin Kowe, of
-Mrs. K. B. Dai.y, Metropolis,
I|b, writes :
New Haven, but who was doing business
“Dr. if. V. Pierce—My sister is using the
40
in New York, at No.
Favorite Prescription with great benefit..”
Burling Slip.
Kowe was a man some forty years of AIutY Ann Frisbik, Lehman, Pa., writes:
“Dr. If. V. Pierce—What I have taken of
age, very wealthy, married, and the father
medicine has been of more benefit to me
ot six children.
From a casual caller tit your
than all others and hundreds of doctors’ hills.”
the house, Kowe soon became a constant
I >r. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription is sold by
visitor, but the unsuspecting husband at dealers in medicines generally.
first saw nothing wrong in this. Finally,
however, his suspicions became excited
Pills, Potions anti Pungencies.
and he reasoned with his wife on their
Economical Xew Food. 25 i.ri^s will buy
a coolness
and
sprang a
growing intimacy,
package of .Sea Mos< Farinc, made from pure
up between the once happy couple and Irish Moss, which will make 50 kinds of dishes,
frequent quarrels resulted. Tims matters such as cakes, pies, puddings, etc., or 10 quarts
continued, going lrom nun to worse, until of custards, jellies, creams, Charlotte Russe,
Sold l».v all Druggists and
last Februan, when one morning Mr. Mane mange. et«
(»roc ci’s.
1 y r.
Ferguson was surprised to find that his
wife had eloped with llowe, taking the
A Spanish proverb says
A kiss without a
child with her. A detective was immedi- moustache is like an egg without salt.”
ately sent alter them, but he soon after
New lungs « annot be made by medicine or
returned and reported he could obtain no the skill of physicians; the old ones, however,
be strengthened and
can
trace of the guilty pair.
Then the matter
preserved by the use
of Adamson's Botanic Gough Balsam.
was given into the hands of Mr. Dunne,
who on the 29th ot March started out, and
‘‘Why do you use paintP’ asked a violinist
worked the ease out to a successful eon- of liis daughter; “For the same reason that
elusion, and lias the lady under arrest at you use rosin, papa.” “How is that:” “Why,
to help me draw m\ beau.”
the Falmouth Hotel. The only clue he
Found at Last! A remedy that not only rehad to work upon was the handwriting of
lieves but cures < onsumption, as well as coughs,
llowe, excepting the photographs ot the
colds, bronchitis, sore throat, influenza, Ac.
parties. The lady, by the way, is most The
remedy to which we allude is Dr. Wistar’s
and
when
Balsam of Wild Cherry, prepared by Seth W.
yesterday
magnificent looking,
arrested was dressed in the height of Fowls A Sons, Boston. 50 cts. and $1 aJmttle,
fashion, with diamond brooch and ear large bottles much the cheaper.
If George Washington himself had only been
rings, while from her delicate hand glistcross-examined by Judge Fullerton before lie
ened a splendid cluster diamond ring.
The detective first got trace of them died, we have no doubt it would have turned
out that lie really lied abmit the elierrv tree
at the McDonough House, Stonington,
after all.
as
were
where
Conn,
registered
they
Your life can be saved by using Hunt'." RemMr. Edwin llowe. wile and child. They
had gone from there, and lie next heard edy. It cures dropsy and all diseases of the
from them in Montreal, and then in other kidneys. Madder and urinary organs. Hundreds
cities in Canada. At some hotels they that have been given up by their physicians to
would register as man and wife, anil at die have been saved bv this great Remedy and
others occupy separate apartments. Final- are now with us as
living witnesses of the value
ly the detective learned that thet had of this medicine.
taken the train for this city, where they
An honest old
from a rural county,
arrived, as before stated, "Wednesday who came down gentleman
to New York to spend the Sabafternoon.
bath with friends, was asked by one of them
On the arrival of Mr. Dunne yesterday, what the people up his way thought of the
lie immediately called upon Marshal Par- Beecher scandal. He replied that he never tried
know anything about it—that lie
ker, and shew him the photographs and the it, and didn't
ami all bis neighbors burned kerosene.
handwriting. He immediately started out
with Dunne to take a look at the hotel
Stop That Cough.
Xo pulmonary complaint however chronic
registers, and at tiie Falmouth their search
was rewarded with success.
Making sure can resistoi the healing inlluence of Du. Morris
T\r, Wild cherry vxd Horethey were right, the Marshal went up to syrrp
nor\D.
the room, knocked at the door, and en- witli such Nothing that we have ever sold acts
promptness and certainty, in coughs,
tered. The lady arose and demanded the colds hoarseness, sore throat,
asthma, and all
cause of the intrusion.
The gallant Mar- diseases of the throat, lungs and chest leading
shal, with his blandest smile, remarked, to consumption. It is a certain cure for lr< >l p,
and the best known remedy for w hooping
“keep your seat, Mrs. Ferguson." She cot gh. Gough worn victims
whose lungs arc
started at the sound of her name, blushed
A

Runaway Couple.

From the Portland Arg

ami resumed her sitting. Just
then Mr Dinmo stepped in, and the lady
was asked if -he had ever seen the gentleman before.
She replied she had not, but
aiterwards admitted that she had had a
description of him, and know he was on
her track. She was at first very indignant, but seeing she was caged submitted
with as good grace as possible. Finding
the officers firm she changed her tactics,
and endeavored to work upon their sympathies; that failing she offered them
money, even as high as a thousand dollars each, to release her and lid her depart.. 'Then their honor was assailed and
they became very indignant and very
She finally concluded that she
stern.
It is
had played her game and lost.
thought llowe intended returning here
to-day and the parties were to take the
steamer for Europe. The lady says her
husband abused her, which was the reaMr. Ferguson was alson she left him.
most insane over the loss of the child,
and it is probable that if she had not
taken her there would have been no pursuit. Mrs. Ferguson endeavored lo get
the child into a convent in Montreal, but
the detective was pressing them so closely
she did not have time to accomplish her
object. The parties leave for New York
this morning.
New Y'oick, April 2.3. Mrs. Ferguson
returned to this city last night in custody
of a llostun defective.
Mr. Ferguson,
who was in waiting at the depot, seized
his daughter on her arrival. To-dav Mrs.
Ferguson endeavored, but failed, to regain possession of the child. An attempt
lo reconcile the parties was made, but the
husband refused all advances, and states
lie lias determined to seek a divorce. Mrs.
Ferguson is reported as being dangerous-

deeply,

ly iii

lrom nervous

prostration.

The Third-Term Crusade,
As 1

ago, the policy
of the administration will henceforth be
one of relentless proscription ol all leading republicans who do not favor the whole
policy and ambition of the President, including the third term. The Grant organ
here and the home organ of Cameron in
Pennsylvania, edited by his private Secretary, who is paid by the Government, have
led oil in the work ot hunting down
Blaine, Hawley. Phelps, Foster, Dawes
and all those who do not bow abjectly to
the third term programme. It is openly
declared by those who speak for the President that there shall be no more distractions of the parly by the "Independents” ;
that they shall all be compelled to go to
tin; door at once and be treated as outside
the pale of party favor. Morton is absent
in New Orleans and Cameron is also junketing along the sea-coast on Government rations, hut it is proclaimed that they
will fall into line as soon as they return.
Morton must do so or yield the leadership
absolutely to Colliding, and Cameron
must obey or lose his position as c hairman
of Foreign Relations and his control ol
Pennsylvania patronage besides. Many
will incline to revolt, but when it is evident that they cannot make the issue inside of the party, but must go, like Schurz
and Fenton and Trumbull in 1872, outside
of the fold, most of the senators will yield
a sullen obedience and the President will
triumph. The special friends of Grant say
that the best possible result for the republican party is to lose tiie elections generally this year, as it will prove the absolute
necessity of taking him as the candidate
in 187b. They yield Ohio as lost, and they
do not regard Governor Hantraft with favor.
llis intrusion into the presidential arena last year was an offence that lias never been
forgiven, and his defeat next fall
will be grateful news to all about the
W bite House.
It is now no longer possible to ipiestion the president's purpose to
make the race for the third term, and those
who still doubt it but display their want of
ordinary sagacity. [Philadelphia Times.

predicted

two

MARRIED.

is.

racked and torn with paroxysms which threaten to choke them, lind sure and
speedv relief
from it use. Trial size 10 cent>. Sold by Wu.
O. Poor A Sox Belfast, Alfred Hooper.
Searsport. A. J. Jordan, Orlaud. J. \\
Perkins A Co.. Portland, General Agents.
Ivrlb

TO

aged

34 years aud lu months.

YY aldo, April 24th, Lewis Elmer, son of Gilman
and Harriet A. Roberts, aged 11 years, lu months
and 12 days.
In Waldo, April 21st, Julietta,
daughter of Lafayette and Deborah P. Dickey, aged 3 years, 7 months
and 19 days.
Jn Islesboro, April 23d, Mrs.
Lucy, wife of Capt.
Joseph Pendleton, aged about 0(J years.
in Knox, April lath, Thomas
Holbrook, aged 84
years, 8 months and 11 days.
In Thomaston, April 10th, Eddie, son of Geo. W.
and Margaret Smith, aged about 13 years.
In riiomaston, April 18th, Mrs. Dorothea M. Bohn
Uel, aged 59 years, 4 months and 15 days.
In South Thomaston,
April lath, Denis Rivers,
in

aged 20 years, 11 months and 23 days.
In Orland, April 15th, Mrs. Elizabeth
T., widow
of the late Elder Benjamin Buck, aged >8
years.
In West Brooksville,
Eddie
April 23d,
M., son of
Otis and Julia Farnham,
aged about 9 years.
In Iremont,
Elmer
0th,
April
C., only son of
Christopher and Eliza A Dix, aged JO months.

WHIP

April 25th, Schrs. It. L. Icenney, Tolman, Boston;
Forest Queen, Lewis, Portland.
April 26th, vchr. Lillian, Iiyan, Boston.
SAILED.
April I'.'th, Schrs. Albert Jameson, Candage,
Rockland; Florida, Gilmore, Jacksonville; Clarissa
Pherson, Wescott, Searsport; Gen. Meade, Holmes,
Spruce Head.
April 20th, Schrs. Orion, Patterson, Orland; C.
Mathews, Wentworth, Bangor; Swallow, Carlton,
Portsmot h.

April 22d, Schrs. Exact, Parker, Bangor;

sonville.

April 25th, Schrs. Geo. 15. Ferguson, Ellsworth;
•>as. Holmes, Ryder, do; A. W. Ellis,
Ferguson,
Wilmington; Mary, Mage*-. Norfolk; A. Haviord.
Kane, Jacksonville.
AMMiaiWOkFMlU'.'

rm

$16,278,054.85
2,138,7-70.30
5,540,583.86
29,988,546.89

Annua! Statement, January, 1875.
ASSETS.
Cash in Bank of Liverpool and other
Banks,
$1,030,456.89
Cash in Principal Office,
601.00
United States Bonds,
Real Estate owned by Company no
encumbrance),
British, Indian and Colonial Stock-,
Shares and Bonds owned by Company (market value, 5,359,034.01),
Loans on Bonds and Mortgage, first

Bonds of Corporal ions and
held as security for cash
actually loaned,

Balances on deposit in Banks, at
Branch offices, and in course of

after deducting unsettled
losses, Reserv-- Fund of Life Department, Reinsurance Liability,
and all other Liabilitie
I

5,100,788.01

SO

»>'

SCULL, Xi

Clio. p.

|

i;

FIELD, Spk<

CUX &

6,lo;,2.*5l.l«
Ho,250.82
703,747,94

.,

.4**,

:.S6

OR. R.

FIELD, Agents, Belfast,

Me.

halt past seven o'clock.
Aprons ami Ice Cream will be lor sale. Aprons
will be exhibited during the afternoon t<> those who
cannot be present in the evening.
Admis-ion 25 cents, including dancing fee. Children under twelve 15 rents.
A cordial invitation is extended t*> the public.
Belfast, April 2>, U77.—1 w43

Miss

ne.

No. 11 .Main

St,

ARRIVAL

FumiturE !

The tuning and rf pairing of an Organ should bdone by a person, that by constant practice ami con
nection with Urge us, understands them perfectly.
Conseq n-ntly we shall have a TUNER from the factory visit us regularly and keep our Organs in
TI NE and REPAIR.

bound To
prices.

I.ATE OK

PAPER!

AND DESIRABLE STOCK OF
1 ( RE HAS JUS! BEEN RECEIVED

TKM
A|,AI!(iK

LATE

THE FIRM OK

J. L. LOCKE,
No. 11 PHENIX
Chamber Sets, Parlor Suits,

to the stock which he
the lowest living prices

addition to his Extensive Stock,
on hand all such articles as are
in
found
Furniture
usually
Warerooms, which he
proposes to sell at the
new

constantly

Cheapest Living

ASH AND PAINTED SETTS !
■

ONSTAN 17.Y OX li A N I >.

KINDS OF

ALL

A T

tillage

BEDSTEADS.BUREAUS. &c.. &c

J. C. THOMPSON’S.

Also

special attention

1 would call

M A N U FA T IK F. US'

Ml E X

■

nice assortment of

a

DriiiE Beds. Mattresses anil Feathers!

mi

to our

stock of

COFFINS!

k

CASKETS

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in Every description of

per lb.

CASKETS

MACHINES. Cl. ETIVA1 <>RS, HORSE
RAIvES, HARROWS, HOUSE HoES, HOK'F
ROWERS, THRESHEVG MACHINE-,
W< >< >D SAW ENG MACHINES,
PLOWS OF EVERY VARIETY.
Hay, Straw and Root Cutters—Hand or Rower.
I.hwii Mowers, Garden and Fioid Rollers,

Same

patterns

as were sold
A1A1II HU'S.

n~;

large

line of Steel and Swivel

Factory

THI.

H:u

Wood

IDuiry Fiirniciiinjf
anil
l*ortal»l«‘
Knginec,

Work «>f any kind and in
quantity', at short notice.

they

to carry

aaul

Spreaders, Loaders and Hay Forks.

that

will

on

Rosewood and
of all Styles and
Grades, Coffins all Styles
Supplied at the Lowest Prices, and at
Notice.
Short

continue

limos-Ft

Trial Bottles Price lo cts.

Clark, and for Sale
F. C. PITCHER.

AT*
Belfast Hardware Store
GALL

quality

P.efore purchasing your goods. There you will
(ieneral HARDWARE, PAINTS, OILS
V A R N 1 SUES, N A I LS,
(iLASS, and
FARMER’S TOOLS, constantly on hand and
lor sale at LOW EST PRICES. Don’t
forget
the place, ANOIER'S, No. 1 Phenix Row.

Country fallow

tind
and

Calf Skins—14al5c per lb. Sheep ami Lamb Skins
$2 25 each.
Working Oxen—We quote sales of 1 pr, gth 7 It
2 in. for $205; 1 pr, 7 ft. $190; 1 nr. 7 ft, 3 in. $210;
1 pr 5 ft. 3 in. $250; 1 pr, 7 ft. G in,
$227; 1 pr. 7 ft.
$215* 1 pr. G ft lo in. $190 00 per 1pair; 1 pr.
ft G 0
*
in. $1G5.
Store Cattle—Yearlings
$llal5; two year olds $15
a27; three year olds $15a48 per head.
Milch Cows- We quote extra at
$55at'5; ordinary
$25a50 per head. Store Cows $18a45 per head.
Sheep and Lambs—From the West there was a
good supply, all owned by butchers, costing, landed
at Brighton from 6a7 1-2c
per lb. From the North

n u Firai

First Rate Stock of

300 CASKS S.'“Sit?
WM. PITCHER & SON.
1

April 19,

1875.

MU

dm ■.»

1ST E "W

SHOP!

MACHINE

Pulleys, Shafting. Saw Arbors, Jack
and Dagon Screws, &c.,
AND MADK TO OKD1.K
Jobbing of all kinds dom wiih di>i

HAM)

JKTOS

Machi tie

-•

they

purchased in

be

can

Shall make a specialty of
thing In the line of

Farmer's
Andpropose to
quarters and

keeping

hand

our

Farmers’

All persons indebted to A. D.
French are requested to call and
settle their accounts.

shoe

'

The Great

Spring Tonic!

Of every

description, Plows, Harrows, Horse Hues,
Cultivators, Iload Scrapers, Shovels, Forks, 6n:., ite. I
AImi a full line of Field and Garden Seeds.
Please call and examine before purchasing elsewhere.

1RVTX CALDERWOOL).
u

)!).

BELFAST TO NEW YORK

FOE $7.25 !
Buy

a

through ticket

on

board

Steamer Katahdm !
—AND—

An Old and Reliable Medicine.

BOTTLE

/•:VER V
For all

SAVE 25 CENTS!
Idaho.

('.Hit) Herd Register American Jersey Cattle
Club.

be kept for service at the
Furm of the subscriber in Prosthe
pect,
coming season. Idaho was
by N. R. Bowtelle, dropped at Millbrook Farm Sept 30th, 1872.
Sire imported Tam O’Shanter, (381), dam Idalia (1310), Idalia was got by
imported Victor Hugo (197) out of imported Pride
of Windsor, (483). The sire of Idaho took both gold
and silver medals and sweepstakes, also the prize
on bulls over two years old at the Maine State Fair
in 1872, heading the prize herd. Dam of Idaho 1st
prize in her class. Terms for the season $4 for Registered Animals, $2 for Natives and Grades. ( ash at
t ime of service.

WILT,

FOR SALE.
Jersey
Register,

Bull Calf 3 1-2 months old. elligible for the
sire Idaho (9(H), dam Cremona (2789).
FRREMAN PA RTRIDGE,
2m41*
P. O. Address Stockton.
Prospect.

Bonnet

Upright,

boiler, steam

Portable

!

y

r

Engine,

and Heater.

:
Irregular Moulder, with ml
nation collars, cutters and counter <h:ift~ c-onj
mm-!,
1 Wood Lathe, 10 it. bed,

1

ranged

..

to turn 7 foot circle at end.

F. A. HOWARD.

Propr.

Mathews Bros.’ >t*am Mill, for. <.>t <
and Miller sts., Beilast, Me.
tr.i

“Help

Those Who
Themselves."

Try

He

to

>.

onrehased the -to. k nnl trad. ..t
HiSRSKY, will ke. p eon-tuntl) on h i; a i.c.

assortment ot

STOVES

of

Appetite, .Iai

by

a

Mailt*

Tr> it.

WARRANTED!

Loss
k, and every t.ouble caused

Diskasi:-, Uv pki*sia,

r.u.i.iors

xor

disordered Stomach

or

Carefully prepared from

manufacture, Also Furnace VV..; k
l'lu Ware, Dumps, oil, _vc

Liver.

the

original Recip

»y

Bleachery.

rTMIERE goes Mrs. A. with a New Styi.e Hat
A on? Don’t She Look Nick? Who wants
bo outdone by Mrs. A., “that’s the question.”
Ladies look to your laurels. All milliners that are
in communication with Belfast by
stage or other
wsse, please take notice. At the
of the Straw
Works, East side of the river.
S. A. BLACK
Belfast, April 20, 1S75.—3nH2

a

specialty.

Come and examim
and best store in the world.

JOB

t

■

*m

W O TV K

description promptly attended t.
People who contemplate purchasing «t
and tin ware will do well by calling on me bet
I ing elsewhere. Having hud large’ experience in 11.
business am satisfied that 1 can give satisfaction.
R. F. CLARK.
Of all

,,

Belfast, Oct. 15th, 1874.—tf 15.

Johnson Block,
Where you

can

find

PINE

LAROld STOCK of

a

Drugs. Medicines, Trusses. &c.

H. H. IB & CEL, SHI RTS!
Have

Jersey Bull

1

INDIAN BITTERS! The WYOMING STOVE

Tools

A l.DKR\V<
tflu

governor, upright tubular
and pump eomplet*

Of the best

Exchange

For Waldo County.

<

second-hand

following

Having recently

OSGOOD’S

SAMI El.
1875.

Tho

KOKi:iM 1. t'L.tltlt

FOR LOSS OF APPETITE

I

every

Store tin* Farmers’ Head

Farming1

:

e,

i-r

Contracts for building machinery solicited.

SHOP

Maine.

on

inch in.

J

i.

-tr*

mar.'.im

Stationary Engine,'

Re member the place, No.
20 Church St., near the Court
House.
A. D. FRENCH.
0. W. FRENCH.

Furnishing Goods.

make

Belfast, April 8,.

Bolt ends from 1- f inch toll
nished at low prices.

Furnace Work and
made a specialty.

pleased

Prices than

trippingly.

for sale cheap :
Plumbing Machinery
wiv!
l!
1

YVTF. hereby inform our friends, acquaintances
and the public generally, that we nave leased
TT
stores in the New Block near the
on Main Street, where we will be

it

specialty.

a

Pipe, Sheet Zink,
v&(‘„ &c., &c.

of the

B.—Bolt cutting and N

N.

New
Business!
one

furnished when <1-

every

to

per lb.

Druggists.

Agents for Belfast, Johnson Block.

STOVES!

Goods!

TONS white middlings

tffj
April JO, In'.'*.

pol.i i.wi*, Mi

WM. 0. POOR & SON.

are

old stand, No. 20 Church street.
Wc shall keep constantly on hand

New

No.

21.
At market for the current week—Cattle 2988; shec p
and Lambs 9005; Swine 0,000; number ol Western
Cattle 2N08. Northern Cattle and Working Oxen and
Milch Cows, 150 Eastern Cattle, 30.
Prices of Beef Cattle, per 100 lbs. live weight. Extra quality $702 1 2a787 1 2; first quality (187 1 2a7 50;
second quality $0 37a0 02 ; third
$5 50u<> 25;
poorest grade of coarse Oxen, Bulls, &c., $3 75a5 25.
Hides—8
l-2c
lb.
Brighton
per
Brighton Tallow
Gc per lb.

FOREST TAR INHALERS,
inhaling the solution. Manufactured i>;.
FOREST TAR COMPANY.

For

Tin Ware, Sinks,
Patterns For and Castings
Sheet Lead, Lead Of description

LOCKE,

No. 11 Phenix Row, Belfast

2()

beast.

Business at A. D. FRENCH’S

a

Walnut,

Just received per Schr. Lizzie .1
Low at Wm. Pitcher & Sons, hv

Ulcers, Cuts, Bruises, Diseases of the Skin, ami
wherever a healing process is wanted, for man

any

Trad** supplied at Manufacturers’prices. Tonus
liberal. Send for descriptive Catalogue and Price
List.
ll

■

FOREST TAR SALVE
cleansing, purifying, and healing I liduleut

For

the

Stove and Tin W

Iron and

A-thma,

tin-Skin, kidne\<.

Asthma, and us a wash for diseases of the skii
FOREST TAR TROCHES,
For Bronchitis, Sore Throat, Hoursem-s, and f.
Purifying the Breath.

SWiVEL. their friends, and the public gen-

erally,

Ta??
Catarrh,

FOREST TAR IN SOLUTION.
inhaling, for Catarrh, Consumption, linn * ‘i::.

For

Having formed a Copartnership, would respectfully inform

Eagle.

Stationary
Steam

Forest

For Consumption, Bronchitis,
Sore throat, Piles, Diseases of
and Urinary Organs.

A. D. FRENCH & CO

Potato riggers and Planters, Bag Holders, Wagon
Jacks, W hipplelrees—Double or Single. Steamboat, Railroad and Platform frueks. Ox
Yokes and Bows. Plow Beams and
H a u d 1 e s

Woodc,

&

A. B. MATHEWS.

Plows, including the

OAK

FIKLD

70 Main Street, Belfast Me.

Hand-Carts and Wheelbarrow-.

A

by

Uv'ni:\rt:.\rneh the plage.-**

Color Mills, Coffee, Spice and Grist Mills—Hand or
Rower
Cucumber wood and American Sub
merged Rumps, Wind-mills, Automatic Rump- for
Faruu and Railroads, Dumb Bells, > -h*
and Hitching Weights.

Metallic,

BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.
Wednesday, April.

Is anew preparation, containing all th<‘ m** 1
cal properties of common Tar, separated from
tlie black and impure products, and should b
kept in every family. It is safe and reliable m
all cases where cures can be effected, and o tieonlv preparation of Tar approved and to.- I b\
physicians as a standard remedy.

Agricultural Implements. Metalic Burial Cases!

Rates.

BUTTER —We quote best new at 2Ga28c medium
at 22a24c; common and bakers’at l»a2oc.

L.

FOREST TAR,

Fo those who have to purchase I would say I have
them all grades, from the lowest price that they can
po>sihlv he sold for, to the nic-t WALNUT and
K< )SK\V( K >I>.

T,

1 New Two Story House and 1. -n It*-!u
Avenue with 1 3-.8 acres of hind.
m
from I'
1 Farm on Waldo Avenue o>
Office, 40 acres, fruit trees, two
House, e,
Shed and Barn.
in1 House Lot on High Street, containing 1
the most desirable of any uuoct-nph-d i t in tl
c-.it
1 House Lot on Union Street ! I .n-e
b< st of wells, young fruit trees, ami r-.ek : -•
lar.
1 House Lot oil Bay View Sir* t
;$ House Lots on Northport Av<-mi-.
the Bay, and containing 1-J acre each.
.\
2 House Lots on Belmont Avmu*-,
each.
ft Store Lots on Main Street, •.’4x7"
;...:
26 Acres of Lund on Belmont A\- im
from the Dost Office; Id acres
me:
wood and pasture. This lot has a fronti
rous on tin- Avenue ami is 44 rods in d*
All the above property will be-old at
n-.i v
prices and most of it with reasonable ti t-.. >; r*-l
it. Further information and * xuniinu:
: t
ib>
property can be had by applying to tinat his office No. l‘». Main .-street.
PHILO HERSEV, Agent ami Ov\ :•
tt o
Belfast, March 20, 1875.
-•

C 11. 1 Mll Eli <C PA PL Oil .S' U1TS. PA PI. Oil I
1APLES MAlllJLE <f- WOOD Top.
II. 1 TTUEES, WUATXOTS, WltlTIXU DESKS. WOIlK TABLES
and LOOKIXU GLASSES.
EXTEXSIuX TAlir.ES
<t SIDE BOAll US.

WM. O. POOR & SON,

J.

acre.

-SUCH AS-

LOW PRICES!

Monday, April 12.

selling

di i\.
of1
Rods on High Mreet, be-inway, beautiful shade trees and contain- L-of an

frontage

f

Stock!

Large

desirable.
1 Large Two Story House, L, and Stul l*- on High
Street, centrally located, and capable of being nm*
of the finest residences in the city.
I he lot ha- a

making largo additions
will sell at

Tables, and Chairs of all kinds,
Mirrors, Brackets, Feathers,
Feather Beds, Mattresses
&a., &e., &e.

Both

rrAHE Subscriber offers for sale the most valuabl*1 and desirable lot of Real Estate lbr lb -idem
before offered in this city.
It con.'i ts of tinfollowing described parcels :
l
street
1 wo StoryjHouse, L and Stable on < liui
known as the residence of the lat* Dm. Weh.-ter.
I bis house is centrally and beautifully located on
large lot with good water and fruit tr*-e<.
1 Beautiful House, L, Carriage 11»m-»- and Stable
on Congress Street, in the b«-st of repair with ail
modelu conveniences, 5-8 acre of land ..ml for’y
bearing fruit trees. This place is in all r«--p*-c:s

70 MAIN STREtT.
And is

ROW,

Consisting ol New and Elegant Styles ol

—

lyr2G

ever

MOCK OF FURNITURE!

STYLES!

Stock New & Fresh

-B Y-

and 12 l-2al3c per lb for common cheese.
The market to-day is dull at 18c per
EGGS
doz for Northern and Eastern, and 17c for Western.
BEANS—We quote Western pea beans at $2.25s 2.
40, per bush, the latter price for choice lmid-picked.
Yellow eyes sell at $3 00 per bush. Jobbers’ prices
are 12 l-2al5o per bush
higher.
VEGETABLES—Prime Northern Jacksons are at
70u75c with very
stock selling at 05a77; Early
poor
Rose are in fair demand at 70c75c per bush.
FRUPl'—New Eugland Baldwins are
at
$1 5ou2 00 per bhl in lots, and Western fruit at $1 75
a2 5o. Cranberries are dull ut.$Ga7 for country, and
$7 50a9 per hbl for Cape.
GRASS SEEDS—We quote Herds Grass in small
lots at $2 75a3 25; Western Clover at 12 l-2e per lb,
and Y ork State at 13al3 1-2; Red Top at 4 ,50 per sack.
HAY—The market is quite firm at $22 per ton lbr
prime lots of coarse hay; fine lots sells at $17, and
medium at $18 per ton. Straw is firm at $22 per ton.

sE..i. as

Real Estate for Sale

A. BLODGETT & CO.’S

see them all at any and all times, and show them
our goods which we will sell at as LOW or LOWER

medium,

ever

U. P WOODCOCK & SON.

A. B. MATHEWS

to

CHEESE—We quote line and fancy at lf» 1.-2al7c
per lb; 15al5 3-4c for fine good do; 14a!4 3-4c for

Organs for yourself and
are as good and < hkapi r.
saw, and if you want one we are
we shall let so one touch us in

Come and examiue these
hun any you

HAS BOUGHT OUT

Factory,

has

Belfast.

-O-

-O F-

Resides this

admiration and confidence ol :lie

Instrument sold by ns is fully wurranted and
satistactlon guarantee!4, to the purchaser.

FIELD & MATHEWS'

•«-. ♦-

he

their way into the

people.
Every

be convinced that they

New

8alO;Dry

supply was light,prices ranging from 8a9c

Xu. 10 Willimiisun's Block.
tti>
April 20, 1875.

Store!

I

They are built from the best material, in the most
thorough manner, and it is generally conceded that
they possess all the qualities of Tone, Action, De
sign, Finish and Durability which constitute np.sr
CLASS INSTRUMENTS, and wherever they have been
Introduced, they have, by their merit alone, won

nlRCHiXT TAILOR

ANNOUNCEMENT!

Southworth,

NEW

Cuffs,

H. L. LORD’S,

—

Ladies ph ase call and i-xann
Belfast, April 29, 1875.—4 wif

ORGANS!

Nice Line of

a

Linen and Paper,) Neck Wear, Hosiery, Umbrellas,
and the best SUSPENDERS out at

ROOM

Richards
-A n l>

have also

R. H. MOODY, Druggist,
High Sts., Belfast, Me.

Clioeie

•

SMALL & KNIGHT

tf.{*»Corner of Main and

n, at

IKf!.rs

I

EXAMINE THE CELEBRATED

AND

The best Spring Bitter in the market.
Its peculiar medical properties
gives it a precedent
above all others for loss ot Appetite, Debility, indigestion, Jaundice, aud all kindred diseases which
are subject to in the
Spring and Summer. It
is an excellent tonic, and used in connection with
iron, builds up the system, and makes well tiie sick
and suffering. For sale wholesale and retail
by

AND

Acknt.

Upon

and

come

VEGETABLE BITTERS

NEW CHARTER

nniii; ladies of 1111:1 mtari.w society
1 will hold a MAY FESTIVAL *n Pierce’s
Hall, oil Friday Evening, of tiii- we* k.
flic-re will i-e a J/Vl )
I'Ol.l-: I)A.X< lr by the

childn

to

Out.

Collars and

MOODY'S

Celebrated Silver

Festival!

lx; ,.
loal2

Swine—Few Store rigs, wholesale 10 l-2allc per
lb. retail, 15c. Fat Hogs 7u00 in market; prices 8a9
l-2c per lb.

By uiy New System.

BI TIERS!

\ N u;kk;

lai.

finding

MOWING

;

I F.R &

fault

Pattern

selecting an Organ.
Don’t buy of parties that cannot Tone and liepair an Orgran. The BEST and CHEAPEST
ORGANS can be bought of
W. C. TUTTLE,
bmostM.
High Street, Belfast.

327,805.31

For the Nr-tv England Mates,
N*>. 53 Devonshire street, Boston.

BOSTON MARKET.

the

good deal of

save a

1

9 Don’t buy of parties that know nothing about

Winterport, Maine,

Total Assets,
$ hi •'7V."".LS5
Net Surt lus as regards l ire p.diev

40a50jl.Tiwashed

lit.

Will

GET A
XT buy a little third rate Organ, when you
can get one of WOOD'S or MASON & HAM’S for LESS MONEY.

1,108,934.72

Transmission,
Other Secured Loan-', Accrued inter
est
since paid, and admissabb*
Assets,

holders

Don't Fail to Cali

hands to manufacture

SHIRT!

One Word is Sufficient for the wise i

FRED ATWOOD,

liens,

40a44
SalOjWashed
30a33
Wool,
25a30 Fulled Wool,
40.;44
7ao.
ISaOO; Hides,
lGal7 Calf Skins,
HaOO
18al9 Sheep Skins,
$1.00 i1.75
xa.li Hard Wood,
.*.5.5! aO.OO
7oa.75.Soft Wood,
$3.59a4.C0
4» 5
Pollock,
"a8 .Straw
$:/0nS
Shorts
2.00
1.301
per c

per

s!

OR c an

1,467,032.08

Stocks and
Cities

Wool.

Country Hides—7 l-2asc

the most Skilful

Confident I can fit the most fastidious, I respectfully solicit a call to examine.
To those that find it difficult to get a good fitting

>.

total A sets,
Total Assets in the 1 nited States,
Net Surplus,
Fosses Paid since Organization,

$ L05aOO (Tear Salt Fork,
$27a29
$1.25a00:Mutton per lb.,
7u8
lb.,
9a 10
$ 1.25a00jLamb per
Rye,
18a22
Corn,
1.05aOO;Turkey per lb.,
8 0a00 Chicken per lb.,
ISa22
Harley,
2.25n3.00 Duck per lb.,
Isu20
Beaus,
Marrowfat P»-us, 1.25al.50.Geese per lb.,
18a20
C5a75 Hay per ton,
$l2alG
Oats,
55aG0 Lime,
$1.25a0.C0
Potatoes,

5a5 l-2c per lb.

employ

them.

Co., of Liverpool,

ENGLANI

Dr. Schenek will be at the Quincy House, Boston,
on the following Wednesdays, from 'J to '.i o’clock:
Jan. nth and 2?th, Feb. loth and 24th, and March
loth and 24th. < onsultationa free; but for a thorough
examination of the lungs, with the Rospirometor,
the price is $5
Dr. Schenek is professionally at his principal office. Corner Sixth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia,
every Monday, where all letters of advice must b«*
addressed.

Lard,
Beef,
Baldwin Apph-',
Veal,
Dry Cod.
Plaster,

And

1875.

Insurance

ORGANS!

SELECTED WITH CARE, GOODS
or any other, in a variety
Shades,

Styles

Foreign and Domestic,

TRIMMED FREE

cured.

Eggs,

HAVE

ORGANS!

for this climate
I suitable
and

of

John

Winterport.
April 23d, Schrs. Light-Boat, Wood, Rockland;
W m. R. Page, Hilliard,
Eastport; Addie Clement.
Littlefield, Rockland; Ralph Howes, Burgess, Jack-

Dr. Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup, as a cure for con
sumption, tar exceeds all that can be brought to
support the pretensions of any other medicine. See
Dr. Schenck’s Almanac, containing the certificates
of many persons of the highest respectability, who
have been restored to health, after being pronounced
incurable by physicians of acknowledged abilitv.
Schenck’s I’ulmonic Syrup alone has cured many, as
these evidences will show; but the cure is often promoted by the employment of two other remedies
which Dr. Schenek provides for the purpose.
Tnese
additional remedies are Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic
the
and Mandrake Rills.
use
of
these
By
timely
medicines, according to directions, Dr. Schenek certities that most any case of Consumption may be

Butter,
Cheese,

N. B.—Catarrh, Surgical and Chronic Dimeases, with those peculiar to WOMAN and Children, will receive hia Special Attention.
Electricity used in all its forms—where this
valuable agent is indicated.
I®-Ufc will Visit Patients at their houses, who
are unable to call at his rooms.
Office Hours—From lo A. M. until 1 P. M.
From 2 1’. M. until o I'. M., and frsm r l1. M. until
A. M.
tfS3

James, Webster, do; L. J. Clark, Pendleton, do;
W'. Sawyer, Orchard, Rockland ; Mill Creek. Marr

1845.

GOODS! ORGANS!

Have ^Arrived..

J

TAKE NOTICE.
Every moment of delay makes your cure more
hopeless, and much depends on the judicious choice
of a remedy. The amount of testimony in favor of

Apples,
Cooking Apph

Boston.

Office, 58 Main St., over store of S
Sleeper & Son, BELFAST, ME.

land.

CONSUMPTIVES,

Dried

NEWS.

ARRIVED.
April l‘.)lh, schrs. Helen Murr, Duncan, Boston;
I’rcscott Uazeltine, McDonald, Jacksonville; Lizzie
J. Clark, Pendleton, Boston.
April, '1st, Schrs. John Janies, Webster, Boston;
Hendson, Grover, Jslesboro.
April 22<i, Selir. Addie Clement, Littlefield, lack-

proportionately

Flour,
Corn Meal,
Rye Meal,

from

people

PORT OF BELFAST.

or leave the Lit) of NEW YORK,
and expense of carriage hire and
the
l *IO\ Iiori:!., U|
posite the GRAN D CENTRAL DEl’t >T. It lias over
•Do elegantly furnished room> and is fitted up at an
expense of $000,ooo. Elevator, steam uml all modera improvements
European Plan, the It l>TAl'HA.t'TM. bunch ( ounter and Wine Rooms
are supplied with the best the markets can furnish.
The cuisine is unsurpassed. Rooms fora ."ingle person, $1,50 and $2 per day ; rich suites for families
low, so that visitors to the city and
travelers can live more luxuriously, for less money
at the GRAND l.’NTON, than at any other tirst-claA
Hotel in the city.
Stages and Lars pass the Hotel
every minute lor all parts of tin* Lily. G. E. & \V
D. GARRISON, Managers.
lyrsplfi

Mi

(SPRING

HOMER,

Surgeon. Late

and

TggfrJH—.

Freedom, April 23d, Ann, daughter of Samuel
Ij1 Rebecca
and
Bunion, formerly of this city, aged 38
years.
in Searsport, April 25th, Mrs. Minnie E.
Bowen,

anijovauco

''orredid

Physician

58 years.

at

PRICE CURRENT.
Weekly for the Journal.
l.i ast, Wednesday, April, 2s,
$5.00u9.50,Round Hog,

>'

DIED.

TRAVELERS.

BELFAST

■

Obituary notice*, beyond the j)nte, Xante and Age
must be paidfor. j
In this city, April 21at,
Herbert, son of M. S. and
Sarah E. Staples, aged lii years.
In this city,
April 25tli, Michael O’Connell, aged

When yon visit

save

stop

days

The New York Sun furnishes the details
of a shocking triple tragedy of recent occurrence in Rockville, Alleghany county,
N. Y. For some months past a young man
wore a hoop skirt, nor false hair of
named .James Rafferty, living in Rockville
any delias tried to induce the daughter of a farmscription, nor bought any extra goods for the
will not he ipiite so brisk at
a few miles
.Shipbuilding
elaboration or ornamentation of her dresses. Newcastle
this season as last. Mr. Merry will er, George Vannay, living
from Rockville, to marry him. The young
When the pret ailing fashions have demanded commence operations on a barkeutine
of about
500 tons directly after the vessel he
woman, a beaulHul girl ot IS, repoatedly
from twenty to twenty-five yards of
goods for the stocks is on. The timber for a now has on
him, and on Wednesday afteror bark
ship
a dress
repulsed
pattern, she has bought six and three- of about 1000 tons arrived for Mr.
Metcalf last noon he went to Vannuy’s, and entered
fourths yards, and no more. She
ought to he a week. These, witli the steamer in process of the
3itting-room. where the young woman
part of Maine’s contribution to the centennial construction in the Norris yard, will probably
He renewed his proposal of
he the extent of the business this summer. was at work.
exhibition.
[Waldoboro News.
marriage, and was again refused, lie

iii'i in

May
IMPORTANT

DR. JOHN

this city, April 22d, by Rev. Wooster Parker,
Capt. Isaac Clark and Mrs. Prudentia A. GTiilord.
of
both
Belfast.
In Quincy, April loth, Mr. Richard D. Nash, of
Quincy, and Angie S., daughter of the late Capt.
Joseph (J. Aniesburv, formerly of Rockland.
In Burnham, April 7th, by Rev. T. Lord, Mr. Win.
Cotlin and Miss Lizzie Whitten; 18th, by same, Mr.
Cephas Edmunds and Miss Ella M. Reynolds, all of
Burnham.
In Sedgwick April 17th, Mr. Albion Carter of
Brooklin, and Miss Lucinda A. French of Addison.
lu Penobscot, April 17th. Mr. .Geo. I. Soper of
(Miami, and Miss Jennie C. llaynes of Penobscot.
In Gouldsboro, April 18th, Mr. Nicholas W. Bunker aud Miss Nellie S.
Kingsley, both of G.
In

just

Received

tlieir Spring Style of

HATS & BONNETS!
Also

a

Please Cal! and Examine.
o,

Warranted to Fit.

Fine Line of

FLOWERS!
April

MADE TO ORDER.

CHA8. CUSTIS & CO..
493 Confess st.,

:'s“VET0” SEED DRILL & NEW
_l Cultivator sow ami cultivate
kinds vegetables. Do work of 10
men. Best and cheapest.
Price 91&5U combined.
Steel Teeth.

I

«*40WTs. L0MM1IS4 CO.,Boatoa,Kus.
FRED ATWOOD, Winterport, Me.
CIrcttosFrso.

General Agent for Maine, New Brunswick, and
2rnos30
Nova Scotia.

OPENING!
| NOWLARGE
OF
A

BEST
TO

PLACE

BUY

FEATHERS !

sign

IS AT

C.

THOMPSON’S.

VARIETY

CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS!
WM. 0. POOR & SON.
;!u41

Belfast, April 14, 1875.

“How to Make Them.
50 cents

each I will send the following Ret ii>c*»
for $3 The World’s fair Premium

FOB the Paint
eight
or

Vinegar,

J.

..

tf40

1S75.

THE

Mo.

Portlaml,

for

one

cent

a

pound.

Red \\

riting

Ink, Yellow Ink, Gold and Silver Ink, Sympathetic
or Secret Ink, Life Belts, sure cure tor Cancers. For
25 cents each, I will send these Recipes, or the seven
for $1.50, Cure a Consumptive Cough, Cement for
Broken China, Glass, &c., Remove Freckles, Destroy
Flies, French Polish for Boots and Shoes, Restore
Eyesight, Cure Deafness.N.Address GEO. W. DL N
Y.
4w42
BAR, Box 1037 Auburn,
No Charges for obtaining
unless

NV
VK'VTfYRQ
£iTl IvAO Pamphlet /tee.
WlJLN

successful.

C. A. Shaw.
Tremont Street, Boston.

Y es
1!Y

or

No 1

A Neat Robbery.

MAllY li. PODGE.

These stanzas furnish a poetical illustration
el Millais' ebarming picture, representing a
beautiful young lady of the present day, standing by a desk oh which lies an open letter from
her suitor, whose photograph is held in one
of the hands folded behind her, while she gazes
through an open window at the setting sun,
and until the starlight, striving to find the true
answer to her lover's appeal,
shall it be Yes? O tell me bun.
Kre you sink in the west so low—
Y on are never troubled with doubts, not one—
bay, shall it be Y es or No?

bay,

1 have waited and questioned all the day
Nor do ! the bettor know
Than 1 did at the first, if the better way
Is to answer him Y"e» or No.
The -tin goes down to his resting place.
And the stars their faces show :
<
stars, that glorify all the space,
lb-ay, shall it be Yes or No?
But stars have no sympathy, none at all.
A-cold in their far-on glow,
And thev onlv mock at me when I call.
••Shall I answer him X'es or Xof
Not even a bird on his homeward wing
Would a comforting note bestow.
And I listened in vain for his voice to sing
An echoing Yes or No.
1 he bird had a mate in the maple's nest.
Who waited his love-song—Lol
there i- something astir in my awakened breast
That is rather like Yes than No.
And as nowhere outside of yourself, my heart.
I the word that will help you, so
Y• • 11 shall look within for the tender art
Id answer him Y'es or No!
j Harper's .Magazine for May.
—

Diana.
-'In- hud a bow of yellow horn,
l ike tile old moon at early morn.
-lie had three arrows, strong and good,
steel set in feathered cornel-wood.
I .ike purest pearl her left breast shone
Above her kittle' emerald zone;
bound in silk well-knit,
best her bowstring should sever it.
Her

ight

was

Kipe lips she had. and clear gray eyes,
And hair, pure gold, blown holden-wisc
Across her face like shining mist
That with dawn's flush is faintly kissed.
Her limbs, liow matched and rounded line!
i low free, like song! How strong like wine!
And. timed to music wild and sweet,
I low swift lier silver-sandaled feet!

Single of heart and strong of hand.
Wind-like she wandered

through

the land.

No man—or King, or Lord or churl—
1 larni wliisper love to that fair girl.
And woe to him who came upon
Hit nude, at bath, like Acta-ou!
dire his fate, that one who heard
flic flutter of a bathing bird—

So

What time he crossed a breezy Wbod.
I blt sudden quickening of his blood.
a-t one sli> look, then ran away
Fur through the green, thick groves (.4 Mat.

feared lest, down the wind of spring.
He'd hear an arrow whispering!
I
Maurice Thompson in Atlantic Monthly.
A

Hunting Counterfeiters.
Washington dispatch to Fittslnirg Leader.
Transferred from Chicago to take charge of
the secret service bureau of the United States,
ex-Chicf of Police Washburno has already signalized his brief career by making one of the
most important arrests of counterfeiters ever
made in the history of the secret service. The
exposures made in the safe burglary trial eon■
erning the bureau did not reflect anything but
odium uiioii ii- management. When the man
Whitoly was removed as chief of the department, and the place turned over to Washburne.
it was a sorry day for the rogues of the country.
A COtN'TERFKITERS’ NEST.
The section of country included in the mountainous region, where the three states of Virginia. North Carolina, and Tennessee come
together, lias been for many years the headquarter.- of one of the most successful counterfeiter- that this country has ever known. The
members of this gang have included men of respectable occupations, and so long have these
umterfeiters been allowed to carry on their
calling with unanimity that they have all
amassed wealth. There is not one of the gang
hut what is a landed proprietor. Jack Mullen,
the chief of the counterfeiters, owns 7000 acres
of rich land in Virginia. The secret service of
the Fnihil states lias been alter these men for
tie- ;a-t eight years, but have never been sueeessfui in making any arrests. Jack Mullen,
u ho was a rebel bushwhacker
during the war,
ha- been actively
engaged in counterfeiting
e'er since the war has been closed.
^le is a
notorious despei ado, and the secret service had
to take
in
to
order
extraordinary precautions
accuse him.
if he had once trot wind of an
arrest, a flight into some mountain rocks would
half placed it out of the reach of
any one's
power to secure him.
■

wokki.m; rr tiie case.
A

'•jagent by the name of Cunard, went
! -wn into Wise
county, Virginia, and played
He r ■/> of eounterfeiior.
He lived with the
Tig three months before he learned the names
m l residences of ail the members.
This was
delicate and dangerous bit of work
peculiarly
1» do.
11 his real character had for one moment
oine known, then liis life would not have
byen worth a rush. Cunard reported from
time to time to the home officer, until last
v
k. when lie concluded it was time for a
raid to be made.
s- eret
>erviee men, detailed from the
office her •. left ;or Ahington, \ a., last week,
nd on !• rida\ of that week
they swore in sixty
deputy marshals, mounted them and divided
1110111 info seven squads, each in
charge of a
"'■'■let service man.
They then set out for a
-cveniy-ijA mile>* ride through the mountains,
making between then and Sunday night some
twenty arrests oi prominent counterfeiters.
Vm) well laid wen- the*
plans of the secret seri'-e men that thev came
upon all of their vietbiis without a moment's warning. This being
lc- case they encountered hut little
resistance,
'a cr»- prepared l'oanything in the shape of
rouble that the desperadoes might have given

A gentleman named Henry Wittccrafl,
a clerk at the Northern Central Railway
depot, was robbed of $1000 in bank notes
at the counter of the first national bank,
No. 8 South Gay Street, in a peculiarly
adroit manner. Mr. Witteeralt presented a cheek lor $5000 to the paying teller
of the bank, for which he received two
packages of notes amounting to $1000 each
and $8000 in loose notes. He stepped
aside to count the money, and, preparatory to placing it in his pocket-book, laid
one of the
packages on the counter, placing the loose notes on it and the other
package on the notes. While he was in
the act of producing the pocket-book in
which he intended to place the notes, one
of a group of three men who were engaged in conversation in the room called
Mr. W.’s attention to a check, and asked
him whether he knew the parties who
had signed it. As Mr. W’ittecratt turned
around to the men one of them suddenly
disappeared. Mr. Wittecraft alter looking at the signature, told the two men
who remained in the room that he never
heard of the names ol the signers, and
then returned to the counter to get his
money packages. On taking up the notes,
what was his astonishment to find that
bills to the amount of $1000 had been
taken while his attention was directed to
the two men. There nad been several
persons in the bank during the time Wittecraft was receiving and counting his
money, but no one was seen by any ot the
employees of the bank in close proximity
witli him, and no person had been observed whose motions or appearance
would lead to any suspicion of having
been engaged in the robbery. The police
authorities were immediately notified,
but so far have been unable to obtain any
clue to the perpetrators ot the skull theft.
The three men were strangers at the
bank, nobody there seeming to know
them.
Suspicions are entertained that
the man ol the party stole the money, and
that the other two were his accomplices.
[Baltimore American.

a

country store,

ran

revivals, preached

“hell and damnation sermons,” and acted as
a shover of the queer between whiles.
lie has
roared for mercy ever since lie has been caught
but Ids captors preier to leave him on the
ragged edge of despair at the prospect of fifteen
years in the penitentiary.
The people of southwest
Virginia are greatly
delighted over the capture of this gang which
lias lor so many years over-run and defrauded
the honest portion of the
community. If the
secret-service men had come to raid illicit disullers
would have received but little sympathy. As it is, everybody rejoices. 'Ihe
l nited States district attorney there "W. S.
I.avety, says that the capture is
to that section of the country alone.
FEARS FOR THE SAFETY OF
CUNARD.
It is feared that tlie special agent, Cunard
dealt
been
bus
with. He lias been out
foully
ever since last Jf’riday night to bring in the
desperado nex't in value to Jack Mulleu, and
lie has not yet reported. There seems to be
hut one conclusion, and that is that he lias
been murdered by some of the uncaptured
members of the gang, who were made suspicious of liis real character. There are several
arrests yet to he made of minor men. When
they are made one of the strongest counterfeiting gangs ever banded together in tlie United
states will have been broken up.

they

A young fellow from Winslow’s millB, in
about 20 years of age, had a trial at
Skowhegan. Tuesday, for an attempt rape on a
maiden lady from the same place, aged about 55
years. He was bound over to the September
term of court, and, failing to obtain bonds,
went to jail.

having

become

to J.

successors

PROBATE NOTICES.

INSIDE LINE, PORTLAND AND BANGOR.

To the Honorable Judge of Probate for the County
of Waldo.
M. PALMER, Administratrix of the
Estate of Daniel L. Palmer late of Palermo,
in said County, deceased, respectfully represents
that the goods, chatties and credits of said deceased
are not sufficien t to answer his just debts and charges
of Administration, by the sum of eight hundred dol-

-o-

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.

STOVES,
and Iron Ware &c.

Tin,

Together with the Tools and Machinery, are now
prepairing ourselves to furnish ALL the old customers, and AS MANY NEW ONES as are pleased to
give us a call, with all kinds of goods in our line,
with

STEAMER

CAPTAIN C. KILBY,

Will leave Railroad Wharf, Portland, every Monday, Wednesday and Friday Evenings, at 10
o’clock, commencing April loth, for Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Sandy
Point, Bucksport, Wiuterport and Hampden.
Returning will leave Bangor every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday Mornings at 6 o’clock,
touching at the above named landings, arriving in
Portland at 5 o’clock P. M.
Steamer Cltv of Richmond connects with Stage at
Rockland, ami other landings for neighboring towns.
Connects at Rockland with the Knox and Lincoln
R. R., at Belfast with the B. & M. R. R., Bangor
with the E. & N. A. and other Railroads,
Through tickets for sale at the offices of the Boston and Maine and Eastern Railroads, and good on
either through train to Portland.
State Rooms and through tickets can be secured
at the office of

GOOD AN ARTICLE
-AND AT

AS-

LOWFIGURES
As any House in the State.

ALL KINDS OF

JOB WORK

NTIRDIVAST,
General Asenl.
Railroad Wharf, loot of State Street.
4j
CYRUS PATTERSON, Agent, Belfast.
CH*l»

SUCH AS

DONE TO ORDER.

of Richmond,

City

as

SETTING FURNACES & REPAIRING SAME

MY7 DESERT

Repairing STOVES, TIN & IRON WARE, LEAD
PIPE & PUMPS, with neatness and dispatch.

& MACHIAS.

FIRST TRIP FOR THE SEASON.

---

ARRANGEMENT.

SPRING

Tin Roofing Made a Speciality!

One

Week.

Per

Trip

WADL1N & MERRILL.
W. W. MERRILL

O. E. WADLIX.

THE STEAMER
P. S. J. It. Wadlin will be found at the old stand
for a short time, where all those who have unsettled accounts will please call and settle the same.
Per Order
J. B. WADLIX.
6mos.28

LEWISTON,
CAPT. CHAS. PEEKING,

LADIES

:

for Boston and the We<t.
For further par .iculars impure at

Railroad Wharf,

AVI', On’l Agl.
11:;7

CYRIS STl'RDl V

Portland, March ath, lsr.'».

Maine Central Railroad.
ARRANGEMENTS OF TRAINS.
._

1

Trains lea\

_.

e

I’.elfast 8 a.
direct to Ban

connecting
fr°r- Dexter, Skowhegan,
Farmington. Lewiston, Dan
ville Junction and Hrand Trunk Railway, Augusta,
Brunswick, Bath, Portland, and via Lantern, ami
Boston and .Maine Railroads, arriving in Boston
8 p. m.
Leave Belfast 3:30
p. ill connecting t*> Dexter
and Bangor, also with night Pullman Train, arriv.
iug in Boston at 6:15 a in.
L. L. LINCOLN, Supt.
tf:r
March 12. 1S7").

1875.

Ladies’ New

Will leave Railroad Wharf, foot .»r Slat Street,
every 'l l I L'RSDA ^ evening, at 1" o'clock, commencing Thursday, March 2.j, lor Rockland, Camden,
Belfast, Castiue, Deer JsY, Sedgwick, So. \W*t
Harbor, (Mt. Desert,) Mil!bridg<
Junesport and
Machlasport, (or as ice will ueni'iit.'
Returning will leave Ma< hia-i <>rt every .MOV
DAY Morning at Five o’clock, touching as above,
arriving in Portland same night, usually connecting with Pullman Train, and early morning Trains
Portland.

Specialty.

1875.

Style

SPRING HATS!

:m.

THIS I KNOW!
-THAT AT-

The Charter Oak

SWIVEL

PLOW,

Vests, Boys’

DRY
and

CALL

secure a home

cheap.

Sent free

Belfast, Dec. i>, 1874.

ANXl’ AL

Company,

ot Maine.

Suits & Pants!

Capital

Paid up,

Stock all

1100,001

y

Estate unincumbered,
on hand, in Bank, ami in Agent*'
hands,.-

Teal
Cash

United States Securities.
State, City ami Town Stocks ami
Bank and Trust Co’s Stock,
Railroad Co's Stocks ami Bonds,
Loans on Real Estate,
Loans on Collaterals.
Accrued Interest,

POTE & QUIMBY.
23tf

Total

>,00000

y

1,175,-Isa 05
100, 15000

Bond', 1.100,17"
1 ,:to7. •

00

1,*.*01,oD

00

v-',e50 00
-M,-!17(*0
:{,gjg 71
yo.-,v<,1171

A-sets,

Losses

adjusted and

15

Agency Coniiui-sion,
Liabilities small, for printing, xe.

Risks written

Incorporated

GROCERYT STORE!
of Main and High streets
every thing in the meat and
that the season affords. Also gro-

ceries of all kinds.

A Team will deliver all articles
at any part of the

City

00,705 51
50u

00

S

l,5us,051

80.70::,ooi ::o

y.'.ie,?i?.s:5 no
J77,> 11,700 00
Risks written in Maine during tin year,
8,707.7,10 01)
Premiums receive ! in Maine in 1874,
lav.a.vl uo
7 l,.":o 70
Losses i>aid in Maine ill 1874,
( (►X & FIELD, Agents,
3w41
Belfast, Maine.

during
Risks outstanding,

NO

keep

00

$g,g-hi,:jsg re

Income for l>71,

Total

MEATMARKET

occupied by

•Jio/Jou

l,oio,;;?l 15

Total Expenditures for 1874,

Teams furnished for all occasions and at all times.
Good and capable drivers furnished when required.
4®~Give me a call and trv my teams.
H. DUNBAR, Jr.
,,
Belfast, July 28th. 1874. -tl4

graph building, corner
where
will

ll.llOuO

y

Total,

kl g mJL Brothers’ Carriage Shop, where he has
opened a livery stable, stocked with
First-Class Horses, New Carriages,
Harnesses, &c.

and trade of the Meat and Grocery Store torT1IE
SANBORN & STAPLES in Telemerly

due,

Return Premiums and

Dunbar, Jr., has bought

UNDERSIGNED have purchased the stock

not

Losses unadjusted,
Re-Insurance Fund,

the year,

Charter Perpetual.

18-PJ.

MARINE BISKS TAKEN.

SPRIN G F I F L 1)

Eire <fc Marine Insurance Co.
i

ANN l A L

i

1875.

$500,000 00

Capital,
A SSI- TS

:

Cash in Banks,.$ 80,498 21
Cash in Hands of Agents,
51,05:; t;
24,41*4 Mi
1 Accrued Interest and other items.
Loans on Bond and Mortgage,
311,283 27
Loans on Collateral Security,
113,215 01
Real Estate, unincumbered,
1<*U,OOOUO
Bank Stocks,
181,015 00
Railroad Stocks,
359,840 00
Railroad Bonds,.
21,140 00
Charlestown, Mass., City Bonds,
10,i 00 00
10,000 00
City of Springfield, Mass., Loan,
....

We invite our old tricnds to call.
CALVIN J. GRAY.
N. F. PATTERSON
Belfast, Aug. 20th, .874.—tf7

$ 1,200, 145

$48,21*4 lo
D\VKIIIT R. SMITH, Bres t.
S. .1. HALL, Sec’y.
A. .!. WRIOHT, Treas.
COX & FIELD, Agents,

(IXItOPKAN HOTKI..)

Belfast,

3w41

Maine.

num-

Land Commissioner U. P. K. K.,
Omaha, Neb.

ABSTRACT OF STATEMENT

633 &c 635

r

in the world, and the
chimney cannot
break under all test where other chimneys
do. The

saving

in glass will pay for one every month. We
want an agent in every
township in the land; any
person can make $10 daily by such agency. Burner and
chimney sent anywhere east of the Alleghames for 65c.,
expressage prepaid, or 2 for $1. Send
and terms to agents.
GLOBE

«ai“Pl<*

BLKNLU CO., Boston, Mass.

FELLOWS’ HYPOPHOSPHITES.
THE MENTAL RENOVATOR.
THK ASSISTANT TO THE TOILING
STUDENT,

St.

Theatre!
(Opposite
BOSTON.

°ur ('lobe Burner and Indcstructi-

ninri/l ble
Chimney ffive inore and Letter
11 II r K fl
L U 11L l\ f\\light than any other Kerosene burner

OF

on
Washingt
Globe

This new and commodious Hotel, built by the late
Gardner Brewer, Esq., is now open to the public.
It is complete i> all the modern
appointments,
Passenger Elevator, Steam-heat and running water
in the Rooms; Bath and Toilet Rooms on each Floor,
etc. etc.
Very centrally located, near the Common,
all the places of amusement, Public Buildings, ami
Southern and Western Depots, and the numerous
Steamboat Lines; Horse-Curs and Stages to all parts
of the City and Suburbs, connecting with all the
Depots, pass the door continually.
Rooms, $1.00 per day and upwards, according to
size and location.
An excellent Restaurant, at moderate prices.
Y our patronagefis solicited.
Lon. II. Sanborn.
E. A. Hardy.
—

RELIEVES THE

UXDFKSIGXED Guardian of William I-..,
F. and Carrie F. Felker, minor heirs at law
Betsy C. Crosby late of Brooks, in said County,
deceased, respectfully represents that said minors
are seized ami possessed of certain real estate situate
in said Brooks, being a portion of the homestead of
said deceased; that an advantageous otter of thir-

rpiIK
JL Kli

0mos42*

PALPITATING,GRIEF-STRICKEN HEART,

Hartford Fire Insurance Co.
January

Capital

Stock

1st, W5.

all Paid in,
ASSETS.

$1,COO,000 00

Cash on hand, in Bank and Cash items
Rents and aceured interest,
Real Estate, ui incumbered,
Loans on Bond and Mortgage (1st Lien
Loans on Collateral Security,
U. S., State, Bank, R. R. Stocks and /
Bonds owned by the Company, s

557,1*12
29,500
398,175
580,750
10,880

15
02
oo
00

00

hundred and fifty dollars has been made by
Lorenzo F. FI well of said Brooks, for said interest,
which oiler it is for the interest of all concerned
immediately to accept, the proceeds thereof to be
put out at interest for the bonelit of said minors.
Wiii.i: i.i «• i:i your petitioner prays your honor to
grant him a license to sell and convey said real
estate of said minors, ^including the reversion of
the Widow’s dower thereon,' to said Fhvell for said
sum.
CYRUS E. FELKER.

IN ANY

outstanding claims,
BROWNE, Sec’y.

J. I).

CEO. L.

copy of said petition, with this order
thereon, to he published three weeks successively
in the Republican Journal, a paper printed at Bellast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be
held at the Probate Office iu Belfast aforesaid, ou
lli" second Tuesday of May next, at ten o’clock in
rlie forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have,
why the same should not be granted.
ASA TH I’RLOUGlf, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. 1*. Fihlu, Register.

A Nh

At a Court of Probate, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday
of April, A. L>. 1875.

I'pou the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the
petitioner give notice to all persons interested by
causing a copy of said petition, with this order
thereon, to b<* published three weeks successively
in the Republican Journal, a paper printed at Bel-

I)R.

OF

THE HAKRASSED

MAN’ OF

LADIES!

If your husband, sons or brothers are to have any
Shirts made this spring, call for the

PURE

LINEN

SHIRT BOSOM,

FOSTER & MERRILL, Manufacturers.

Their goods are not part or all cotton but are made
of Pure Irish Linen, imported by them. You will
know their goods by their trade-mark on each front.
It is a blue label with gilt letters.

WTITtT' same bottle of Adam non’* Bold AClXl tonic Balsam at all druggists.
*
■
Pleasant, and an unfailing remedi’ for Asthma,
C°*d8» Lung Complaints, &c. Large
bottles 35 cts. Ur. F.
W. KINSMAN, Proprietor,
Augusta, Maine. $5,000 for a case it will not cure!
1 ry it, SOLD
by all PnggUti.

$5

y

O
H

%
Jm

day at home. Terms free. Address
$20 Per
UEO. Stimson &

HEREBY GIVE PUBLIC NOTICE THAT
ior u valuable consideration 1 have this
day
sold my son Barnard Norton his time, and I shall
claim none of his earning or pay
any debts of his
contracting after this date. Done at Palermo, County Waldo, and State of Maine.
HIRAM NORTON.
dw42*
April M, A. D. 1875.

I

fast. that they may appear at a Probate Court, to
be held at the Probate Office in Belfast aforesaid,
m In- second
Tuesday of May next, at ten o’clock
iu the forenoon, and shew cause, il'any they have,
whv the same should not be granted.
ASA Till BROUGH, Judge.
A true copy. Attest: -B. P. Fn.in, Register.

Freedom

LARRABEE,
Searsport, Me.,
I
dollar, hereby give
9 sideration
minor
Larrabee, the remainder of
JOB

in conto my
son
the
time of his minority, with full power to transact
business in future upon his own account; and I shall

pay

M

M
«

m
M
*

no

bills of his contracting after this date.
his

Witness, Amos
Searsport, April 19,

mark
II. Ellis.
1875.

Bees.

3w42*

Bees!

few Good Stocks of Bees for Sale.
Inquire at my office 2d Main Street, Belfast.
I. M. BOARDMAN.
3w41
Belfast, April Id, 1875.

I

HAVE

a

Medicine

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, outlie second Tuesday ol
April, A. IX, 1875.

El

II.

be acid at l'ablic Auction by virtue of a
the Court of Probate tor the

licence

t.iilri

Cor.

j

f. WHITMORE, Administrator of the
li Estate of Rufus U. Whitmore late of I'nity, iu
said Countv of Waldo, deceased, having presented
his first ami final account of Administration on said
estate for allowance.
Ordered, That the said Administrator give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published three weeks successively
in the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on 1 he second
Tuesday ot May next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be allowed.
;iw‘.'l
ASA THURLOUGH, Judge.
A true copy, Attest:—B. P. Fn.xn. Register.

I71BKN

< I-

proprietorship of

having recently

a

HARRIET
Belfast, in

iup

are

by

sent

mail

to

an>

same

time
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receipt

of onlv M

He-
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lands tor the sole purpose of doing good.
’These are, beyond all comparison, tin most extraordinary work-* on Phv siology **v publish' d l hei
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QUiNINE HAIR TONIC
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*|ualh d h’ anv other preparation,
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LEVI TOW ER. JR.. BOSTON

Ever;whore.
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Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
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: Barton Street.
’J'liis firm confidently assure the masters and ou
ers of ships that they have tie-best (»f faeilities h>r
executing every branch of slopworks, for both wood
en ami iron ships, in a manner guaranteed to ei\e
satisfaction.—tf.c I
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Tapestry. 3-Piy.

Bronchitis, Influenza, Soreness of

on Tuesday, the first
day of June, others, testimonials from whom 1 can furnish withA. V. 1875, at two o’clock in the afternoon, at Frankout number.
fort, at the office of Russell A. Trent, in said Frank
LARGE BOTTLE, 35 GENTS.
fort, all of the real estate of Mary A. llopkins late
Don’t fail to try it. It is pleasant to take. See
of Frankfort, in said County id' Waldo, deceased,
that the name of F. W. Kinsman is blown in the
for the payment of the said deceased’s just debts,
charges of administration and incidental charges; glass.
said real estate consists of the homestead lately oce»-Samplc Bottle and Circular Fr
F. IV. KIISHAX, Proprietor.
cupied by said deceased, and the store formerly occupied by the liusbaud of the late Mary A. llopkins.
14* Water Street, Augusta, Die.
RUSSKI.f, A. TREAT.
1
t’OI! SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
JwTJ
lyeowll.
Frankfort, April 20, 1871.

patentability of inventions.
All necessity of a journey

Washington to progreat delay there, are

to

Patent, and the usual
saved inventors.
TESTIMONIALS.
“I regard Mr. Eddy as one of the most capable and

cure a

here

successful

practitioners

ficial intercourse.

with whom I liuve had ofCHARLES MASON,
Com's'r of Patents.”

‘‘I have no hesitation in assuring inventors that
they cunnotcmploy a man more computent and t rustworthy ami more capable of putting their applications in a form to secure for them an early and favorable consideration at the Patent Office.
EDMUND 15URKE, late Com’s’r of Patents.”

“Mr. R. H. Ennv has made for me over Til MM Y
for Patents, having been successful in
almost every ease. Such unmistakable proof of gnat
talent and ability on his part leads metorecumim ml
ALL inventors to apply to him to procure their patents, as they may be sure of having the most faithful attention bestowed upon tin ir cases, and at very
JOHN I ALL AH I
reasonable charges.
lyf.7.
Boston, J:Ui 1 1875.
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AATER

Unfailing Remedy for
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma
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No.76 State St.,opposite KilbySt..Boston
an extensive practice of upwards of :;o
years,continues to secure Patents in t lie Fnited

An

••!

CARPETS

American Organs ever awarded any medal
in Europe, or which present such extraordi
nary excellence as to command a wide sale there.
a*'ar‘,0‘l highest premiums at In’:
HLVV H I O trial Exp. dr ion in America hm wt-ll as
::i
Europe. Out of hundreds t hvi«- lutv not been -1
all where auy other organs have been preferred.
nrOT Declared by Eminent Mudoia!:-. in IMi
Deo I hemispheres, to be unrivaled. S.-c
TESTIMONIAL CIRCULAR, with opinions of
than One Thousand psenr free).
1 >..
t
on having a Mason v Hamlin
I take any other. IK: il rs g-1 lakoku eov
mission's for selling inferior
g ins, tnd Joe th.-i
reason often try very hard to sell stunt thing else.
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the lal. Gut-pet Ib-tl

WHOLESALE & RETAIL

VIENNA, 1873; PARIS, 1867.

SOLICITOR OF PATENTS
For Inventions, Trade Marks or Designs,

legal
touching

Of

DIPLOMA OF HONOR

<

States; also in Great Britain, France, ami other foreign countries. Caveats, Specilications, Assignments, and all papers for Patents executed on reasonable terms, with despatch. Researches made !*» d«
termine the validity and utility of Patents of | nv« n
and other advice rendered in all
tious, ami
the same. Copies of the elaims ot
matters
\any patent furnished by remitting one dollar.
signments recorded in Washington.
A'o Agency in the I'nitul States possesses superior
facilities for obtaining Patents or ascertaining the

Awarded

TiUIBTK

CO.,

They Du Say it Beats the World.

G. ABBOTT & CO..

UNEQUALED rr,UNAPPROACHED

.lust published, a new edition
Or,
( ulventcU't ( elelirated Khon the radhal rare
without
sav
medicine) of sm: m a »ki; 11 a
Seminal Weakness, Involuntary Seminal i.o-»(-.
l.Mi’OTKNcv, Mental and Physical Incapacity, lie
pediments to Marriage, etc.. also, unm m i* i«>\,
Himi.KivsY and Fits, induced by seU-indulg* n>v or
sexual extravagance, &c.
Ha l’rice, in a sealed envelope, only six cents.
I lie celebrated author, ill this admirable Essay,
clearly demonstrates, from a thirty years* Miccessful
practice, that the alarming consequences of self
abuse may be radically cured without tie- dangerous
use of internal medicine or the application of the
knife; pointing out a mode ot cure at once simple,
and effectual, by means of which e\ ery sufferer, no
matter what his condition may be, may cure himself

—

c^mpTh^‘

Mm Li**

CAB NET ORGANS.

How Lest. How Restore!!

A. CLEMENT, widow of Almon w.
and radically.
Clement late of Waldo, in said County of Wal- ! cheaply, privately, should be in til** hands of
tfifThis Lecture
every
do, deceased, having presented a petition for an al- i
man
in the laud.
aud
every
lowance from the personal estate of said deceased. | youth
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any ad
( Mdered, That the said Rachel A. give notice to all
dress, post-lurid, on receipt of six cents, or two p' t
persons interested by causing u copy of this order to
age stamps.
he published three weeks successively in the RepubliAddress the Publishers,
can Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may apCHAS. J. C. KLINE &
pear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the second Tuesday of
12? Bon ery, Sew York:
May next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
Post Office Box,
lyr-H
show cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
said petition should not be granted.
ASA Til I’RLOrCH, Judge.
AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENT’S
li. P. Fikld, Register.
A true copy, Attest

oH

MASON & HAMLIN

oi

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the -ecoud Tuesday of
April, A. 1). 1875.

the Throat, Chest, and Lungs,
And all Diseases leading to Consumption.
It is prepared from Vegetable Extracts ami Barks,
of wonderful beating properties, and this Balsam is
highly recommended by physicians, clergymen and

ncr.iv

<

eight hundred and fifty pages ot th*
ablest and best printed and bouud popular medn-a!
sciene* and literature, on subjects of vital importam
to all. for only $ 1
barely • nougli to pay for mailing
It should he borne in mind that the*.#- great Medical
Works are publisln d bv the I*«»ulio4l.v Medlrui
Boitituu*. ,;u honored iustinition, established wit
hi-offered

BEECHER’S

€

the above well
House, and made extensive improvements
in the same, informs the public that he is
The old lriend.- o!
now ready for business.
the house will lind increased comforts, ami m u om
will be welcome to as good fare as can be bail any
where.
The stable lias shared the general improvtiih nt
ami with experienced and cartful ho.-if r- m> ]
will be spared in taking care of horses.
He lias some line LI VLRY > f<»' K. for the ace mi
modation id' those desiring good team-.
R. U. YHTUII F.I.L
1874.—hmos juBelfast, Dec.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast,within ami for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol
April, A. I). 1875.
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bandied all tin* various dyes, pronounce it Till'
single preparation for hang dm. the color of the hair
Which lias ever lieen brought t > their notice.
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Prepared onl>
THOMPSON. Rockland, Me. Sold b\ all dealers.

HOUSE!

The subscriber,

octavo

Hither of the above books
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H. DUMAS, Proprie-tor.
Late of Plienix Hotel, u uncord, N. II .ami I’ro.
prietor Boar’s Head Hotel, Mampton Beach. :im:tl

PHENIX

Everybody,

Institute has also

part of the world, closely sealed, postage paid, m
receipt of price. Or all three books sent to one ad

but a simile
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peril-need wholesale
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book

bound in

Sdy<^

oilers special advantage- in
•CQ3i|R Depots
LLSUtliose
arriving latent night or taking early
trains.
Board
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At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
April, A. IX, 1875.
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or gray hair t<> a .i«• t
Mark, (lark blown, or
auburn color. It contains no Sulphur or
Lead, or other deleterious ingredient.
It
requires but a single
application to ellVi t
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improvements.
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Arlington House

discovered
only
greatest
(and warranted) for the perfect cure of alt the worst
of
Piles, 1/kprosy, Sckoitla, Kino-Worm,
forms

from
WILT,
County of Waldo,
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particular.

from fn frm'ii to oft

RICHARD M. MOODY
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Also, for the celelirated OY i M
CSAltfc, Put up in l’in Boxes.

ever

Administrator's Sale.
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Johnson,

late of Winterport, in said County of Waldo, deceased, ha\ ing presented his fourth account of Guardianship for allowance.
Ordered, That the said Guardian, give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to beheld at Belfast,
within amlfor said County, on the second Tuesday ot
May m xt, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they have, why the same should
not he allowed.
ASA TIIURLOUGH. Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Fiki.ii, Register.

Maine.

Salt Riieum, Canokr, Catarrh, Rheumatism,
Asthma, Dyspepsia, Kidneys, and all diseases of
the Skin and Blood.
Entirely regetable. Money
returned iu all cases of failure. II. D. FOWLL,
Chemist, Boston. Sold everywhere. $1 a bottle.
Scud for Circulars.
,‘>nieow37
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Portland, Mo.
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A. LAMB,
and. Surgeon,

Physician

FOWLE’S

Freedom Notice.

BUSINESS.
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MANY

By
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Cured.

rTMiF.Ri: is no form of Krvsipelas, Scrofula nor
A. SALT HllKL'M that the human family hav*been uHlieted with, but what l can ell'ect a p«
manent cure.
I discovered tin- uu-die in«- in tin
year 18(V_,) ami since that time 1 have elhcted a cure
of more than two thousand cases.
Any one atllict
ed with any of the above diseases I would !ik< to
have them visit Portland, and make all the inquire
they please in regard to my skill as a physician.
I graduated at '’Harvard University, and ha • a!
ways practiced medicine in this city.
Those who are not able to visit me. I will, at th«ir
request., visit them, or send medicines and dirrc.ions
as they direct.

juatui
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beautiful French

hut it

A. Hayford, r.-'[., Lx-.Mayor,
lieim-t MIsrael < v»\, (ien‘1 Ins. Aunnt.
Harrison llayloid, Farmer,
I*. M. Moody, Horse ITainer,
S. .1. Dean, Prop, of Livery <tab e Koekhmd
Lhen \\. Seavey, Hotel Keeper, No sear-port,
IJobert (L Ames, T'canister,
,1. W. lilack. Deputy Sln ritl',
.1. M. Hale & Co., stage I’rops., Lllswortli,
\\
L. Cleaves, Drop ot Liv. Stable stocklon,

Erysipelas. Scrofula, and Sait

ever

indiscretions or excess wt
i', indeed, a book for every
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ANIMALS,

tit *\\ it ness the name- ol
to its extraordinary merits

Dr. Folsom’s Improved Dental Plates.
given to making and inserting

(1

l:\u.\t

titul Fn uch cloth.

bv which the process is rendered much less painful
and tedious than by the old methods.
1'ceth inserted in Rubber or Celluloid Rase, as persons prefer,
lie has the country right for the use of

AND GIVES

BUOYANCY TO THE TIBED BRAIN

DOMESTIC

of

cure

Premature incline in

v.

Hlooiny Fofel-(dings. Mental Depression, Los*
F.nergy, Haggai 1 < ->unt*-nance ( onfusion ot Min t
and Loss of Memory, Impu:< M a**-of tin* Blood
and all diseases arising from the
lamiivu v

SCRATCHES

improved
eluding
MORRISON’S DENTAL ENGINE!

Honorable Judge of Probate for the Countv
Waldo.
Ft >RG IAN XA FREDERICK, Guardian of Geo.
Walter F. and Frank B. Frederick, minor
T
heirs ol' Frank 15. Frederick late of Belfast, in said
County deceased, respectfully represents that said

PKFsFKYA Tl« »N. ft treat*upon m v s
lo^t, how regained and how perpetual »- t,

Vuiliiv,
Man, Spermator
rlnva, or M-minal Looses nocturnal and diurnal
Nervous and Physical Debilitv, Hypochondria.
i'«»it-:m

AMiOTIIKi: ILLS OF

Particular attention
artificial teeth.

edition of the celebrated medical workei.

and

cause

CUBES

still bo found at tlu- old stand of
Dr. Moore, corner ol' Church and
.Spring Streets. Mas all the latest
instruments lor operating upon teeth, in

8-

Belfast,

a new

May

a

A Book for Every Man,
published bv the Peabody Medical Institute

JI'S'l

E V 1. II V W H K R K.

OINTMENT

Successor to Dr. C. MOORE.

DISEASES.

NERVOUS

ARABIAN

QUANTITY FoR SALK ID,

WOMANHOOD AND

MANHOOD.

ii«»«>!», how

DR. Q. P. LOMBARD.

Upon the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the
petitioner give notice to ail persons interested by

placid

-..

ami >oi:i;s <>x a 1.1.

At :i Court of Probate, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday
of A yril, A. iX 1875.
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DECTTSSTH^I HORSE-FLESH!

COX & FIELD, Agents.

3w41

SAL E

S. A. HOWES & CO.

LIABILITIES.
AH

NOTICE.
»NS having < <>ul Adi.-s on theirpr.ua
are notified that, if
accessible to teaniwill
be taken awa. I. the city, free of charge
they
C. P * AIM Eli, btreet Corn
tt41
Belfast, April Id, lv

titled SI LK

CEDAR FENCE RAILS

.....

$2,757,907 50

I hat* for -ale the following pure bluo.i
1 Boar one year old, 2 Boari
swine
months old. 1 bow one year old, 1
Sow two years, old. 2 Sows -ix months old, 1 littei
Pigs four wm k- old April 27th Also Partridge and
• .-chin
Eggs at out dollar per do/«-n. and a lew
d M
BEAN
low Is for sale.
4w4U
Uetroit, April **, lv

11. S. Flint & Co.
Depot,
PROVIDENCE, R.I.

r OII

Sale.
YORKSHIRE SWINE.
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At their Great Medical

-AND-

teen
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Prepared by Dr.

SHINGLES

82

Outstanding Losses,

BELMONT.

Savings

Bank.

AYE REMOVED to their new Banking Boom
in Custom llou.-e Square, are prepared to n
ceive deposits, placing the smite on interest on the
tirst days of .June, July, August and September, and
December, January, February and Murcli. Interest
being computed on same, tin first Mondays of June
and December.
Deposits received daily, iexcept on Sundays and
Legal Holidays,) from i> to IJ A. M., and to I P. M.
Saturdays Bank closes at l'J, noon.
John H. Qci.mmv. Treas.
ASA FAtW'Ci., prest.
tf
Belfast, June 8th ls74.

ot

George C. MorCounty of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition for an
allowance from the personal estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Abby 1>., give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy ol
this order to be published three wet ks succes-i* elv in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Bellas*, ‘within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of May next, at ten el* the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
prayer of -aid petition should not be granted.
ASA III L’RLOl't ill, Judge.
A true copy, Attest—B. P. Fiki.i*, Register.

For
BREED

PURE

blood,
producing not only a
vigorous circulation, but a beautiful and healthy complexion.
Children suffering from sudden or
severe attacks of illness peculiar
to early life, often find ready
relief by taking one bottle of
Quaker Bitters. No one can remain long unwell (if curable) after taking a few bottles.

are

Belfast

Judge of Probate* for the County

WES T, widow of John West late of
said Count* or Waldo, deceased,
having presented a petition for an allowance from
the personal estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Harriet give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of Inis order to
be published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the second Tuesday ot
May next, at ten of the clock before noon, ami
show cause, if any they have, why the prayer ot
said petition should not be granted.
ASA HI E BLOTCH, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest—B. P. Fiki.i
Register,

4

safe and reliable remcases of illness incident to the sex,—purifying the

labors with the citizens of Belfast, will, we think,
be a sufficient guaranty that woik entrusted to us
will be faithfully done. Consult us before going
elsewhere.
Shop over the Marble Works, High
JOHN IJ. POOR.
Street.
March
Belfast.
18, In?.’*. tf MATT WELSH.

a

W. VOSE. Guardian of William
rpiIOMAS
A, Johnson, minor heir of Nathaniel

■

—

paper printed at Bi Hast, that
lln \ may appear at a Probate Court to be held at the
Probate Office in Belfast, aforesaid, ou the. second
1 iie-day of May next, at ten o’clock iu the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be granted.
ASA TIIURLOUGH, Judge.
li. P. Field, Register.
A true copy, Attest.

At a
the
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Bitters

SCHR. JOHN & GEORGE,
tons, new measure, in good
Apply to
C. H TIBBETTS,
Searsport, Me
4w42*
Searsport, April 20, l>75.
5

—

edy, in all

prepared to do SHIP and HOUSE
PAINTING in all it- branches—both plain and
ornamental—at prices that will suit the times.
Our long experience in the business, and our pa t
We

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol
April, A. !)., 1875.

causing

Payers.

Sale.

-o-*

restoring vitality
To the Aged, they
are a blessing,
removing the infirmities of age, strengthening
and stimulating the body and
cheering the mind. Mothers and
Maidens will find the Quaker

PAI1TTEHSI

charges,

To the Honorable
of Waldo.

of the day,
and energy.

POOR & WELSH

00

LIABILITIES.

Washington

It contains the New Homestead and Timber
Law's, with other interesting matter found only In
this paper.

00

ASSETS AS 1 (>l.EO\VS

stable formerly occupied by Fred kimj£Aj^\the
Ta\ ball, on
Street, near Perkins

OF THE WORLD.

IT

III!

Of Hartford. Conn.,
the cut day of December, 1S71. made to tie- Stale

< Hi

to all parts

SEND FOR IT AT ONCE !
It will only cost you a Postal C.vuu. New
ber for April just out. Address
O. F. DAVIS,

goods'

publican Journal,

For

—

PERMELIA

now

quarter acre of land. The house is
21x710, two stories, Ell one and a halt
stories; three large rooms below and
kitchen. four rooms and kitchen above, besides
attic. Tin.* house is thoroughly built, and in excel
1- nt condition throughout, and adapted for tw
families. \\ ill be sold on reasonable terms.
THOMAS J. FARROW.
tf41
Belfast, April 10, 1875.

Composed of Roots, Barks, and
Herbs,—the great Blood Purifier

Taxes that are not paid by the first of .May will be
advertised and sokl. 1 will be at Oakes Angier’s
until 4 P. M., of each dav until the lirs
store from
D. I.. PITCHER.
of May.
Tax Collector.
Belfast. March J4, 1S7“>.
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/Etna Insurance

Other

purchased of us
free of Charge.
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LIVERY STABLE!

they
vegetable line

PURCHASING !

V15STB \C 1

NEW

Henry

lower prices,

BEFORE

Removal!

/

even
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as
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fast. We have began work in our Machine Boom
where we shall manufacture Boys Si its, Coats
and Pants, and want a large number of Girls.

employed,

GOODS

Advertised in this paper, :il

GOOD

A handsome illustrated
newspaper, containing information for everybody. Tells how and where to

Notice to Tax

Probate for the County

are seized of certain real estate situate in
Island and also in Bellast, subject to the
Widow’s right of dower therein, that the interest
of said minors would be promoted by a sale ot the
whole, or a portion of the same, and investing the
proceeds on interest for the benefit of said minors.
Win
ki ouk your petitioner prays your honor to
grant her a license to sell and convey said real
estate of said minors, (including the reversion of
the Willow’s dower thereon,) at private sale.
G Ft)KG 1AXX A FKEDFRICK.

Can be Ibund all the

Help! Help! Help!

THE PIONEER.

Quaker Bitters

attention paid to extracting
Artificial Teeth Manufactured.
tilled in the best manner.

minors

NO 5, Phoenix Row,

Plow Handles! Plow Beams!

FREE, FREE! FREE!!!

Office in Gordon Block, Main St.

lrylo.

Cranberry

B. F. WELLS.

Ucto Svbbtrtisnmnls.

Dll. FLINT’S

Special

To the

JUST RECEIVED AT

The man who said that “half the discomfort
of life was the result of getting tired of ourselves,” made a pretty keen and far-reaching
observation,

T$ ENTIST f
Teeth

Union btreet,

on

1 occupied by the subscriber. It is
good cellar, well of water,

new, with

SEARSPORT, ME.

E. WETHERBEE, Administratrix
of the Estate of Lewis M. Wetherbee, late of
Belmont in said County, deceased, respectfully rechatties and credits of said
presents that the
deceased are not sufficient to answer his just debts
and charges of Administration, by the sum of six
hundred and fifty dollars; that said deceased died
seized of certain real estate situate in said Belmont,
and known as the homestead of said deceased; that
by a partial sale of any entire portion of the same,
the residue would be greatly depreciated in value.
Wherefore your petitioner prays your honor to
grant her a license to sell and convey the whole of
tlie real estate of said deceased, (including the reversion ot the Widow’s dower thereon,) to satisfy
his debts and incidental
and charges ol
Administration, at public or private sale.
PERMELIA E. WETHERBEE.

iv

Cloakmaking

We

of Waldo:
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teeth.
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THE house

*S-A11 business entrusted to him will receive
rompt attention.

copy of said petition, with this order thereon, to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, a paper printed in Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
the Probate office in Belfast aforesaid, on the second
Tuesday of May next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be granted.
ASA THU PLOUGH, Judge.
A true copy, AttestB. P. Field, Register.

Esq.. Belfast.

House for Sale.

HARADEX BLOCK. Belfast, lie.

causing a

Cove,

Northport, April 20,1875.

Attorney at Law!

foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the
petitioner give notice to all persons interested by
eausing a copy of said petition, with this order there’,
on, (•. be published three weeks successively in the

WISHING

ft at Kiixinc; Extraordinary.

GEO- E. WALLACE,

Upon the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the
petitioner give notice to all persons interested by

of

day

as the
house at batursale.
for
Northport,
Would take mortgage
pay. Inquire of

Terms easy.
note tor part
GEO. E. JOHNSON,

Office formerly occupied by E. K. Boyle.

At a court of Probate, held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
April, A. D. 1875.

Judge

lot known

house und
A. E. Fletcher
THE

STREET, BELFAST.

14

lars.
Wherefore your petitioner prays your honor to
grant her a license to sell and convey so much of the
real estate of said deceased, (including the reveVsion of the Widow’s dower thereon,) as will satisfy
his debts and incidental charges, and charges of
Administration.
HANNAH M. PALMER.

To the Honorable

at Law!

Attorney
MAIN

HANNAH

House and Lot for Sale!

JOHNSOH,

E.

G.

I pon the

Lebanon, N. II., seems in a fair way to be
cleared up at last. It will be rememberto send for Flower Seeds or Plants
ed that tlie family consisted of Mr James
from Lon<; Bkothkks, Hovky’s, Vh k’s,
Kendrick and wife, his son, Mr. Edward Washki kn’s, Williams, Bowditcii’s, Pktkk
IIkni.kkson’s, or any of the popular Florists, are
Kendrick, the assistant cashier of the bank invited
to leave their orders with
of which his father was cashier, and his
a
with
of
HISS A. A. HICKS, at her Cloak Booms.
wife, lady
refinement, together
two servants, a man and a woman, the
I shall send orders every Tuesday during the season,
latter a widow named Mrs. Wilson. The and design to keep the kkst and most reliable seeds
can be purchased in the country.
Particular
poisoning occurred on Sunday evening, that
attention paid to plants after their arrival till called
the 4th inst. The family had taken sup- for. Vegetable
seeds ordered if desired.
per as usual, but soon afterward Mrs. Kena
drick, the mother, was seized with severe
vomiting, and about the same time the Personal attention paid to fitting and satisfaction
son and his wife were similarly attacked.
warranted. Stamping done with neatness and disMrs. Wilson also pretended to be suffering patch. Rooms in McClintoek’s Block. Entrance
next door beyond Dr. Moody’s Drug Store. tf40
from the same sickness. Medical aid being promptly summoned, it was soon ascertained that the family had without
doubt been poisoned. In a few hours the
younger members ol the household rallied
Irom the effects of the poison, but the
mother being somewhat advanced in years
and in delicate health, was unable to withstand the shock. She lingered until Tuesday afternoon, when, after much suffering, she died. Subsequent investigation
proved that the family had been poisoned
by arsenic in their tea. and the only person in the house who could have concocted the mixture was Mrs. Wilson.
She subsequently left the house, and her
strange conduct strengthened the suspicion that she was the poisoner. It is found
that she did not drink of the poisoned tea
and had simply feigned sickness. She
has been known to purchase arsenic, and
it is intimated that her last husband died
mysteriously, and she is supposed to have
poisoned him. ller twin children, who
Built on entirely New Principles.
died young, are supposed also to have met
Don’t fail to see it before* purchasing. Descripdeath at her hands. Mrs. Wilson was ar- tive* Circulars Free.
rested in East Tilton yesterday, and her
FRED
ATWOOD,
preliminary examination in Lebanon next
W interport, Me., General Agent.
week will doubtless show whether or not
2mos40
April 7, 1875.
she is entitled to the mantle of a Borgia.
W hen arrested she was remarkably cool
and assorted her innocence in the most
positive manner. Her personal effects
I am prepared to furnish at short notice-, any style
were examined, and a package was found
of Handle that may be wanted, from the best of
Oak; workmanship, first-class; furncontaining arsenic. Her daughter, Mrs. Connecticut
ished in anv quantity, at bottom prices.
Jones, with whom she was stopping, was
FBFD ATWOOD, Winterport, Me'.
tf-4
Gen’l Ag’t Higganum Mfg. Co.
almost heart-broken.
Mrs. Wilson is a
native of Canada, has been twice married,
and has ot late lived in Nashua, Canaan,
Lebanon, and Lowell, Mass. She is about
4b years old, of medium height, dark hair
O N
and clear complexion, and has a very reNo
other
motive
spectable appearance.
than pure malice could have induced her
to poison the Kendrick family.
Mrs. KenYFST Makers call get Pi.knty oCWork
at our Stork in Bki.kast, and those living
drick, the victim ot the tragedy, is the
near
Monroe
can get work from our Stork at M«»nmother of James K. Kendrick, SuperinRUK.
tendent of the Old Colony Railroad.
Boys’
Skit Makkrs, and Pant FinishGoon,
kks will find a plenty of work at our Store in Bel-

worth’$5o’ood

Fairlleld,

subscribers

W ADLTN, by the purchase of his stock of

deep mystery surrounding the repoisoning of the Kendrick family in

>

kept
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THE

The
cent

mentioned the other day that a man was
with ferrets, to remove the
rats from the Falmouth Hotel, they having become a perfect nuisance. After
closing all the holes in the house, except
those in the kitchen, the ferrets were sent
in. A slide was put over the hole in the
kitchen to which a string was fastened,
and the side of the aperture annointed
with a peculiar oil. The ferrets drove
the rats into the room, and when the
room was full, the rat-killer armed with a
I belli.
club, and supported by two terrier dogs,
i'aPTUIUNG JACK MULLEN.
went for them, having, first let down the
.i:t! Agent ( unard was to go ahead and I
In this
mix in with tlie I'ounterfeiters, so as to be ar- slide so they could not escape.
ced with tlii'in. thus to further divert suspi- manner some thousand rats were killed,
cion at the time of the arrest. He went out and there is not one left in the house.
ahead fur the purpose of bringing in one of the The
dogs would seize them by the back,
most uncertain ol the wandering desperadoes,
a shake, and it was all over with
give
a ho was
always harder to find than even Jack
Mullen. < unard was to go on ahead and bring them, while the man’s club was wielded
lids bad one over to Jack Mullen’s on Sunday as swiftly as an Irishman’s shillelah.
We
"\ oiling, when the raiders would afterwards
understand the United States Hotel is to
pounce upon them.
be submitted to the process. [Advertiser.
I’lie raiders reached Jack Mullen’s cabin at
rows-nest in the neighborhood of
midnight.

Hum fastened their horses in a neighboring
thicket and surrounded the house.
Jl was a clear night. The air was as mild as
June. The solitary cabin was closed up in
nidi a fashion that it looked deserted. Heavy
shutters upon the windows gave the cabin the
appearance of a small fortress.
There was but little parley for ceremony,
from « unard’s reports the men knew that
Mullen was a very vigorous man, who slept
witli arms by liis side; that if he should once
gain them lie might tight liis way out. and then
a bound or two and lie would be lost in the
mountain jungles that surround his place,
(treat caution hud therefore to be exercised.
Tlie door was tried and. strange to say, was
found to be unlocked. The counterfeiter had
grown careless from liis long immunity. As
soon as the door was opened a charge was made
through tlie room to a rear bedroom where
Mullen was nabbed in bed. However, taken
all asleep as he was, he proved for a moment
or so all tlie deputies cared to look alter.
He
wrenched himself from liis captors, and seizing
a
he
chain
stretched
out
one
heavy
deputy
nearly lifeless, and had not a blow from behind
him stopped liis deadly work, would have
quickly placed tlie whole roomful at a disadvantage. lb was knocked down, but nothing
short of the irons would quiet him. Ever since
liis arrest lie inis been moody and sullen, lie
only w atches his chance to escape or kill some
of liis captors. The secret service men all sav
lhey never knew such an uglv, revengeful
devil, and thunk their fortunate stars that they
got hold of him before he got to his arms.
A METHODIST PREACHER IX THE GANG.
Among the counterfeiters is a Methodist
preacher by tlie name of Corn. He lias been
for years one of the regular “rip-snorters” of
revival preachers. He was a thrifty man who

New Firm!

FIRST TRIP OF THE SEASON

as

presenting

well

as

ever

unusual

offered

opportunities
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It, tun havers,

the Kntianee tloor may be

found

a

lull stink

1

knowledged STANDARD
of !lie market, hv popular !

invited to Hlatchley’s Improved
Bracket, tlie Drop < heck \ul\e, which
can be withdrawn without disturbing the
joints, and the copper chamher which
never cracks, scales or rusts and will last
For salt* by Dealers und the
a life time.
In order to he sure that
trade generally.
BlatchleVs
tf*'1
Pump, he careful and
inn jJ .vou
T
set* that it has my trademark above.
Jt
where
to
know
do
not
descriptive circulars,
you
together with the name and address of the agent
nearest you. will be promptly turnished by address^

!

A,:Hg
ife-

buy,

ing,

u

itii stamp.

CHAS. G. BLATCHLEY, Manufacturer.
nOO Commerce St., Philadelphia, Pa.
bm.l'.t

i\cu

THOUSANDS SAVED.
From tin brink ot the grave;
given to those deemed
mows

health and strength

incurable,

bv

using

tin* ta

ItUA/.ll.i.iAN Plant, discovered by l>r. Kvaus

ot the Navy.
:md lvlIlNl-.V

Radically cures, Dysthtsia, Lin t h
^'Kltvot S DKUILITY,
Lost
Llilllsy,
Vitality, and Weaknesses from
excesses in Alcohol, Tobacco, Orti’M, and other
causes
Nveakening the Bkain and Ncitvors kysl'-m.
Send stamp for circular, Empire Pharmaradical Co. 7'A? JJroaitiL'aii, y. ).
ly'***

COMl»LA*lNTS,

G. ABBOTT & CO.,
NOS.

Washington,
76,

Corn or Friend Street.,
78 & 82 FRIEND ST.,

BOSTON.

lowU?

mSlxsmmjSSS^!^:
harlestown, Jdais.

